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Abstract 

Industry has in the past considered image processing to be too slow for measurement 
and inspection. This thesis shows that by using new image processing technology 
with careful algorithm design, industry can now consider vision as a realistic tool. As 
well as being fast enough, an image processing sensor must be as reliable and acurate 
as the currently used techniques. For vision sensors to be considered by industry, they 
must offer advantages over current methods. These are primarily: the capability of 
measuring features previously uneconomic to measure on a production line, and the 
ability to inspect a product without touching it. 

This thesis demonstrates through two industrially relevant case studies that image 
processing can be considered as a realistic sensor for manufacturing industry. A 
survey of some of the most popular image processing systems is undertaken to 
explain the choice of The University of Liverpool's Transputer Image Processing 
System (TIPS) as the vehicle for the case studies. By using the transputer, the same 
software developed for a single transputer can run on many to increase the processing 
speed. The use of the language Occam for parallel programming is described and 
applied to the main projects of the thesis. These show the development of a portable 
gauge to meaSure weld profiles, and the application of image processing to the 
on-line inspection of components in manufacturing industry, with particular reference 
to the automatic measurement and inspection of ferroxcube inductor cores. 

Rigourous testing of the results at The University of Liverpool is shown for both the 
case studies in order to prove the success of the research. In addition, the portable 
weld measurement gauge is in use by The Welding Institute at Cambridge. Since The 
Welding Institute have had the gauge, it has been used to measure a wide variety of 
weld samples, giving greater accuracy in much reduced time than previous 
measurement methods. In one case it allowed thirty one weld samples to be measured 
in less than an afternoon where previously it would have taken about a fortnight. 
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1. Chapter 1· Introduction 

Sight offers man his most powerful physical sense. His sight has permitted him to 
gauge distances significantly greater and smaller than his own reach, to invent tools 
and to form organisations and systems which exploit and develop his environment to 
his advantage. Mechanisation of industrial processes has provided man with an ever 
better standard of living, by providing larger quantities of any product at lower cost 
However, in automatic processes, inspection of every item is seldom viable; some 
features cannot be inspected without looking at them, and to employ people to check 
every item is not cost-effective. Automation of visual inspection has previously been 
regarded as both too slow and too complex for practical application, however recent 
developments in electronics and integrated circuit design has provided processors 
capable of running programs which can "understand" simple pictures within a usable 
period. Therefore, re-assessment of the application of automatic visual inspection to 
industrial production is now due. 

The research described in this thesis investigates the application of image processing 
to automate two differing types of industrial inspection situation. The fIrSt situation is 
weld measurement, which typifies a situation where measurement is difficult, slow, 
inaccurate and subject to variation in human judgement, yet of vital importance. 
Secondly, the manufacture of ferroxcube inductor cores illustrates the inspection of a 
complex shaped component in volume production, where manual inspection conflicts 
with a desire to increase production rate at reduced component cost. 

In order to perform the re-assessment, the research described in this thesis has 
undertaken to consider those vision systems commercially available and to assess 
their usefulness in industrial applications. From this the fastest and most flexible 
vision system was chosen on which to perform the two case studies. Additional 
electronic hardware was designed and built, specific optical arrangements and 
illumination developed, and new algorithms produced so that development systems 
could be constructed to allow rigourous testing. Analysis of the results show that 
automatic vision sensors can perform measurement and inspection. which is both 
accurate and fast enough for industrial use. 

1.1 Industrial vision 

Automation of process control in manufacturing industry is now widespread, but, 
more often than not, inspection for quality assurance remains a manual task. Quality 
inspection offers an area which is ripe for automation and is one area where many 
people are employed, often equipped with manual gauges, to check visually the 
quality and tolerance of a sample of the products. Current methods to inspect and 
measure butt and fillet welds illustrate manual inspection, and these are discussed in 
the case study in chapter four. Automation for quality assurance inspection is 
considered in chapter four in which a new automatic gauge is designed and evaluated. 
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As technology advances and electro-mechanical systems become more complex and 
powerful, there are new demands for greater accuracy and precision in manufacture, 
greater speed of operation and production, and this itself requires rising standards of 
quality and specification. But as the manufactured systems and machines become 
more complex and valuable, completed units, with all their added value, must not fail 
at the end of the production line because a defective component was not spotted 
before it was included. This principle is illustrated in chapter five where the 
inspection of ferroxcube transformer cores is discussed. Here an automatic visual 
inspection technique has been developed which has the potential to be applied to on
line production. 

Most measuring sensors presently used in industry are tactile and therefore 
potentially damaging to the objects which they measure. Since these sensors require a 
mechanical movement to come into contact with the components, they are slow to 

operate. Electronic vision offers industrial processes a sensor which is non-contact 
and proves to be more accurate than the human eye. 

1.2 Speed and cost effectiveness 

Industry will only persue new technology and adopt new methods or tools if, by 
doing so, either the cost of performing known tasks is reduced, or, new, previously 
impossible tasks can be accomplished. Speed of operation does not of itself reduce 
costs; there is no point in performing tasks quickly, if it means that the new machine 
and, perhaps its operator, then have to stand idle while waiting for the supply of jobs 
to either catch-up, or for the finished work to be removed. The industrial vision 
system will be only a part of the whole manufacturing process if its function is to 
permit the task of inspection to keep pace with the rest of the production. The whole 
production system can work no faster than its slowest component. The advent of 
automated manufacturing machines has, in general, speeded up the industrial process, 
and, it can be argued that, manual inspection is presently amongst the slowest and 
most labour intensive of manufacturing operations. Commonly, this slow operation is 
offset by inspecting only a selection of items from a production batch in order to gain 
an assessment of the quality of the whole batch. 

The vision system offers great potential for on-line inspection and quality control in 
manufacturing by performing the tasks faster than by manual methods, and more 
cheaply. Also it allows 100% inspection of the products to be made. The case study 
in chapter five illustrates how Philips presently rely on sample testing to keep pace 
with the overall production rate of ferroxcube transformer cores, but desire 100% 
inspection and an increased production rate. 

The reliability and skill of an automatic vision system for inspection lies in both the 
software and the electronic circuitry. The development cost of the former is a single 
capital expenditure and the latter is comparatively cheap, whereas human skill is a 
continuing overhead and labour is relatively expensive. In many applications there is 
a good prospect for the recoupment of investment in industrial vision systems for 
inspection over relatively short periods. 
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1.3 The speed of image processing 

A camera scans each frame, line by line, looking at each pixel sequentially, and 
assigning to each a numerical value for its shade and position. In Europe, most 
cameras complete the frame scan every 40 ms. For the purposes of this thesis, real
time processing is taken to mean that the processing is completed during the period of 
one frame. 

There is no point in seeking to advance the processing rate in order to complete it 
much quicker than this period allows, while the frame scan rate of available cameras 
remains at the present standard; the rate for the whole system cannot be increased 
beyond the limitations imposed by other components of the system, in particular, the 
camera. This is discussed more fully in chapter two. 

What has been achieved by the study of the problems considered in this thesis is to 
transfer the limitations of the vision system either to the camera or to the device that 
receives the data. Of course, more complex problems require IllOre processing, but 
this can usually be contained within the same period by dividing the processing 
between more processors. 

1.4 The Transputer Image Processing System (TIPS) 

The Inmos transputer is a fast, single chip microprocessor which has been designed to 
process several programs at the same time and "in parallel", taking only a short time 
to switch between the programs. Parallel processing allows programmers to structure 
their software more closely to the function that it must perform, rather than to tailor it 
to suit the limitations of sequential execution; this concept is discussed in 
chapter three. Furthermore, the transputer has been designed to operate with many 
other transputers, each processing a part of the complete program and passing 
information rapidly between them. This parallelisation at all levels permits software 
which has been written with algorithms operating in parallel for one transputer to be 
split up to run faster on several transputers. 

Image processing requires a great deal of processing to produce any results for the 
scene in view. Consequently, fast processors are needed if the results are to be 
achieved fast enough to be useful to manufacturing industry. The transputer can allow 
the processing of the images to be divided between several processors; however, 
special electronic circuits are necessary to achieve this division. The Transputer 
Image Processing System, TIPS, has been designed to utilise the parallel capabilities 
of the transputer in order to speed up image processing. 

1.5 Preliminary work 

A prototype system for "An optical automated weld profile monitor" to measure 
certain parameters of T.I.O. butt welds had been developed by Dr. P.B.Terry [1], at 
the University of Liverpool in 1987. It was based on an mM-AT computer acquiring 
the information about the weld from a picture captured into an external 256 x 256 
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frame store from a camera and laser arrangement. The laser light was provided by a 
helium-neon gas laser, linked by a fibre optic to a collimator, to shine across the 
weld. The profile was viewed by a vidicon camera inclined at an angle to the weld. 
The device was essentially a bench device, and developed using the technology at 
that time available. 

The principle formed the basis of the research to produce a portable electronic gauge 
to measure weld parameters which is described in this thesis. A number of 
modifications were introduced to the Terry system during the initial stages of the 
study and some of these have remained through to the portable weld measurement 
gauge. 

a The vidicon camera was replaced by a CCD camera 
a The He-Ne gas laser was replaced by an automatically switched 

semiconductor laser and the fibre optic arrangement replaced by 
a directly connected collimating lens. 

a Replacing the external frame store by a 'plug-in' framestore, but 
this was again replaced by the total change in the processing 
concept which is described here. 

a Band pass filters were attached to the camera lens. 

Many of these changes were made to make the monitoring head smaller, more robust, 
less complicated and portable. The camera used in this application was a miniature 
solid state CCD camera and it was fitted with a 780 nm wavelength bandpass filter to 
eliminate the background light from the laser stripe. The filter gave an improved 
contrast, but did not overcome all problems of background light in the system and 
this became of greater importance when the semiconductor laser was used which 
produced much less power. It became important to design the weld gauge head so 
that background light was excluded as far as possible. The solid state laser, being 
placed much nearer to the lens and weld, operated successfully with much less 
intensity and applied much less power, which was considered a useful safety advance 
if the device was to be used industrially. 

Demonstrations of the Terry system to industry highlighted the need for a device 
which was able to measure the weld width as well as the parameters for which it had 
been already programmed. The proposed gauge would have to be able to measure 
welds between plates at any angle and not just butt welds. There was also a need for 
even smaller monitoring heads to be developed which could automatically inspect 
both internal and external pipe welds. These suggestions became the considerations 
throughout this research. 

Other early work, which proved less profitable, involved the transfer of the Terry 
system to a Matrox, PIP-I024 [2], framestore. All the interface programs in 82086 
assembly language were rewritten, tested and implemented, and a change to the "C" 
code was necessary in order to accommodate the increased size of the frame buffer 
(256 x 256 to 512 x 512 and the increased intensity level range from 6 to 8 bits). New 
methods were sought to solve the problems produced by the lower light intensity of 
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the solid state laser which produced a less sharp edge than the gas laser, but all these 
software methods ran much slower on the single processor system. 

The transfer to the transputer became the main alternative and the systems developed 
as a result of this change are described in the later chapters of this thesis. Completely 
new algorithms have been developed to overcome the shortcomings of earlier 
software. A new strategy was developed to find the edges of the weld metal, which 
would be more reliable, cope with shallow and sharply cornered welds, and allow 
parallelisation to be implemented more successfully. Further, new methods of 
measuring the weld features were necessary to allow both fillet and butt types of weld 
to be included. This necessitated the use of a two dimensional calibration. 

1.6 Preview of chapters 

This thesis is structured to introduce the reader to the ideas and techniques of image 
processing software and to the hardware on which it is performed. Two case studies 
then demonstrate the application of image processing to automated measurement and 
inspection showing that vision sensors are now realistic tools for both on-line and 
off-line use. 

1.6.1 Chapter two - Vision systems 

An overview of how a vision system works is described, outlining the basic elements 
and the various considerations which must be made when designing or choosing a 
vision system. With the understanding of what a vision system is, how it works, and 
what it is required to do, a survey of some of the most popular commercial systems is 
undertaken in order to explain the choice of TIPS as the vehicle for the case studies. 

1.6.2 Chapter three - Image processing 

This chapter introduces many of the methods commonly used to enhance images, and 
discusses techniques of feature extraction as well as describing the programming 
language, Occam, which has been used for the case studies. 

1.6.3 Chapter four - Portable weld measurement gauge 

This chapter describes the main project of the thesis. The design and development of 
a portable system which measures weld profiles is detailed. New algorithms have 
been developed in order to provide robust and accurate measurements of all weld 
types. Details of the exhaustive test which are required for industry are given to prove 
the validity of using image processing as an industrial sensor. 

1.6.4 Chapter five - On-line metrology and ftaw inspection 

Chapter five considers the use of a vision system to replace the manual inspection of 
ferroxcube inductor cores allowing 100% inspection with a six fold increase in 
production rate. Currently, the central hole in the core is tested by a 'go-no go' gauge 
and examined manually for damage. In addition to these tests accurate measurement 
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of other component dimensions is desired. This chapter then shows how the best 
optical arrangement was chosen to give a reliable image. The operation of the 
software is then described to show how careful design achieves both speed and 
robustness. In order to prove the reliability and accuracy of the system a number of 
specimen cores with known defects were exhaustively tested, and the results from 
these tests are discussed and presented at the end of the chapter. 

1.6.5 Chapter six· Conclusions and future work 

The results of testing in both the case studies of chapters four and five show that 
image processing can be successfully applied as a sensor for automated industrial 
measurement and inspection. The future holds the expectation of great advance in 
electronics and consequently, as the processing of images takes less and less time, 
more complex algorithms will be implemented. Image processing will undoubtedly 
become a common tool in manufacturing. The portable weld profile measurement 
gauge is now in use by the Welding Institute and undergoing serious consideration for 
development into a production model. Its potential for on-line control is likely to be 
pursued in future work at the University of Liverpool. 
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2. Chapter 2 - Vision systems and their capabilities 

Chapter two describes the general uses to which vision systems may be applied in an 
industrial role, and proceeds to explain vision system hardware, and the 
considerations required when designing or selecting one. A number of commercially 
available products and systems are reviewed, which fall into two categories. Firstly, 
those which permit ordinary computers to be used for image processing, and secondly 
specific systems designed for the task. Chapter two concludes by explaining the 
choice of vision system used in the case studies, detailed in chapters four and five, 
and its facilities. 

2.1 Vision systems for industrial application 

Requirements for vision systems may be divided into either the manual, interactive 
movement and enhancement of images on computer screens for desktop publishing, 
or the more complex need for these systems to be applied to manufacture and process 
control robotics to give them "sight". It is this latter application to which this thesis is 
directed. 

Automatic systems are required to have the ability of making decisions based upon 
the infonnation seen in an image without the influence of an operator. When this type 
of vision system is coupled to a robotic system the image processing software must 
usually deliver the result from processing within a specified time, although not all 
automatic systems have such time constraints, Hedengren [3]. For example, in a 
system for tracking along a seam for welding the decision may be as simple as "move 
the welding torch to the left by 1/2 mm", as is discussed in chapter four. In this case 
another operation, the welding, is dependent on the result from the vision system and 
there is a need for this result to be delivered within a specified critical time or the 
weld may be made in the wrong place, Oark et al [4]. 

A demand for a "non-contact" sensor, such as a visual one, is growing in the 
manufacturing industry where robots are now commonly used. These sensors can 
remove the limitation on a robot's speed imposed by a "contact" sensor which must 
touch a sample to acquire information about it. A robot's movement may be slowed 
down to prevent damage to either the sample or to the sensor. A robot which can 
"see" the component which it is to manipulate can accommodate a wider variation in 
the positioning of that component, than one which locates solely by knowing a pre
defined location. Consequently, vision sensors have the added advantage of reducing 
the overall cost of a production line by allowing a more flexible mechanical 
arrangement. 

There are many functions which can only be solved practically by having a picture of 
an object. In addition to robot guidance, other applications include inspection for 
quality assurance, measurement and sorting. Furthermore, the infonnation acquired 
by such systems can then be saved, analysed and used to improve production 
performance. 
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2.1.1 Robot guidance 

A vision system used for robot guidance must assess, from the scene it is viewing, the 
direction in which the robot must move and also deliver this result within a limited 
time to the robot controller. The level of guidance may be as simple as "move left" or 
"move right" when directing a robotic arm to pick up an object. It may also be as 
complex as guiding a vehicle along a road; Morgan et al [5]. As the scope of guidance 
widens, the more decisions must be taken and more processing of the image is 
required. 

In order to acquire the images a camera may be mounted in two places on a robot; 
either mounted on the arm which is to be guided or remote from the arm so that the 
arm is in the camera's field of view. The latter case is similar to the way in which man 
uses sight to guide his arms and hands to pick up an object. The solution chosen will 
depend on the application as each method has its different merits. 

Positioning the camera at the point of movement (for example on the robot's arm) 
maximises the camera's resolution to give the most precise result to the control 
system operating the robot. In this case, with image processing used for seam 
following, Clark et al [4], the resolution allows the tracking head to deliver results 
with a precision of up to 0.02 mm for an image of 10 mm wide as shown in 
figure 2.1. This arrangement is similar to that used for the weld guidance and 
measurement in chapter four. 

2.1.2 Inspection for quality assurance 

Quality is one of the important factors relating to the success of any product in the 
market place, Stout [6]. Often, customer confidence in a product is given primarily in 
response to its appearance, then to its feel and finally to its reliability. Vision systems 
can help maintain these factors and have a direct effect on a product's saleability by 
guaranteeing its quality to the customer. Money can also be saved in production by 
correcting or rejecting substandard components early, such that further investment is 
not made in them as they progress along the production line. However, if the design 
of the product is fundamentally flawed, inspection cannot improve it. 

As methods of production improve. quality improves and the customer comes to 

expect and demand ever increasing standards. If the customers receive badly fmished 
or faulty goods it encourages them to look elsewhere for a better alternative and the 
manufacturers incur the additional cost of correcting the defects in the goods which 
were originally supplied. Quality may be quantitive as well as qualitive and many 
documents are produced to defme the quality of a product, the most popularly known 
are national standards such as the British StandaJds [7] which are applied in 
chapter four to form the basis of weld inspection. 
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2.1.3 Measurement 

When a person looks at an object he may be able to gauge its size. but only to a low 
degree of accuracy and not to a consistent level of precision. If viewing the whole 
object with a vision system which makes a measurement of the object's length. the 
accuracy is determined by size of the field of view. the orientation of the object in the 
frame and the resolutions of both the camera and the frame store. Typically the 
resolutions of the camera and frame store are 512 x 512 pixels. If the object was 
1 metre across and almost filled the whole frame. the accuracy of the measurement 
would be about 1 mette divided by 500 pixels (given that the subject ftlled 500 pixels 
across the image). But. if the object was 1 mm long and filled the same 500 pixels 
across the image the accuracy would increase correspondingly. The case studies in 
chapters four and five examine the measurement of ferroxcube inductor cores and 
weld profiles. 

2.1.4 Object identification for sorting 

A production line may have a number of different components travelling along the 
same line. These could be sorted into boxes containing similar components by a 
vision system. which could identify the different types and pass on the information to 
another system. This would have great potential when extended to label the packaged 
components with bar codes automatically. Bar codes can be read by a vision system 
and using a camera with image processing software, which would then dispense with 
the flying laser techniques commonly found in supermarkets. 

2.1.S Data logging 

Information from any inspection could be saved and used to give a better appreciation 
of how the manufacturing system is performing. If a manual system of component 
sorting is in use, the information showing the proportion of each batch which is too 

large. too small. or substandard is much less available for use in an analysis of the 
production system than if the information were already used by an automatic 
computerised system. For example in chapter five, the measurement of ferroxcube 
cores may reveal that when the raw material is purchased from one supplier the cores 
are more likely to be undersize or have chipped corners. Such information could be 
used to vary the amount of raw material used in the process, or combined with other 
data for the material to give better control over the process. 

Data logging could be used to have a tighter control over the process by coupling it 
directly in a continuous process to "tweak" the manufacture. In the case study of 
welding, the measurement of the weld profile shanly after the bead is laid down 
could be used to modify the weld procedure while the bead continues to be laid. 
Additionally. The Welding Institute, as part of the portable weld measurement gauge 
project in chapter four' has decided that stored information of weld profiles is 
valuable as a record of any inspected weld sample. 
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Data logging may be required for the following reasons: 

o Historical record for future information 

o Validation against specification requirements 

o Counting numbers of components made in a batch 
or time period which failed inspection 

o Reasons for failing inspection 

o Distributions of results of size or flaws and types of flaws 

o Linking logged data with time of day / week / year, 
temperature, humidity, raw material, supplier operator, 
new management decisions 

Page 20 

A better knowledge of the process makes for better control of it and for a more 
reliable production. 

2.2 Vision system design and consequent limitations 

A vision system is a combination of electronic hardware and software which is 
capable of digitising a picture from a standard video source and which, by processing, 
allows the manipulation of a picture into the desired form or permits the extraction of 
some feature or features from it, Gonzalez & Wintz [8]. Vision systems, therefore, are 
made up of a number of connected parts: 

o The image digitising (capture) circuitry 

o Memory storage for the digital image 

a A processing or computing element to operate on the image 
including program memory 

a Circuitry for the reconstruction of the processed image back to 
an analogue signal for display. 

This basic configuration is shown in block form in figure 2.2 . 

2.2.1 Electronic parts of a vision system 

The method by which images are transmitted has become standardised by television. 
A picture is displayed on a television by an electron beam scanning across the screen, 
line by line, starting at the top and finishing at the bottom. This is called a raster 
display. Since the television requires the image line by line, it is transmitted in this 
manner. An increased resolution of the image requires more lines and more 
information in each line and consequently takes longer to display each picture. In the 
UK the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) transmit pictures with a resolution of 
625 lines. However, the response of the human eye is fast enough to discern that the 
display is scanned and not continuous at this resolution (the picture appears to 
flicker). To overcome this flicker the BBC transmit the picture in two partS, called 
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fields, such that all the even lines are displayed fmt followed by the odd ones. Thus 
reducing the scan time from top to bottom by half and outside the response of the 
human eye. The standard used by the BBC is called Phase Alternating Line - PAL UK' 

Cole [9], which defmes the transmission of colour and intensity of television pictures. 
It is an analogue signal. 

2.2.1.1 Image digitising circuitry 

The image digitising circuitry of a vision system, figure 2.3 converts a standard video 
signal, such as that described above, to a stream of digital data representing each 
discrete point (called a pixel) of the image. The analogue signal is continuous through 
each line but the digitising circuitry samples this signal to produce the discrete points 
of the resolution allowed by the size of the image memory. For the applications 
described in this thesis, this is 512 pixels wide by 512 lines. The video signal consists 
of a synchronising pulse denoting the start of the field, followed by bursts of analogue 
voltage representing each line. The line intensity information is separated by 
horizontal synchronising pulses indicating the start of each line. 

The synchronising pulses are removed by a sync splitting circuit, figure 2.3, leaving 
just the line data to be digitised by a fast analogue to digital converter which samples 
the signal produces a value for each pixel representing its brightness. This shade, for 
monochrome video, is usually resolved to 8 bits or 256 levels giving black as 0 and 
white as 255. Each pixel value is placed logically in the memory to build up an image 
which can be accessed by a processor. 

2.2.1.2 Processor access to the image 

The fastest technique of allowing a processor access to the image memory is to 
decode it into the memory map of the processor. The shorter the access time of the 
memory used, the faster each pixel can be read or written. When considering whether 
to base the portable weld measurement gauge, chapterfour, on a portable IBM PC a 
problem became apparenL Owing to historical processor design limitations, the disk 
operating system, DOS, used by the IBM PC does not recognise memory in excess of 
I Megabyte and requires special basic input-output system calls (BIOS calls, 
Norton [10]) to access this area of memory. Framestores which are mapped into this 
area of the memory map have a slow pixel access since this BIOS software must be 
used. In an attempt to overcome this limitation some frame stores are designed with 
at least three registers which are mapped into the input-output map, 10 map, of the 
processor allowing the reading and writing to any pixel by specifying its x and y 
coordinate in two of the registers and then accessing the pixel via the third. Although 
this is inherently slow, it is faster than using the BIOS software. When designing a 
vision system without these historic limitations, sharing the memory between the 
processor, the capture and the display circuitry is beneficial. 

Only one of the three influential circuit blocks (capture, process or display as shown 
in figure 2.2) may access anyone pixel at a time. Where the memory has only one 
method of access, via one address bus, only one of the competing circuits may access 
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the memory at any time. Thus, with "single pontI or normal memory, Hitachi [11], 

processing must stop during the capture or the display of each pixel while these 
operations take control of the memory's address bus. The design allocates a lower 
priority for the processor to have access to the memory than for capture and display. 

In order to achieve real-time image processing, in which images are captured, 
processed and displayed within the period of one frame cycle, it is essential to lose as 
little processor time as possible during the capture of the next image and the display 
of the last. Special memory, which has two methods of access and is called "dual 
port" memory (video memory), Hitachi [11] has been designed to facilitate 
independent access by the capture and display circuitry and the processor. In this case 
the processor may only lose a very small amount of time due to being held up by a 
capture sequence. 

It is inadvisable, if not impossible in some systems, to try processing an image while 
it is being captured, since the data is changing. 

2.2.1.3 Construct the processed image for display 

The display process can be seen as the reverse of capture. The "x" and "y" address 
counters are incremented to recreate the lines of data in digital form at the right time 
for a digital to analogue convener to reproduce an analogue signal with sync pulses 
added. Thus a PAL standard signal is reproduced for display on a compatible 
monitor. 

Since most vision systems have enough memory available for two or four images, it 
is usual to share parts of the same circuitry (the x and y address counters) for display 
as that employed for capture, except for selecting a different frame buffer for each. 
To maintain continuous display, the circuitry continually increments the x and y 
counters transmitting the image in a chosen buffer. and only captures into another 
buffer when required. If it is connected, it is usual to use the synchronising pulses 
from the video source (camera) for a capture sequence. For real time processing, 
capture occurs every frame, as does display, and these are simultaneous and 
continuous. 

2.2.2 Limitations and design considerations 

The over-riding limitation of vision systems is having a very large quantity of data 
and insufficient time in which to process it This problem can be reduced in a number 
of ways by considering the software as well as some hardware techniques for 
speeding up the processing. 

2.2.2.1 Use a faster processor 

Probably the vision system designer will have selected the fastest processor available, 
but, short of waiting for a better one to be developed, he will have to adopt design 
techniques which will extract the best performance from that which has been chosen. 
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2.2.2.2 Reduce the amount of processing required from the processor 

Division of the processing between several processors, all working at the same time, 
is not possible if one is designing for an existing single processor computer such as 
the IBM PC. If each processor is connected together such that they all have access to 
the same image, then parallel image processing becomes possible. 

Such an arrangement could be designed using parallel bus structures like the Versa 
Memory Europa, VME [12]. The limitation of this method of parallelisation of image 
processing is the time taken for each processor to access the image, holding up other 
processors while it does so and, therefore, creating a fmite number of processors 
which could be connected together. 

The parallel processing capability of the VME bus is very much limited by the 
number of processors trying to access the bus and the time taken to switch between 
tasks. The minimum time for a VME system using a 68020 microprocessor [13] 
running at 10 MHz to switch tasks is made up from saving 31 registers, each of 
32 bits and picking up another 31 for another task. Each access takes 6 clock periods 
making the time for task switching greater than 25 ~s. Added to this time is the 
execution time for the software which is needed to control the task switching. The 
time is almost eliminated by use of transputers as these have been designed for 
parallel processing both on one chip and on many communicating with each other. 
The time taken to switch tasks is between 600 ns and 1.1 ~s. 

2.2.2.3 Design considerations 

(1) Resolution 

Convenient ways to speed up the processing time are to use less data by reducing the 
x, y resolution or by disregarding a number of shades of grey. This can be 
implemented in hardware at the design stage. but it is better considered in software (if 
the need arises) leaving the system flexible. 

The constraining factors on image resolution come from two directions. the cost of 
memory (but this always tends to go down) and the resolution of the video source. 
However. when vision systems are to be used for measurement, higher resolutions are 
often required and this necessitates employing greater processing capacity. The 
highest resolution from a camera is about 750 x 750. Pulnix [14]. but these are very 
expensive and can only provide an effective resolution of 625 line using standard 
transmission. 

Another factor worthy of consideration is the shape of the pixels. It is important that 
the equatiQn of a circle should produce a circle on the screen and this is considered 
further in chapter five when describing the ferroxcube core measurement Square 
pixels are favoured for industrial applications, especially if measurement is involved. 
Square pixels can be achieved in two ways, either by capturing a square portion of the 
whole image from the camera or by having a rectangular image of 413 aspect ratio, 
with, typically, a resolation of 640 x 480, Mattox [IS], and thus making it the same as 
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the camera. A square image is the more convenient when writing the software, but 
either solution is acceptable. 

(2) Colour 

The description of vision system design has so far been concerned with monochrome 
sources and displays. Most vision systems, which offer image processing of 
monochrome images, provide output through three video signals for red, green and 
blue, incorporating a look-up table on each of these outputs, figure 2.4. The 256 grey 
levels can be displayed on a colour monitor as 256 different colours which can be 
selected from a palette of 2563 or 16777216 shades, Niblack [16]. 

A colour image can be represented in two different ways in a computer; either as a 
combination of the three primaries (red, green and blue) or as a combination of 
intensities and the colour. The method of describing each pixel with three numbers 
representing the intensity of red, green and the blue is very similar to that with 
monochromatic image processing. The three colours are transmitted as three separate 
signals and the electronics for a Red-Green-Blue (RGB) vision system can be 
considered as a three-fold mono system. This type of system is useful if the 
application requires the extraction of information on one of the primary colours. 
However, when a combination of the primary colours is required, more processing is 
necessary than if the information is displayed in the alternative technique of 
"chrominance and luminance". The extra processing is incurred as three arrays of 
values (representing the red, green, blue images) must be processed rather than only 
two (chrominance and luminance). 

Chrominance and luminance offers the colour information as two numbers, the ftrst 
being a number corresponding to colour and the second to its brightness. This system 
can use algorithms which pperate on the intensity alone, like monochrome vision 
systems, but also it offers the potential of extracting features which lie within a range 
of colours. The colour information (chrominance) is then represented as a number 
representing the colour of that pixel which is commonly selected from the 
chromaticity diagram, Niblack [16]. 

Colour is not necessary for many applications as the intensity gives enough 
information to extract the desired features. For example, a vision system designed to 
inspect biscuits in order to reject the burnt or broken ones, need not be a colour one, 
since broken biscuits will be the wrong shape and burnt biscuits will be darker than 
those correctly cooked. But if iced biscuits were being checked, such that the 
brightness or intensity of a pink iced biscuit was the same as a non-iced one, the 
colour information would be needed to show pink from brown. 

(3) FrtIIM buff.,., 

Frame buffers are areas of memory used to store each image. Since it is not possible 
to process a frame which is currently receiving an image, as it is not yet there, it is 
useful to have at least two frames. This allows processing of one image while the next 
is being captured. If a monitor is to be used to display whatever the image processing 
has found, it is useful to show an image on which the processing has been completed. 
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In a vision system with two frame buffers, the frame which is being processed will be 
displayed. At the start of the processing this will show a "raw" or unprocessed image 
which will build up to the completed picture. Thus, the complete image will be 
displayed briefly before the frame buffers are swapped and a new raw image is 
shown. 

A better arrangement is three or four buffers, one of which is being displayed, one is 
receiving a new image leaving the processor to read the image in the third buffer, 
either drawing the results into the fourth buffer or back on top of the image being 
processed. This method becomes of greater importance as the image processing is 
made to run more quickly, until for every frame cycle a new image is being 
processed. In this case of real-time image processing the sequence of frame buffers 
may be as follows. 

Capture frame Process Frame Display frame 

0 1 2 

2 0 1 

1 2 0 

The table above shows the order in which the frame buffers may be used in a vision 
system with three frame buffers, numbered from 0 to 2. The last frame to be captured 
is being processed, the last frame which has been processed is now being displayed 
and a new image is being captured into the remaining buffer. 

This now shows the fastest response time of an image system to be:-

Response time = Capture time 

= 40ms 

+ Process time 

+ 40ms 

The response time is governed by the processing time which in conventional systems 
is much greater than the indicated 40 ms, but often of the order of minutes or hours. 

(4) Th, interlae,d video signlll 

The term "interlace" describes how the image is transmitted as an analogue signal 
between the source, the vision system and the display. Also it describes how it is 
clocked out of the vidicon tube or Charge Coupled Device (CCO) (see section (6». 
An interlaced signal is one where all the odd lines of the image are transmitted as the 
flfSt field followed by all the even lines to make up a complete image. The reason for 
doing this lies with the response time of the human eye. as discused in the 
introduction to this section. If the whole frame was transmitted with odd and even 
lines successively from top to bottom. the screen would have dimmed by the time the 
line was next scanned by the electron beam and the display would be seen to flicker. 
The flicker is less apparent to the viewer if all the odd fields are displayed and then 
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all the even ones. The flicker is still clear when single pixel lines are drawn 
horizontally on the image. 

(5) Non-interlaced cameras 

Non-interlaced cameras are available which either reduce the vertical resolution and 
transmit the whole image in one frame of 20 ms or by using a higher frame rate to 
allow more lines to be transmitted in the same period. The higher rate is 31.5 kHz as 
opposed to the 15.6 kHz rate of the interlaced display signal, which overcomes the 
flicker problem of the display monitor. 

2.2.3 The video camera 

In conclusion to this section on vision system hardware and design, a discussion of 
the video source is included. There are two types of electronic camera commonly in 
use, those based on a photoconductive tube and those which employ a micro
electronic chip of charge coupled devices. The latter design is now becoming the 
most widespread as it is more robust and has a longer life. 

2.2.3.1 Photoconductive tube camera (vidicon) 

There are three main parts to the vidicon camera, the electron gun, the scanning 
system and the photoconductive target onto which the scene is focused, King [17]. 
The electron gun produces a beam of electrons which are focused, aimed, and 
scanned across the photoconductive target in a similar manner as in a display tube. 
The image of the scene is focused on to the target which consists of a layer of 
photoconductive material having the property of exhibiting a high resistance when 
low light levels are incident on it and an increasing conductivity as the amount of 
light falling on it increases. The scanning action of the electron beam across the target 
makes a circuit where the voltage at the electrode attached to the target varies 
according to the resistance of the target. This voltage fluctuation is the analogue 
video signal. 

The major drawback of the tube is that a constant image slowly "bums" itself 
permanently on to the photoconductive layer. Since the vidicon camera is based on a 
delicate cathode tube design care must be taken when in use to handle it with this in 
mind. Most commercial versions require a 240 volt or 110 volt supply and therefore 
do not lend themselves to incorporation in portable systems. The design is also 
physically large, typically ISO mm x 100 mm x 7S mm. 

2.2.3.2 CCD cameras 

These micro chip cameras are small, robust, reliable, operate on low voltage and have 
a low power consumption. They are typically 100 mm x SO mm x SO mm, but can be 
as small as two standard match boxes back to back. The CCO chip is not damaged by 
long periods of constant and unchanging image nor very bright light. As VLSI 
technology improves the resolution of these devices increases to beyond that which 
was possible by focusing an electron beam. It is possible to get ceo cameras with 
resolutions of 1024 x 1024. 
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CCDs can be considered as analogue shift registers, Stafford [18]. When used as 
photodetectors in an array, organised into rows and columns with an optical image 
focused onto them produce an electronic picture, also known as an image. The CCD 
array can be regarded as an area of closely spaced capacitors which hold charge 
corresponding to the amount of light falling on them. Each charge is amplified and 
read out as an analogue voltage corresponding to a point and assembled to form the 
lines of a video signal. 

2.3 A review of commercial image processing systems 

Many frame stores are available which are intended for use with "PC bus" [19], 
VME [12] and other host systems. As with all "high tech" electronics, there is a great 
deal of marketing "hype" to sift through before the actual potential or power of a 
system can be evaluated. Most systems offer libraries of routines performing image 
subtractions, thresholds, edge detectors and histograms. These can be of use to make 
the image processing simpler and are all described in chapter three, but, more often 
than not, they add an enormous amount of processing time before the feature 
extraction can begin. 

Many of the systems offer real-time frame capture; any system not offering this 
facility builds up the image over several frames and requires a much greater stability 
from the picture and, of course, takes longer to capture it. Some systems offer 
accelerator boards which perform the library functions quicker or use Digital Signal 
Processing (DSP) hardware. These can be of benefit, however, there is no 
compromise for having fast access to the image and the capability to deliver results 
back within a reasonable time. The period depends on the application; if it is off-line, 
leaving a program running overnight to process a single frame may be acceptable, but 
for any form of robotics, in which control is required, such a response is inadequate. 
In robotics a sub-second response is necessary. The ultimate goal is to guarantee 
results in less than the time taken to capture the next image, thus maldng the 
limitations lie with the video rate and the camera rather than the software. 

Most systems cannot come close to achieving "real-time" processing and are intended 
for the graphics type of applications. In this respect, image processina for desktop 
publishing is currently the largest market for vision systems, but few of these meet 
the criteria required for industrial applications. 

One guide to the speed of a system is simple pixel access time, but this does not Jive 
fast processors credit for the processing done off the frame store. A better guide is to 
take a general purpose algorithm and compare its performance on different systems. 

2.3.1 mM compatible based image processing systems 

The mM personal computer is an adequate machine on which 10 base an image 
processing system if the speed of response need not be sub-second There are many 
plug-in frame-stores which enable image processina to be performed. 
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2.3.1.1 Matrox's frame-stores 

Matrox Electronic Systems [15] is a Canadian company specialising in graphics, 
image processing and alpha-numeric display controllers for Multibus [20], VME bus 
and mM PC bus application. All their frame-store boards offer real-time frame 
capture capability. (See section 2.1.1.1) They also offer 256 (8 bit) levels of grey, 
from black to white, and resolution of up to 512 pixels wide by 512 pixels high. 

The mM PC bus frame stores are limited by the processor in the PC and by the 
access time specification of the PC bus. Since these frame stores are mapped as 
input/output devices the access time for one pixel is as follows: 

Pixel access time = Number of processor cycles x cycle time 

However the time needed to read a pixel and then write it back again is double the 
pixel access time; the time taken to read all the pixels in one buffer and copy them to 
another was measured to be 1.21 second for an image of 512 x 512 using the library 
function supplied with the PIP-I024 framestore. 

The Mattox PC bus frame stores offer the potential of performing image processing 
algorithms to solve most applications. However, since the times considered are for 
the fastest access to the frame store, they cannot be improved and do not enable 
image processing to be used in on-line applications in which results are demanded 
sub-second. 

The VME and Multibus systems are limited in a similar way to the PC bus, except 
that now it is possible to let more processors have access to the image memory. This 
provides a useful advance, given that more processor time is spent processing the 
pixels rather than accessing the image. If the latter is the case, processors will be left 
waiting while others are accessing the image. In most image processing applications 
the majority of the time is spent looking at the image. 

2.3.1.2 Data Translation's frame-stores 

Data Translation Ltd [21] primarily targets its imaging products towards the PC 
market, but offers a Micro-V AX based frame store as well. These frame stores suffer 
the same limitations as those produced by Mattox. The main distinguishing featuIe is 
the method by which it interfaces to the PC. Data Translation's frame stores are 
memory mapped, above the DOS 1 Mbyte boundary. The memory mapping 
technique offers the potential of simply reading from and writing to pixels as an area 
of memory defined as a two dimensional array. This gives a much faster access than 
the 1-0 mapped Mattox boards. However. since DOS does not m:ognise memory 
over 1 Mbyte, the access must be made through calls to the BIOS. The short access 
time achieved by memory mapping is now slowed down by the BIOS routines and 
proves to be slower for single pixel access than the 1-0 mapped design. 
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It is quicker if the whole image is read down into program memory as one block. than 
moving the whole of an 1-0 mapped accessed image. but the image processing time 
must then be added to this fundamental overhead. 

Data Translation market a more advanced board with a processor which allows frame 
averaging. zooming and scrolling. frame addition and subtraction and Boolean 
functions. but it is still necessary to perform any specific feature extraction using the 
IBM PC. 

2.3.1.3 Digithurst's frame-stores 

Digithurst [22] offers a more graphics and desk top publishing oriented solution. 
which is designed for human interaction and is slower. Colour is a key feature. but 
this is not often required in industrial applications. A transputer accelerated PC based 
board offers the potential of higher processing speed. but this is only available for the 
library routines similar to those offered by Data Translation and Mattox. and the 
image processing is still performed on the mM PC. 

2.3.2 High performance vision systems 

2.3.2.1 The Akebia 'PIPE' 

In 1989 Akebia [23] launched the 'PIPE' (parallel Image Processing Engine) which 
offered the possibility of much higher performance than those which were previously 
available and with the possibility of real-time processing. 

The PIPE is based on the Inmos transputer and uses a high speed data broadcast bus 
to move the image in and out of the processors at 100 Mbytes I second. The system 
comprises: 

o Video input and output boards (V in & Vout) 
o Dual Transputer and Tripart Memory boards (D'ITMo) 
o Quad Transputer boards (QTs) 
o User Interface board (UIF) 
o Transputer Input and Output boards (110). 

The video input & output boards send to each processor the pan or the whole of the 
image which it requires, addressing each pixel to its destination board. Image 
processing can be performed on these boards where each transputer has direct access 
to its image memory. This system allows different transputers to 'look at' different 
parts of the image to speed up data or features extraction ready for the next image. 
The ability to divide up the image processing on to several processors pves the most 
effective route to achieving the real-time processing objective. 

2.3.3 Do the commercial systems 8e"e Industry's needs? 

All the systems reviewed are sold successfully, but mainly for commercial use in an 
inactive capacity. All except Akebia's PIPE fail to offer the processing power capable 
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of meeting control time limits, and thus they are unable to be used in many 
manufacturing systems. 

The Akebia PIPE fulfils the time criterion, but the method adopted to transpon the 
images limits the expansion of the system and the number of processors which can be 
connected together. This system is also very expensive. 

A cost effective and adaptable solution is still not available commercially, but a 
system which meets most of the criteria has been developed at The University of 
Liverpool. It is around this system that the case studies described in chapters four 
and five have been developed and implemented. 

2.4 The Liverpool University Vision System - TIPS 

The Transputer Image Processing System, (TIPS), Chambers [24), has been 
developed at the University of Liverpool in order to achieve the goal of real-time 
image processing for general application to solve industrial problems. This system 
achieves real-time by allowing many processors to have access to each image and by 
dividing the processing between them. This parallel solution to the processing has 
been made realistic by use of the transputer and its parallel programming features. 
Real-time, in terms of image processing, requires each frame to be processed before 
the next arrives. Using standard BBC transmission rates of 15.6 kHz with an 
interlaced frame, a complete 512 x 512 resolution image is achieved every 40 ms, 
giving 40 ms to produce the result. 

TIPS was chosen for use in the case study in chapter five and compatibility was 
chosen for the portable weld measurement gauge in chapter four. 

2.4.1 What makes TIPS useful for industrial processing? 

TIPS moves the speed limitation of image processing from the processing to the 
capture rate of the camera, which makes the fastest sampling rate possible for getting 
results 50 Hz (the cycle frequency of the camera). In addition to the speed capability 
of the system it has been designed with industry in mind and is compatible with the 
19 inch rack standard, Schroff (25). The modular design permits the expansion of 
existing TIPS systems, to enable them to operate faster or to interface to a different 
robot, more easily than in the other popular bussed systems. 

2.4.1.1 Overeominl the proeesslDI Umlt 

TIPS has been designed around the 15.6 kHz interlaced, RS170 [26], PAL standard 
which gives a complete new image, or frame, every 40 ms or 25 Hz. However, when 
required, TIPS could be modified to accept images at twice that rate making it 
compatible with the 31.5 kHz non-interlaced standard. For all case studies shown in 
this thesis the 15.6 kHz standard was used. 

How does TIPS manage to produce results at frame rate which few other COD1IDeICial 
systems do? TIPS does not use a conventional processor designed for sequential 
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processing of programs, but instead employs the Inmos transputer [27]. The transputer 
is a processor which allows the programmer to write code which is processed in 
parallel and can run on one, or more than one, transputer. By using parallel 
processing with several transputers, the processing of each image can be split to give 
each transputer a small part of the total processing required. Each transputer will then 
finish its smaller task quicker and since all the transputers are processing the image at 
the same time, the whole process is completed in a fraction of the time taken by a 
single processor. 

The four frame buffers hold images of 512 pixels high by 512 pixels wide (totalling 
262144 pixels) with 256 grey levels. If every pixel has to be read and the system uses 
memory devices which take 150 ns to access, this operation of reading each pixel, 
with no processing involved, will take 39.4 ms. However, the transputer is a 32 bit 
processor and reads four pixel intensities at once, thus it only takes a quarter of this 
time (to ms) to read the whole image. If the whole image is to be written back as 
well, the time is doubled to about 20 ms. Image processing requires some 
mathematical operation to be performed on the image. For an operation involving 
only one pixel the processor may read it, process it and write the new value back. 
Consequently the time to perform image processing is the sum of all the pixel reads 
with all the writes added to the sum of the processing. With only a small amount of 
processing, a single processor cannot complete its task within the time period for the 
new frame. If two processors were used, for example one looking at the left half and 
the other at the right half of the image, the amount of processing which could be 
performed would be doubled. Of course, in many industrial algorithms it is not 
necessary to look at every pixel. 

The processing power which is made available using TIPS has another advantage 
which is that more complex and powerful algorithms can be implemented giving 
increased flexibility and reliability. Instead of placing tighter restrictions on the image 
being viewed (that is it must always be in "this" position or at "that" level of 
brightness), a more flexible approach can be made. 

2.4.1.2 Expansion of TIPS at a later date. 

Later expansion of TIPS is possible for two reasons; findy the system has a very 
modular design, allowing additional boards and transputers to be added 10 increase 
the image processing power further. Secondly the method of writing the code using 
Occam, Hoare [28], with parallelism at all levels, makes splitting the program from 
one processor to several much easier. If more processing power is required, another 
image processing board can easily be added to the system, thus bringing another 
transputer to help achieve the desiral speed. The existing program can then be 
reconfigured for some of it to run on the extra processor. 

2.4.1.3 CompatibUlty with the Industrial Environment 

All the circuit boards which comprise TIPS are of standard double extended Eurocard 
size (233.4 mm x 220 mm), which are widely used and compatible with the 19 inch 
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rack standard Schroff [25]. TIPS can therefore be conveniently packaged with any 
other special function boards to operate from a single unit box. The 19 inch rack 
standard allows a system to be housed to operate in most environments and meet the 
specifications of ruggedness for industrial operation. This is a most important 
consideration as some factory sites may require filtering from very dusty atmospheres 
or cooling from intense heat. 

Compatibility with standard board sizes allows the use of many special function 
boards for control of a variety of different robotic actuators and sensors. In addition 
to a wide variety of commercial boards the University of Liverpool has designed a 
number of processing, robotic control and communications boards to facilitate the 
construction of complete industrial image processing and control systems. Chapters 
four and five show applications of its use. 

2.4.2 The TIPS design 

The system comprises three component boards, a frame capture board, a system 
display board and as many processing boards as speed and cost dictate. All are 
connected by the system back-plane. The system uses the Inmos transputer to allow 
full parallelisation of the image processing on and between the processors. 

2.4.2.1 The Inmos Transputer 

The transputer is a very fast single processor capable of 30 MIPS (million instructions 
per second) and 4.3 MFLOPS (million floating point operations per second) peak 
instruction rate. But its real power lies in the fact that many transputers can be 
networked together to form a parallel processing array of greatly increased 
performance. TIPS uses this parallelism to divide the image to be processed between 
many transputers, reducing the amount of data to be handled by each processor. 

The transputers used in the system are the 1'800 and T400 series, which are both 
32 bit processors with internal clock speeds of either 17, 20, 2S or 30 MHz. The T800 
series transputers are pin processor compatible with the T400 series, but have an 
additional floating point processor as part of the chip. Full technical details of the 
TSOS, TSOI, TSOO, T42S, T414 and T400 can be found in the Inmos transputer data 
book [27]. 

2.4.2.2 The TIPS arcbiteeture 

Superficially. TIPS compares with the figures 2.1 and 2.2 for an overview of a 
general vision system and with capture, procesrrinl and display circuitry. TIPS is 
made up of three component boards which are described below and shown ill sim in 
figure 2.S. 

(1) The FrtIIM Capture BOIlI'tl 

The frame capture board incorporates a fast, flash, Analogue to Digital Converter, 
ADC, which converts the analogue video rrignal into a stream of digital pixels. Each 
of these pixels is defined with a number from 0 to 25.5 repesenting a shade of grey 
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from black to white. These are then communicated to the image processing boards via 
the system back-plane in the pixel bus. The frame capture board provides all the 
necessary system timings for operation. 

(2) The System Display Board 

The system display board is responsible for the collation of pixels from the image 
processing boards, via the back-plane and the second pixel bus, and converts them 
back into an analogue signal for transmission and display. This board transmits an 
image as an RGB signal with a colour look-up table able to generate 255 different 
colours selected from a palette of 16777216 different shades. 

The system display board has a transputer on it to direct system operations, but it can 
also be used as a root processor for the whole system. Since the display can have a 
resolution of 640 x 512, the display board also has an area of display memory of 
resolution 640 x 512 which can be used in addition to the image processing memory 
for graphics. 

(3) The Image Processing Boards 

Each of the image processing boards possesses the captured image and can store four 
complete images, each with a resolution of 512 x 512 square, 8 bit pixels. The 
memory is mapped directly into the transputer's memory map which allows fast 
access to the image. In addition to the 4 x 256 kbytes of image memory 1 Mbyte of 
program memory is available. 

2.4.2.3 TIPS functioning. 

As the image is digitised it is placed on the first pixel bus, see figure 2.8 and is 
received in parallel by. all the image processing boards and, at the end of the frame 
cycle, leaves them each with duplicates of the whole image. At the same time, the 
second pixel bus is displaying the contents of one of the other frame buffers by 
choosing which pixel to display from each board. 

Meanwhile, all the image processing boards have been processing the previous image 
ready for display at the next cycle. 

2.4.2.4 Transputer networking 

Once a program is divided to run on two or more ttansputers. these parts of the whole 
program, known as procedures, will need to be able to communicate data between 
themselves as well as the external systems. The transputer is designed to be 
networked by point to point communication lines called links. These are represented 
as channels in software such that two procedures running on the same transputer are 
seen by the program to communicate in the same way as two procedures running on 
two transputers connected by a link. See figure 2.5. 

All transputers used in the system have four bi-directionallinks (except the T400, 
which has two) which allow the network to be configured in any way required for the 
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algorithms to be implemented. Not all the links need be connected and the figure 2.6 
shows three examples of configuration which may be used. 

In configuration A on figure 2.6 , the processors could be mapped over an image to 
process a rectangular section of it, and to communicate any features to each other, or 
back to the system display board via links ABC D. Processor Tl could be processing 
the top left corner of the image, T 2 the top middle section, T 3 the top right corner and 
so on. Alternatively, if the feature on the image was known to be moving from left to 
right, the processor may be more effectively networked in a line as in configuration 
B, where each transputer processes a vertical strip of the image. 

The hardware and software are tightly bonded, but can easily be modelled on one 
processor producing results slower than on several. The discussion of the software 
implementation is developed further in chapter three. 

The use of the transputer's networking capability can be applied beyond the image 
processing to allow development of very modular systems. TIPS could form a sub
system of a complete control unit which has its own network of transputers 
communicating with another network of transputers sited elsewhere in a factory. 
Figure 2.7 shows how this may develop. Since the links communicate in a serial 
manner, they may be connected easily by fibre optics and placed a long way from 
each other. 

As well as the networking and modular communication the transputer compares well 
with other more popular processors. The transputer is a very powerful single 
processor which has the security of "military status" and is also cheap compared with 
its similarly powerful competitors. Interfacing to the transputer is also easier than the 
Motorola 68000 series or Intel 8Ox86 series processors. It offers dynamic memory 
support on chip and does not require any external support chips except a 5 MHz 
crystal oscillator. 

2.4.3 TIPS conclusion 

TIPS currently offers the most cost effective method of processing images at high 
speed with the capability of achieving a real-time rate. Only one other commercial 
system has this power, the Akebia PIPE, but this has a much more complex 
architecture and its cost is much higher. The TIPS design is innovative in its 
simplicity and performs well in practice. 
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3. Chapter 3 - Image processing 

This chapter describes the software techniques of image processing used to produce 
results for industrial applications. In such applications the overall speed of producing 
the results is of imponance as the image processing software must work as fast as the 
production line demands. Parallel programming with multiple processors provides the 
potential of dividing the processing between a number of processors to reduce the 
time taken to produce the desired results. Parallel versus sequential programming is 
discussed with a description of the Occam programming language on the Inmos 
transputer. This is intended to provide a basis of understanding for the description of 
the algorithms and software described in the case studies in chapters four and five. 

3.1 Techniques for solving image processing problems 

Once the image has been specifitd and the desired features identified, there are many 
well established techniques available to enable a computer to achieve image 
enhancement and feature extraction and these are discussed here. But often, in order 
to achieve a result within any given time constraints, these methods are applied 
selectively and locally to small areas of the image. It is often more reliable and 
effective, and requires less processing if unique engineering solutions, tailored to the 
specific image and its particular features, are developed. 

3.1.1 General algorithms 

Much of the research work has been involved with developing algorithms which are 
applied to the whole image. These algorithms are largely designed to perform the 
functions below, and are geared to scenes of unspecified picture. Typically these 
algorithms are intended to perform one of the following: 

Q Improve the display properties 
Q Provide information about the image for other algorithms 
Q Segment the image into regions 
Q Remove noise 
Q Remove blur 
Q Enhance features such as edges 
Q Perform geometrical operations like mapification or rotation 
Q Code the image to reduce its size for storage or transmission. 

These algorithms may be used singly or in combination to achieve the desired result 
They can be applied to any image and will produce a result which is mathematically 
defmed. 

3.1.1.1 Image histogram 

The image histogram provides a measure of the disuibution of pixel intensities in an 
image, and for each level of grey from black to white (0 to 2SS) the number of pixels 
holding that value is counted. For an image of 2.56 grey levels the result is an amy of 
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256 numbers representing the number of pixels with each shade. This algorithm may 
be applied globally to the whole image or to any select group of pixels. 

Mathematically the histogram is defined by: 

25S 

Lh(g)=n 
,::0 

where h(g) is the histogram of n pixels in the image (or part image) of intensities 'g' 
from 0 to 255 shades of grey. This information can be used directly for feature 
extraction or further image enhancement. 

(1) Contrast enhancing 

O'Gonnan [29] defines a method of contrast enhancement which ensures that the 
image exhibits the optimum range of intensities. such that the full grey scale is 
utilised without saturating beyond black or white. This technique is suitable for most 
images. but when working with specific images. perhaps those which have a limited 
range of hues of a small band of shades, prior knowledge may lead to the histogram 
information being used to extend the contrast over the narrower range or compress it 
in another area where the range of shades is greater. 

(2) Threshold values 

Often the histogram information proves useful when choosing values for thresholding 
the image. In the survey of thresholding techniques by Sahoo et al [30] a number of 
useful methods for the application of histogram information to the selection of 
threshold values are discussed. Beattie [31] extends the problem of thresholding an 
image to consider the problems of noise superimposed on the image. 

(3) Feature rejection and extraetion 

A knowledge of the histogram of a specified image can lead to the use of this 
information with subsequent images for the selection of areas which are background 
and not needed for processing. Removal of such background or fixed features. prior 
to the application of other algorithms, such as for edge detection, reduces the number 
of features which need be considered. For example, in the case study of the 
measurement of Ferroxcube cores in chapter five, it is known that a dark object 
appears on a light background and thus the background can be blanked to black or 
white, that is assigned to a known value, which enables easier identification of the 
object. 

3.1.1.2 Thresholding 

Thresholding is a technique which divides the image into regions of similar shade in 
order to simplify the image and make processing easier and quicker. Data is lost 
following a thresholding process, but when the result is used with reference to the 
original image it can produce a faster solution to the processing problems with the 
detail restored. The thresholding technique can use a fixed threshold value, above 
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which all grey levels are changed to white and below which to black and this 
threshold level may be predetermined or calculated by a histogram method over the 
whole screen, an area of it, or a line. There may be more than one fixed threshold 
levels assigned to show several bands of shade, commonly, background and different 
image features. 

Variable thresholding is a technique which allows the threshold values to change over 
different parts of the image and these can be calculated dynamically a e threshold 
algorithm is performed. For example, if object pixels have a brighte)r shade than the 
background a value would be selected to distinguish between the two. However, if 
one side of the image was brighter than the other, possibly owing to uneven 
illumination of the scene, a fixed threshold may select the required features in the 
middle, but also selects background on one side while choosing nothing on the other. 
See figure 3.1 . 

Thresholding is a useful method for the identification and location of features, but it 
can help in the detailed assessment of the true shape of an object when used in 
conjunction with the original image. The thresholding technique loses data which can 
disturb the true shape of feature and it must be used with care. The paper "How grey 
scale processing improves vision system performance", James [32] discusses the loss 
of accuracy which is incurred during thresholding. 

3.1.1.3 Smoothing or averaging filters 

Software filters of this kind are useful for the reduction of noise or unwanted detail in 
an image and are low pass filters. The filtering is performed by calculating the new 
value for a given pixel from the current values of its neighbours. It is common to 
calculate the new value from the eight pixels surrounding the one under test and its 
own value. These nine pixels are said to be in a 3 x 3 window. The table below shows 
how the average could be performed. 

If the pixel locations (A, B, ... , I) have intensities (lA' IB, ... IV then the new value lEN 
for pixel E would be given by: 

9 

This type of notation for image processing filters is more often shown with the 
weighting factor affecting each pixel. For an even, or unweighted, average filter this 
would be shown as: 
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The general form of this is given by: 

i+1 j+1 

L L f(i,j).w(i,j) 
i-I j-I 

Where "fn" is the new image, formed from the present image "fO" multiplied by the 
weighting factors "wO" and averaged over a window i x j. 

The danger when using this type of filter is that the image can be blurred to the extent 
that the feature which is being sought can no longer be found. In order to overcome 
this problem many software smoothing ftlters have been considered which will 
preserve edges, but smooth out single pixels and contours. The simplest smoothing 
filter involves replacing the value of the pixel in question with the average of itself 
with its near neighbours. It is advisable to create a new smoothed image from the 
results rather than to replace the pixel value on the original image as this will affect 
the calculation for the next pixel. 

A weighted average gives extra value to the current pixel, thus reducing the degree of 
smoothing by increasing the "weight" of its value in the average calculation. The 
principle can be further extended to weight each of the pixels in the filter. 

Filters which preserve edges operate by replacing the current intensity value of the 
pixel being modified, by the median value (or the average of the values around the 
median) of the intensities surrounding this pixel. The simplest method is to choose a 
3 x 3 window centred on the pixel under revision, find the median of their nine 
intensities and replace this value as the new one. A more complex version of this 
involves taking the average of the values of a number of neighbouring pixels whose 
values lie near to the median of those of interest. 

Looking at a 3 x 3 window centred on the pixel with intensity 14 next to the boundary 
between the light and dark areas, the new value would be calculated as follows: 
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In order of magnitude the intensities are: 

7 8 8 9 14 240 247 251 

giving a median of 12 

For an averaged median the three values close to the median may be used giving the 
new resultant intensity as 11: 

( 9 + 12 + 14) / 3 = 11 (when truncated) 

3.1.1.4 Edge detection and enhancement filters 

Edge detection and enhancement filters perform an opposite function to the 
smoothing filters, described above, operating as high pass software filters and have 
the effect of highlighting edges or boundaries between light and dark areas. The 
simplest edge detection filter is to equate the gradient of shade in two dimensions 
about the pixel, by finding the difference between the neighbouring pixels and 
ignoring the direction information. This would appear as: 

where the new pixel Pn(i,j) is calculate from the gradients in the x and y directions 
from: 

pnx(i,j) = p(i+ 1 ,j) 
Pn/i,j) = p(i,j+ 1) 

p(i-l,j) 
p(i,j-1) 

These equations are more generally written as: 

Px(i,j) 
p/i,j) 

= winx + PxCi,j) 
= winy + p/i,j) 

where win is a window describing the multiplication factors to produce the right 
shape window or any weighting desired and + represents the sum of products of the 
terms. The window (win) for the above equations is: 

-1 
Wlnx = -1 0 1 and winy = 0 

1 

It is common to describe the operation of finding the difference between pixels as a 
summation with the window providing the sign for the subtraction to find the 
difference. Moving across an edge the gradient will start at zero, increase to a 
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maximum and then return to zero. This technique produces broad edges which 
usually need to be further thinned down. A better method. producing thinner edges. is 
to keep only the pixels which are at the maximum gradient values. in their direction. 
and dynamically thresholding (See section 3.1.1.1.(2» the resultant pixel values to 
create the new image. This however. is more involved and slower as it necessitates 
looking at the pixel values after the initial edge enhancement to remove those which 
are not a maximum. 

The magnitude of the gradient at the pixel in question. Pn(x.y) is then calculated by: 

The direction given by: 

Pnii.j) = tan·1( Px(ij) / py(ij» 

Two other commonly used edge detection filters are the Sobel [33] and 
Laplacian [16]. 

The Sobel fIlter is a more complex gradient operator of the type described above, 
having windows of the form: 

-1 0 1 
winx = -2 0 2 

-1 0 1 
and 

-1 -2 -1 
winy = 0 0 0 

121 

The Laplacian when applied to an image is defined by: 

V2f ii fH. + fH. 
ox2 oy2 

when considering the image as a two dimensional function f(x,y); Niblack [16] shows 
that when applied to a 3 x 3 window the centre position is calculated from the 
window: 

-1 
winx = -1 4-1 

-1 
or 

3.1.1.5 Motion compensation 

-1 -1 -1 
winy = -1 8-1 

-1 -1 -1 

Applying vision systems to problems where the object under test is moving presents a 
number of difficulties. There are essentially four types of problem which can be 
categorised as: 

CJ Blur from camera's latency 
(J Blur from camera's horizontal pixel scan 
(J Bending from vertical line scan 
(J Double image from interlaced image capture 
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(1) Blur from camera's latency 

There is a description of how vidicon and ccd cameras function in section 2.2.3. This 
explains that it takes a finite time, depending on the type and make of camera, for 
each pixel, or camera cell, to respond to the amount of light shining on it. 
Consequently, when a boundary between light and dark areas moves across the field 
of view it gives an intensity between the light and dark values and appears blurred. 
The width of the blur is dependent on the speed of the boundary and the latency of 
the camera. 

(2) Blur from cameras horizontal pixel scan 

Pixel scan blur occurs in two ways, depending on whether the direction of pixel scan 
is in the same direction as the moving object, so that one overtakes the other, or that 
they are moving in opposite directions. 

The object moves across the camera at a rate which may, or may not, be constant over 
the whole field of view. This means that the camera scans forward by discrete, finite 
steps with pauses between. Thus the same point may appear in more than one pixel as 
the pixel scan tries to overtake its motion, and may be missed completely if they are 
moving in opposite directions. This may be termed "pixel scan blurring" where both 
motions are in the same directions and the same point in the object may be read 
several times, and "lost detail blurring" where points are missed. 

When a camera scans an image it will pause to look at a pixel for a finite period and 
measure the average shade value during that period before moving to the next. Since 
a single point in the image may be read by the camera several times in succession, 
and the pixel being read will change during the period that it is "exposed" then the 
average value will be affected. 

Sharp edges will show blurring and the measured object will appear wider, on the 
image, than its true stationary width if the object movement and camera scan 
direction are the same, and will be thinner if the directions are opposite. 

There are several cases to be considered: 

a the speed of motion of the image is much greater than the 
horizontal scan speed of the camera and the moving object 
could be missed completely and would only affect pixels in a 
single line, 

Q the object's speed is similar to the horizontal scan speed, again 
only a single line would capture the object, 

Q the scan speed is greater than the image speed, where the 
differential speed is sufficiently great to produce a usable 
image. 

Neither of the first two situations need further consideration since no useful image is 
obtained. The fmal case is considered further, but for this effect to produce more than 
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a one pixel error on each line the object must move more than 512 pixels in the field 
time of 20 ms. Practice shows that movement of this degree does not produce a 
usable image and the amount of movement tolerable in an image is in the order of a 
few pixels from the first to last line. 

(3) Bending/rom vertical line scan 

Bending of the moving image, which can be called "line scan blurring" is due to the 
transverse component of the relative velocities of scan and object motion. 

The problems of blurring and bend are well known to photographers of moving 
objects and are most simply seen when using a still camera with a focal plane shutter 
which moves vertically when capturing a horizontally moving straight edged object. 
The photographic result is a curved image because one end of it is "exposed" at a 
later time than the other. The effect is often to be seen in the photographs of 
sportsmen, such as the swing of a golf club, and rotating aircraft propellers. The 
degree of "bend" depends on the relative velocities of the shutter and moving object. 
The relative displacement affects all points in the image, but is most noticeable at the 
leading and trailing edges, and of course where the object is moving fastest. Thus 
rotating objects, like a propeller or a golf club bend more markedly at the outside end, 
and in those positions where it is moving at right angles to the direction of shutter 
movement. 

In the case of video cameras bending is a consequence of the line scan time of the 
camera as well as the speed of the object and is, therefore, a fundamental problem. 
Here the problem is considered only in the special case of constant speed linear 
motions which are mutually at right angles. 

(4) Double image from interllu:ed imllge CIlPture 

In the case of interlaced video cameras, which scan alternate even lines and then 
intermediate odd lines, there is a separation of the images in the two sets of lines. The 
degree of separation will depend on the relative velocities of the object and the time 
interval between the two sets of lines. It will occur at all points on a moving object 
and is seen in addition to the curve most noticeable on vertical edges. Here again it is 
discussed only in the specially simple case of constant speeds of line scan and 
moving object which are assumed to be mutually at right angles, but of course if the 
picture included two, or more, objects moving at different velocities, or rotational or 
reciprocating motion the algorithms needed to cope with it would be that much more 
difficult and complex. 

(5) Solutions to motion problems 

The problems outlined above do not appear alone, but as a combination; however. 
some of them may be ignored since they become inconsequential compared with the 
more pronounced affects of others. An awareness of the problems is important so as 
to know the limits of the system and what degree of motion can be tolerated. 

The most visible feature in an image of a moving object from an interlaced camera is 
a double image. This exhibits itself by the image appearing to move as the odd and 
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even fields are alternately displayed. This can be compensated for in software by 
regarding the two fields separately and moving them back together by the difference, 
in pixels, which they are apart. If this offset is constant it need not be calculated each 
frame by software, but can be found by looking for the difference at a known edge. 
As the image becomes more complex, or the object is moving over a fIXed, but 
variable background, the difficulty becomes greater. 

The bending of objects from vertical line scanning can be compensated for in 
software, either with prior knowledge of how much to shift each line, or by knowing 
the shape of the object and shifting each line in a linear or geometrical manner to fit 
the shape. 

Blur on an image can be improved by application of an edge enhancing filter of the 
type discussed in section 3.1.1.4. 

(6) High speed shuttered ccd camera 

A more reliable and possibly cheaper solution to these problems is to specify the use 
of a high speed shuttered camera such as the Pu1nix TM-165 [14]. Cameras of this 
type can operate with exposures as short as 1/3OCBJ second, but cost well over twice as 
much as an unshuttered camera. When the cost of software and additional processing 
is added to the unshuttered camera this is likely to prove more than for a shuttered 
camera. The use of shuttered cameras is therefore the realistic solution to motion 
problems, where there is adequate lighting. 

(7) Example 

Figure 3.2 shows the vision system arrangement and the images produced by a 
straight bar passing under interlaced and non-interlaced cameras which are viewing 
items on a moving conveyor. If the conveyor is moving at constant speed, then 
knowledge of this could be used to shift the lines back into position. Further 
correction of the lines can then be performed by applying some prior knowledge of 
the shape of the object. 

The arrangement of the camera and bar as described highlights the problem, but if the 
bar passed in a different orientation or the camera was rotated, the bar may simply 
appear shorter, longer, thinner or fatter. For a counting operation this is not important, 
but if the inspection required a measurement of its dimensions, this would be 
significant. 

3.1.1.6 Constant background feature removal 

Given suitable lighting and constant gain, background features, which are fixed and 
always appear in the same place with the same intensity, can be easily removed by 
image subtraction. Figure 3.3. An image which only has the background is stored and 
subtracted, pixel by pixel, from the image with the feature. 

A better implementation of this principle involves a comparison of each pixel to 
determine whether the pixel is showing something in front of the background (ie the 
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two values are significantly different) and no subtraction is required. Only the 
differences greater than a threshold set to eliminate noise are displayed. 

3.1.2 Engineering algorithms to suit the need 

When considering a solution to an industrial image processing problem reliability is 
the paramount consideration. If the software will not always find the right result from 
the specified image, the system does not inspire faith and will not be used with 
confidence. The lesser considerations are those specified by design requirements such 
as speed, image specification, hardware and cost. In order to fmd a solution that 
works "on site", engineering compromises are made and cut-down versions of the 
described algorithms are developed and combined with hardware and optical aids. 

When choosing a solution the first consideration should be to establish hardware and 
optical arrangements which will simplify the software. The choice of lighting used in 
the scene, described in section 3.1.3.1, and from which angle it is to be viewed both 
influence the software. Setting the object against a plain background will increase the 
chance of finding the feature correctly. If this cannot be done, perhaps the use of a 
monochromatic light source to illuminate the object and a matched fllter to remove 
the background may be more reliable than subtracting a 'busy' background by the 
software. This method of using a monochromatic light source with an optical 
matched bandpass filter to highlight the feature from the background is used in 
chapter four to provide cross-sectional information about a weld's profile while 
removing the background. 

An important fust question when inspecting components on conveyor lines is, "Are 
the components stationary at any time?" If a new line is being installed the answer 
may be "Yes, they can be." Stationary objects are much easier to measure as no 
compensation is required for blur of the image and movements between frames. Thus 
hardware can reduce the amount of processing involved. But if the line will not 
permit the objects to be stationary then the use of fast shuttered ceo cameras may 
reduce any movement to an insignificant level. Knowledge of the speed of the line is 
essential when specifying either hardware or software, but the amount of blur of a 
fast moving conveyor line can be reduced by using a shuttered camera and the 
residual blur further compensated by the software so that an accurate and reliable 
solution is obtained. It is likely that the speed of fast shuttered cameras, such as the 
Pu1nix TM-760 [14], with speeds as fast as 1/3«DJ sec will produce an image with 
imperceptible movement. 

In order to improve the speed performance of the software after any hardware 
solutions have been agreed, most of the general methods (discussed in section 3.1.1 
and detailed in Castleman [34]) for global application to the whole image can be 
implemented either to known areas of the image or single lines or pixels as required. 
A complete understanding of both how each particular algorithm works and the 
principles behind the general behaviour of each type of algorithm is necessary, as it is 
often better to develop new algorithms peculiar to the problem being tackled. 
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3.1.3 A knowledge of the hardware limitations 

In order to write fast and reliable image processing software one must have a 
thorough appreciation of the working of the hardware from the optics, through the 
camera and digiti sing circuitry to processing and display. The software engineer 
writing image processing algorithms who is armed with this knowledge is able to 

specify aspects of the hardware design to ensure that the software can assume certain 
characteristics and accommodate problems which cannot be avoided. 

Most of the problems encountered in image processing can be solved in software 
alone, but usually at the expense of speed. The wider the scope of variation in the 
image with which the software must cope, the more checking and processing of the 
image is to be done and the more time required. There are many things which can be 
specified in the hardware design to aid the software and reduce the processing. The 
cost of a hardware solution, or hardware assistance, is often far less than the cost of 
the increased computing power needed to meet the demands of the more complex 
software, as well as the cost of writing it. 

The fundamental constraint of image processing is said to be "if you cannot see it, 
you cannot process it", but there is a range of degrees of diffICulty between seeing an 
object and not seeing it. The more distinct or consistent the feature is, the quicker it 
can be found and processed. It is common to use combinations of both hardware and 
software techniques which are described below to make the features very clear and 
consistent. 

3.1.3.1 Lighting 

In the same way the lighting of scenes and objects for photography is critical to the 
desired result, it is a factor of paramount importance in capturing good images for 
processing. Some scenes or objects, may require completely even lighting, others 
illumination from one side to cause reflection or shadows to highlight the features, or 
use of monochromatic light with an enhanced colour balance. 

The use of lighting powered by direct current which gives a constant illumination 
output is preferred. especially when using CCD cameras. Vidicon cameras, such as 
the Hitachi [35], have a high image retention and can smooth out the fluctuations of 
the light intensity produced by a.c. powered lights. The problem is most apparent 
using CCD cameras, such as the Pulnix [14], in which the lighting of the whole image 
can be seen to "beat" when viewed frame by frame on a video recorder. The "beating" 
image occurs because the camera sample rate and mains frequency are both about 
50 Hz. The interlaced camera samples all the odd lines fol1owed by the even lines and 
thus the base intensity of each line varies over the two fields (as described in 
Section 2.2.2.3.(4». Using this knowledge the problem can be alleviated in software; 
however, the use of d.c. lighting is a cheaper and more reliable solution. Figure 3.4 
illustrates the effects of a.c. lighting. 
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The use of laser light is often advantageous. Laser diodes produce a divergent beam 
of coherent light of a single wave length and are very small and inexpensive. 
Consequently, it is easy to remove much of the unwanted background detail by use of 
matched band pass optical filters while concentrating on the areas illuminated by the 
laser. The use of lasers has proved most successful in the solution of the weld 
measurement problem discussed in chapter four, as well as many applications of 
seam tracking where the laser light is focussed into a line perpendicularly across a 
weld seam to highlight the gap between the plates prior to welding. 
Figure 3.5 shows the recorded intensity profiles across a seam with both even 
illumination and laser stripe illumination together with the viewed images. The laser 
method has proved to be more reliable in operation as areas of lower reflectivity on 
the metal surface do not affect the gap in the laser line, whereas, under natural light, 
such patches can cause a lower intensity than the seam and, therefore, confuse the 
program. 

Laser light illumination in the above example has been used simply to amplify a 
feature, but laser stripes have a further application which is to allow the cross-section 
profile to be measured and the information stored. Viewing a surface illuminated by 
natural light gives no measurable information about the surface, but shining a fme 
laser line across it and removing unwanted background, highlights the surface profile 
detail along that line. In chapter f<;>ur, the case study of weld measurement discusses 
the extraction of numerical weld profile information. 

The techniques of using laser light or natural light need not be used in isolation, but 
by careful arrangement, two independent algorithms working on the same u.ae can 
aid each other to produce better results. 

3.1.3.2 Gain control 

Varying the gain of the image adjusts its briptness. Thus, when viewin, a bright 
image it may be beneficial to reduce the gain so that the areas which are white have 
more grey scales to differentiate between the various shades of white. This 
adjustment may prevent the image from saturating. Of course, the converse is true 
when viewing a dark image. Most cameras and some frame capturing boards 
incorporate automatic gain control which electronically adjusts the gain to make the 
average intensity of the whole image appear as mid-grey (128 on a scale from 
o to 255), and this can cause a problem when the image is to be processed. 

A standaId method of feature extraction is to remove the constant bacqround from 
the image being processed (see section 3.1.1.6), but this only works if the stoled 
"background only" image had the sIme illumination level. pin and CODtrUt u the 
image from which it is being removed. That is. the backp'ound levels of both imagea 
must be the same. If automatic gain control circuitry was active and the bacqround 
was dull with the feature having a lighter shade, the average of the pj.cttR would 
have changed and the background levels would have been asSigned different values. 
For example see figure 3.3 . 
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3.1.3.3 Image noise 

The appearance of noise on an image ongmates from many different sources, 
however, it is not consistent from image to image. If the scene is constant, several 
frames may be taken, compared or averaged to reduce the effect of the noise or 
remove it, Castleman [34]. 

3.2 Sequential and parallel processing 

Most processors and programming languages operate by taking one operation, 
processing it, and then moving on to the next. Thus, in order to achieve any 
processing goal, it is necessary to decide in what order operations must be done, 
"this" ftrst, "that" second and so on. In parallel programming, as with all natural 
events, several, or even many, operations may be happening at once. For example, if 
a program requires three main operations to function, one of which relies on results of 
the other two, but they need no further information than they have at the start, the fIrst 
two operations may be executed in parallel, simultaneously, and consequently 
achieve an increase in system speed. See figure 3.6 . 

Since the third operation requires the results of the previous two operations (I and 2), 
it cannot start until they both have fmished. If the program was running continuously 
and each operation takes the same time to execute, the results would be delivered 
after every three operational periods for the sequential program, and after only two 
operational periods in the parallel programmed case. While the delay period cannot 
be further improved with the use of more processors, the sample rate could be 
increased to give a result every operation period by using the three processors so that 
the operation is "pipe-lined". Now, while operation 3 is executed, operations 1 and2 
can be calculating results for the next cycle. The timing of this is shown in figure 3.7 . 

Multiple processing of the same image in parallel presents the programmer with some 
special considerations. It is essential that one algorithm does DOt change the image so 
that another operates on incorrect or modified data. For example, if one algorithm is 
drawing its results back in place of the original image, to superimpose the two, and 
the second algorithm operates on this combined image, then the second is likely to 
produce inaccurate, if not wrong results. 

Parallel processing provides a more natural solution with the ability to speed up 
delivery of the result by using more processors. A good example of this is the 
algorithm to fInd a laser line across an imale. Sequentially this would be done by 
starting at column 0 and finding each point across to column 511 (for a 512 x 512 
resolution image). To speed up the process the program could be put into parallel 
with each point of the line found simultaneously on an increased number of 
processors. 
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Example of a sequential algorithm to find a laser stripe: 

SEQ x ... 0 FOR 512 
... fmd laser line for this column. 

To speed this up using more processors can only be done using a parallel construct 
with each part in sequence. 

PAR 
SEQ x = 0 FOR 256 

... fmd laser line 
SEQ x ... 256 FOR 256 

... fmd laser line 

Each sequential part would 
be placed on its own 
processor with access to 
the image. 

By using only a parallel construct, the split is more natural. 

PAR processor - 0 FOR number of processors 
.. , PAR x ... processor. (512/ Number of processors) FOR (SI2/ Number of processors) 

... fmd laser line 

This can now be changed for more processors by changing the variable number of 
processors. 

3.2.1 Sequential programming 

Popular languages, such as C, Fortran, BASIC, and Pascal allow the programmer to 
develop algorithms which execute one instruction at a time. It is not possible to 
dictate that whilst one operation is being executed another can also take place. For a 
given processor, the program is developed to run on it and the program can only be 
made to run faster by changing it. Algorithms can be made to run faster in a number 
of ways; by careful control and knowledge of the amount of data available, the 
programmer can choose faster addressing techniques, and also write code which 
either checks fewer parameters or is less reliable to operate in all circumstances. 
A knowledge of the processor's instructions may permit the propammer' to write 
programs using a special, quick feature. but programs become over clever and 
difficult for others to comprehend and, ultimately, when the program will not produce 
the results fast enough, a faster single processor has to be sought. 

3.2.2 ParaUel programminl 

The parallel programmer may develop programs more lopca1ly with thought spent on 
functionality and reliability rather than clever techniques to use a quirlt of the selected 
processor to achieve the desired speed. The transputer [27]. when programmed in 
Occam, offers the full potential of developing parallel algorithms at aU levels. This 
allows the programmer to use parallel, or concurrent, COIlstructl mel alaorithma 011 

one processor, by dividing the program up for final implementation on several 
processors to achieve the required speed. 
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3.3 The Occam programming language 

The Occam programming language is a high level language for which the InlDOs 
transputer has been designed. Occam was conceived in 1982 by David May and 
Tony Hoare and is now supponed by Inmos Ltd as the primary language for the 
transputer. Occam is designed to express concurrent algorithms or processes at all 
levels of a program and to enable the compilation of these processes on one or more 
processors. Concurrent processes may not share common data or variables, but pass 
information between them by channels. 

3.3.1 Occam Channels 

Channels provide a point to point communications method between two processes. 
Process 1 will transmit a piece or pieces of data down a channel and will wait until 
the receiving process takes it. The data must be received in the same order as it is 
transmitted. These channels can exist between two processes on the same transputer, 
or on two processes on two separate transputers by mapping the channel to one of the 
transputer's links. (See section 2.4.2.1 The IDIDOs Transputer.) 

3.3.2 Occam Constructs 

Occam offers one of the simplest programming languages to learn as there are only 
six constructs. 

SEQ 
PAR 
IF 
CASE 
ALT 
WHILE 

3.3.2.1 SEQ 

Sequence 
Parallel 
Conditional 
Selection 
Alrcmation 
Loop 

Code following a SEQ will be processed sequentially. For example. in the program 
below four numbers must be added to produce two results C and F as follows: 

This could be written in Occam to process sequentially as: 

SEQ 
C:-A+B 
F:-D+B 

Assuming A, B, D and E were defined, the results F and C would be produced at the 
end of the program by equating C first then F. 

3.3.2.2 PAR 

Code following a PAR will be processed in parallel. For example in the above 
program where four numbers are added this could be executed as: 
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PAR 
C:=A+B 
F := D + E 

PageSS 

However, in this case, the results are produced simultaneously. The process of adding 
A to B to produce C and adding D to E to produce F are running concurrently. It is 
now that the power of the transputer to speed up processing can be seen. In the first 
example, using the SEQ construct the process cannot be speeded up as one sum is 
calculated before the next, but in the second example the two processes could be 
placed on separate processors and then the time taken to calculate the results of both 
equations would be halved. 

3.3.2.3 IF 

The IF construct behaves in the same way as in most computer languages, offering 
the ability to choose which process to perform dependent on some programmed 
condition. Using the above example either of the sums can be performed dependent 
on another variable, which may, or may not, be used in the sum, "CALCULA TE_C". 

IF 
CALCULATE_C - FALSE 

F:-D+E 
CALCULATE_C -= TRUE 

C:-A+B 

At the end, the result for either Fore is calculated dependent on whether 
"CALCULA TE_C" is TRUE or FALSE. 

3.3.2.4 CASE 

The CASE construct is similar to the IF construct, but it offers a number of opdoDs 
from which to select the action to be performed. An input variable to the CASB 
construct is compared with those given in order 10 choose which set of operatioaa is 
to be performed. In the example below, objects are to be S011ed by their colour. The 
previous part of the program has already determined the colour of the object. 

CASB colour 
red 

R.M.White 

••• put object in red bin 
green 

••• put object in green bin 
blue 

••• put object in bluo bin 
black 

••. put object in black bin 
white 

... put object in whire bin 
TRUE 

••• failed to meet colour _ 
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3.3.2.5 ALT 

The AL T construct allows the program to perform which ever operation is triggered 
first from a channel. For example, three systems spotting different items on a 
conveyor could advise another piece of software every time each one sees one of their 
designated items in order that it may be counted. The AL T construct would allow 
these to be randomly detected. 

ALT 
system_I? anothecitem 

... increment the number of item 1 counted 
system_2 ? another_item 

... increment the number of item 2 counted 
system_3 ? anothecitem 

... increment the number of item 3 counted 

3.3.2.6 WHILE 

A loop can be set up using the wmLE construct so that a piece of software will keep 
being run repeatedly, until a certain parameter is satisfied. A system. which is making 
some component, may be required to stop production after 100 have been made; this 
could be implemented by: 

WHILE (total_components < 1(0) 
... make another component 

3.4 Parallelising image processing algorithms 

When re-writing an existing sequential algorithm. in order to parallelise it, or writing 
a new one for parallel operation, some results are required from one process before 
the next process can continue. (See description in section 3.2). Bearing this principle 
in mind, most image processing operations can be implemented in a parallel fasbion 
although care is needed to ensure that the parallel version produces identical results to 
that of the sequential one. 

3.4.1 Thresholding 

A threshold can be easily implemented in parallel by replacing the sequential code 
directly with parallel code; this can then be transported to as many processors as 
required. 

For example, the code in a sequential program might be: 

SEQx.OFORSI2 
SEQ y. 0 FOR S12 

... threshold this pixel at locaaicla (x.y) 
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In parallel Occam this becomes: 

PAR x = o FOR 512 
PAR Y = o FOR 512 

... threshold this pixel at location (x,y) 

In the parallel algorithm every 512 x 512 (= 262 144) pixels are thresholded 
simultaneously. This could be executed on one transputer, but if so, it would take 
longer than the sequential version of the same algorithm, since the extra time is 
accumulated by the time taken to switch between all the parallel tasks. However, as 
soon as the parallel algorithm is implemented on more than one processor, an 
increase in speed is achieved. In order to make the program run on "n" processors the 
above algorithm would be modified as below and defined as a procedure. 

The Occam code could be: 

PLACED PAR this..,processor. 0 FOR n 
PROCESSOR this-J)l'OCeSSOr 

threshokCcolumn( (tbiS-J)l'OCeSSOr • (512/ n», (512/ n) ) 

where the procedure "threshold_columnO" is: 

PROC threshold_column(starcx, column_width) 
PAR x • start.x FOR column_width 

PAR y. o FOR 512 
... threshold this pixel at location (x,y) 

And "this_processor" is 0, I, 2, .... (n-l), given n processors up to 512. This will 
result in each processor thresholding a vertical column of the image which is (512/ n) 
pixels wide. 

3.5 Processing after enhancement and feature extnctlon 

In engineering, image enhancement leading to the extrlCtion of a feature is not the 
final goal of an image processing system, some other result is ~ Acquiring the 
raw information about the feature is only a stepping stone leadinJ to the computation 
of the results. The image processing may highlipt an object in the picture and 
produce its coordinates in terms of the image, but it may also have to be measured, 
identified and sorted. Information may then be passed on to another system. such u 
an industrial robot, to form the basis of the task with the object being viewed. 

In an automated industrial system which uses digital imqe processing to proride • 
vision sensor, the software must produce a result, which may be • commend to "pau" 
or "fail" an item, which could be indicated by a logic sigaalsent 10 another system. In 
this case the "robot" then either does nothing or takes an appIopIWe pre-pJanned 
action such as removal of the component from the conveyor line. Alternatively, the 
result might be a direction given u "up" or "down", "left" or "riPt". rotatioa about 
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alpha, beta or gamma axes with its corresponding magnitude. Whatever the result, it 
must be correct, accurate, of the specified precision and at the right time. 

3.5.1 Measurement 

In its most basic fonn, the measurement of a feature using image processing involves 
counting the number of pixels comprising the feature and multiplying by a calibration 
factor to convert the result into a known usable scale. Castleman [34] discusses 
measurement and assessment of shape in more detail. 

Pixel counting provides the simplest type of measurement, but the calibration of 
pixels must be determined at an early stage. Consider the feature A (in figure 3.8 ) 
where the distance between the dots in millimetres is the dimension required. It is 
also known that they are each always only a single pixel in size and are horizontally 
orientated on the image. Their distance apart would be calculated by summing the 
number of pixels between them plus one pixel and multiplying the result by the 
horizontal size of one pixel. If feature A was rotated such that the pixels did not lie on 
the same horizontal or vertical lines, it is necessary to measure the horizontal and 
vertical distances between them (x,y). The figures for x and y are converted to 
millimetres before the single angled distance is calculated by application of 
Pythagorus' theorem. 

Distance apart = "( (x· calib_factor_x)2 + (y. calib_factor-y)2 ) 

Feature A demonstrates the technique of single pixel measurement in x and y 
coordinates, but it is unlikely to be encountered in practice as the two dots will be 
made up of many pixels, each with increasing density towards the middle. (See 
feature B, figure 3.8 ) In this case, before measurement a choice bas to be made from 
which point in each dot the measurement is to be taken. Perhaps, the pixel with 
maximum intensity might be chosen, but this would be liable to noise distorting error, 
alternatively, the image could be thresholded to give an area of significance of which 
the centre is found. A technique may be to calculate the centre point from the 
"centre of mass" of the significant shape by considering the grey scale intensity as 
density. Constraints of cost, speed and accuracy clearly play a major part in selecting 
from the choices. Once the two points are found the calculation of the dimension can 
be made as in feature A. 

By far the most common measurements are those associated with object lines or their 
sides. The distance between them and their relative angles are commonly found. 
Assuming that the lines have been thinned down to a single pixel by a method 
detailed in section 4.5.1.3(3), the equation of this line can be calculated. For straight 
lines a successful method is to perform a least square fit, Thomas & Pinney [36]. of 
the constituent pixels, which leads to an equation of the standard form: 

y = mx + c 
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Once these equations are calculated the measurements are easily made using standard 
trigonometric methods, remembering to calibrate x and y before they are combined. 

3.5.2 Robot guidance 

The resultant information from a vision system designed for robot guidance is likely 
to be an instruction to move or rotate either the robotic machine or the camera in any 
axis, with the extent of travel required. Again a calibration is needed. The simplest, 
single axis guidance, will be designed to bring the feature in the image to a pre
determined position which may be flXed and often will be the centre of the screen. 

Robot guidance by a vision sensor employs most aspects of image processing and 
involves consideration of many difficult problems. As described in section 3.1.1.5, 
the elimination of motion from the image is most desirable and it is recommended 
that a shuttered camera is used in order to reduce the problem to an insignificant 
level. Speed is another consideration and the maximum and minimum times that the 
software may take to execute each loop must be tested in order to guarantee that the 
system will meet the response time required by the robot's control loop. 

3.5.3 Inspection for Quality Assurance 

The result from a quality assurance test may be as simple as pass or fail, but in order 
to achieve this result, measurement, shape analysis and tone assessment may all be 
required. Visual inspection performs an important part of quality inspection since it 
allows quick analysis of shade, colour, texture, shape and size. 
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Figure 3.2 The problem of interlaced video IipIIs with mrMDa objects 
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Figure 3.3 Images and histograms showing background removal 
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4. Chapter 4 - Portable weld measurement gauge 

Chapters four and five describe the research work which has been undertaken 
together with the corresponding results from the applications of industrial image 
processing. These studies are intended to demonstrate the principles outlined in the 
preceding chapters. 

Chapter four describes the conception, design and development of an automatic. 
portable gauge to measure the profile of welded joints using image processing 
techniques. Firstly, current methods used for weld measurement are discussed and 
recent developments in automated welding are reviewed to show how an automated 
measurement tool may be applied as a sensor to welding processes. The design of a 
portable system to measure weld profiles is described and results from the portable 
gauge are shown and discussed. In addition. the same algorithms. when used on-line 
to ensure weld quality in a cladding process are discussed. with a view to their 
application in an automated sensor. Finally, future development of the gauge and 
other areas of applications are considered with a view to marketing the idea as a 
range of proflle measurement sensors. from an off-line model to a high speed on-line 
model which inspects in real time, as well as a portable gauge for post welding 
measurement. 

4.1 Design criteria for a new gauge 

The initial design phase of a gauge to measure weld profiles was to establish the 
requirements of an ideal gauge. in terms of the measurements it must make, what 
types of welds it should measure. and how it should function to suit the user best. 
Consultation was not only limited to the sponsoring company. The Welding Institute. 
but many other weld engineers. inspectors and welden from several companies in 
production and research were interviewed for their professional opinions and 
recommendations. 

4.1.1 The Welding Institute's requirements 

The Welding Institute believe that there is a need in weld inspection for. puae 
which can measure the profile of a welded joint and produce • paper priDt-out of the 
results. After discussion. it was felt that the foUowin. weld parameters should be 
measured. 

I;J Reinforcement 
I;J Width 
I;J Undercut on both sides of the weld 
I;J Plate to plate displacement 
Cl Angles between plates 
I;J Toe angle between plate and the weld 
I;J Leg lenath of fillet welds 
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The definitions of these features are given in A WS D1.2 [37] and BS 499 [38] with the 
dimensions for each measured by the gauge given section 4.1.3.2 and shown in 
software in section 4.4.1.4(3). These measurements were required to have equivalent 
values on fillet welds and these are also described in section 4.1.3.2. Figures 4.1 
and 4.2 show the measurements diagrammatically. It was decided that the gauge 
should offer the capability of measuring welds joining plates of a range of angles to 
allow both fillet and butt welds to be measured. 

At a meeting at The Welding Institute in December 1987 it was agreed that it would 
be wise to design a system which offered the features required by the weld inspectors 
and engineers, and to produce an electronic ponable weld measurement gauge, but to 
design it with a view to its inclusion as an integral part of a range of weld 
measurement systems. The implementation of the algorithms on faster and more 
powerful processors would share the development costs between a high speed system 
for on-line inspection, as well as off-line using less powerful processing. 

4.1.1.1 Comments of tbe Welding Institute's engineers 

Departments at the Welding Institute were asked to comment on the design of the 
present Welding Institute gauge and to provide some ideals on how it could be 
improved. Six engineers from the various departments provided reports. All of the 
reports ,were critical of the present gauge for its accuracy and ease of use. 
Norman [39] reponed that "for accurate measurements or for use by fabrication 
inspectors it is not adequate. The possible implications of product liability legislation 
and the phrasing of existing codes of practice necessitate either a change in marketing 
or a change in design." he continues later to quantify the accuracy to which the 
measurements can be made; "it is unlikely that accuracy better than ± O.S mm could 
be achieved in any reading - the significance of these inaccuracies clearly depends on 
the size of the dimension being measured and its importance." 

The Institute's engineers had in mind the differing needs of the welders in iDdustl'y 

and those of the welding inspectors; several suggested that after some improvements 
to the existing gauge , it would still be adequate for the welden. However their 
comments showed a clear dissatisfaction with the preaent PUF u a precision 
instrument. The inspectors required an instrument which bad • hi.... order' of 
accuracy and made several suggestions of the kind of device which could lChieve 
this. 

It was suggested by Dunkerton [40] the there is a need for a "complete DeW cleaip of 
instrument", for use by inspectors, but he felt that two markets existed where the 
present gauge wu adequate for use by welders. Blakeley (41) Jeported "The accuracy 
of the welding gauge must be greater than the accuracy with which weJda can be 
made, and the accuracy required by welding inspecton". He propoeed a DeW coacept 
to produce tla solid stale welding PUF". This pup is a microproceaar buecl tool 
using optical ndlective methods to measure the weld features with a dipta! numeric 
display. 
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Crawford [42] suggested. "An electronic instrument employing an optical system with 
light sensitive diode detector banks and digital read-out would have the advantages of 
high accuracy and ease of use". He recognised that "It is possible that such a novel 
device may be treated with some scepticism by welders. and not receive general 
acceptance. " 

4.1.2 The welding industry's requirements 

In order to get an appreciation of the requiIements which the welding industry would 
have for an automatic weld measurement gauge a number of companies were 
contacted and they made inspectors and welders available for interview. The 
companies which made personnel available were: 

Q The Welding Institute. Cambridge 
Q C.E.G.B. Marchwood Research Laboratories, Southampton 
Q Air Products Ltd, Acrefair, Wrexham 
Q N.E.I. Parsons, Newcastle 
Q Babcock Power, Glasgow 
Q E.S.A.B., Stevenage 
Q Harwell Atomic Research Centre, Oxford 

The measurements which were universally considered to be important were: 
reinforcement, width, undercut, toe angle, displacement between plates and the angle 
between the plates. However, most of the professional comment related to the 
operation of the gauge and the features which would prove useful. 

4.1.2.1 Comments of weld Inspec:ton 

Industtial weld inspectors showed great reluctance towards an electronic gauge and, 
initially, appeared sceptical that it would be possible to measure weld profiles 
automatically. Mostly, their resistance soon changed to encourapmcnt once it was 
established that the gauge would not perform a complete visu1 inspection. and 
consequently make their job redundant. The desip of an electronic tool which 
measures weld profiles was considered useful. as all the inspectors felt that the 
present gauges, which are designed to do this. fall so far short of the requhanents as 
to be generally useless. Most inspectors rely on the acuity of their eyes and • six inch 
steel rule to ensure that the weld is not outside the specification, rather than to 
measure the weld at regular intervals. 

The inspectors at Air Products Ltd. ~ particularly enthusiastic. since all 
specifications for the manufacture of pressure vessels require visual inspection and 
measurement of the entire lenaths of all welds as weD u X-ray testlll> reveal iDtemal 
defects. The inspection operation in the manufacture of preuure veuela ou· take 
several days for a large vellel. and a 1001 which IIIIOmIticaIly ___ • weld', 
profile. would both speed up the inspection and iDcnue. the number w points. at 
which measurements could be made. 
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The weld inspectors felt that it was important that the gauge should be easy and quick 
to use. Consequentially a full "QWERTY" keyboard was designed into the gauge so 
that infonnation could be typed in as easily as possible. The numeric results from the 
gauge should be shown at the same time following each measurement. A graphical 
representation of the weld proflle was also considered to be important in order to 
show that the measurement has been made in the correct place and that the weld is 
correctly sited under the measuring aperture. 

The gauge should be able to be placed over the weld and measure at a specific point, 
that is a position about which the inspector is concerned. In addition it was also 
suggested that it would be advantageous to be able to set the measurement going 
continuously while the weld passed beneath the gauge. 

Offering independence from the mains power supply by incorporating a battery into 
the gauge was not seen as a major advantage since most places where the gauge 
would be used are likely to have a mains power supply available. 

All inspectors felt that the gauges which are currently available are inadequate and 
rarely used, because they are inaccurate and can only measure a limited number of 
weld types. 

4.1.2.2 Comments of welders 

Welders showed approval of the idea of an automated measurement gauge if it would 
remove the variation in the standard that constitutes a passable weld between 
inspectors. It was suggested by a couple of welders, who were questioned, that the 
precision to which the gauge could measure, should not be pealer than that to which 
a welder could weld. However. it was generally accepted that this precision varied 
according to the welding process. 

4.1.3 Deftnina a weld and its parameters 

Current measurements are directed to either Met or butt welds of which their 
measurable dimensions are shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2. If welds between pla1es at 
any angle are to be measured, it is preferable for the dimensions to be the same 
throughout the whole range of plate angles. Since the electronic puge can measure 
welds between plates of various angles, a set of weld dimensions which are 
compatible with existing measurements, had to be defined for use in the puge. 

4.1.3.1 Existing qualltlve specifications 

The current measurements which are accepted are geared to two typeS of weld, fillet 
and butt welds, leaving a 'grey' area between. The measurements are deftned in 
figures 4.1 and 4.2. The two main sets of SIIDdards used in def'inina tbeIe 
measurements in the UK are The AmeriCID WeJdiD, ~ty CAWS) IIICI British 
Standards. The A WS standards which defines the measurements of· I weld ate 
A WS Dl.1 [43], for steel, and AWS Dl.2 [37], for aluminium with the comparable 
British Standard BS 4870 [44]. These SIIDdards define the ctimensiODl and what 
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measurement values constitute a passable weld. Further standards set out the methods 
and requirements of complete visual inspection. of which weld profile measurements 
are included. BS 5289 [45] and ANSI/AWS B1.10-86 [46]. ANSJ/AWS B1.11·88 [47]. 
Some companies making specific high precision or critical welds define additional 
standards. for example BNFL have such a standard for visual inspection of stainless 
steel [48]. 

4.1.3.2 Denning the weld features 

Each feature or dimension of a weld which is to be measured must be defined 
quantitatively and : rigorously . for all weld types. Investigation into the measurements 
which are currently made. show different names for the same dimension on different 
weld types (butt and fillet). For an automatic measurement system it is necessary to 
defme quantitatively each measurement so that the same feature is always measured; 
also. the measurements must conform to the commonly accepted measurements 
which are presently recorded by inspectors. Most welding reference to these 
measurements is in terms of when they are too big or too small or exhibit a defect. 
This may be. for example. excess reinforcement or any undercut; good descriptions of 
these profile defects are given in Weld-link [49] and IIW [SO]. 

The diagrams showing the measurements corresponding to the weld features 
discussed below are shown in figure 4.3. 

(1) Reln/orcetMnt 

The reinforcement of a weld is the maximum height to which the wekl metal has 
formed above the level of the parent metal. This quantity is defined only for butt 
welds, where the parent metal plates are parallel (plate angle of 1SO-) and have no 
misalignment (displacement of 0 mm). In designing an automatic gauge to measure 
weld reinforcement, it became necessary to specify a more defined dimension for 
reinforcement so that welds between plates at varyinJ lJlIlea and ctisplacemeDts can 
be recorded. Since the project's aim required the ~ to measure welda between 
plates at various angles, it was important to coDSider the measurements made for fillet 
welds (plate angle of 90-). In this case the measurement of rciDfon:ement could be 
translated into the measurement made of the throat, shown in fipJe 4.1. Thus the 
measurement of reinforcement shown in figure 4.3 eocompasses both the throat and 
traditional measurement for reinforcemcnt. 

The measurcmeot of the throat of a fillet weld, which does DOt appear on the pup. it 
given by reinforcement. The definition of reinforc:ement u cIeftDed in fi~ 4.3 
directly corresponds to the throat as measured by other pupa. 

(2) Wldtla 

The width of a weld is defiDed as the distance bctweeIl the points wberc the wold 
metal meets the parent metal on either side of the weld. 'IbeIe points are not 
necessarily clear from a weld's profile, but aiveo that the ciomers of the weld are 
found COI'RCtly, the width is measured between them. 
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(3) Undercut 

Undercut may occur at either side of the weld, at the point close to where the weld 
metal meets the parent metal. It is defined as a recess in the parent metal before the 
weld and is included in the measurement of the weld width. Undercut is measured 
with respect to the adjacent parent plate as a dip below its level. 

(4) Toe angle 

The toe angles of a weld profile are the angles at either side of the weld between the 
parent plate and the weld at the weld comers. Each toe angle may be greater or less 
than 180· depending on whether or not any undercut is present 

(5) Plate angle 

The angle between the two parent metal plates is taken as the plate angle where 180· 
indicates a butt weld and 90· a fillet weld. 

(6) Plate displaeement 

Plate displacement applies most significantly for butt or lap welds where the 
measurement is also described as plate "fit-up". Assuming the plates are parallel and 
horizontal, the displacement is the vertical displacement between the upper surfaces 
of the plates. This measurement is also known as misalignment 

(7) Leg length 

The measurement of leg length applies only to fillet welds, and is shown in 
BS4870 [44] to be the distances to either side of the weld from a point where the lines 
of parent metal cross, at the centre of the weld. 

4.2 A review of tools currently used in weld measurement 

All of the methods currently used for weld profile measurement employ simple 
manual mechanical gauges; the main ones are described in the foUowin. sub-sections 
with their merits and draw-backs. All these puges require contact with the weld and 
cannot be used on inaccessible welds. Plate 4.1 shows the pups described in the 
following sections. The use of these gauges u a pan of visual inspection is discuucd 
in Wehmuller [SI] and Timberlake [52]. 

4.2.1 The Welding Institute laule 

The Welding Institute gauge is mechanical and solidly constructed from stainJ_ 
steel, plate 4.1 (top right). There are two movina slides attached to the maiD plate of 
the gauge which move to contact the weld to 10 that measurements can be IDIde. The 
measurements which can be taken by the IOtating pointer are: weld reinforcement. 
undercut and, for fillet welds only, plate angle. The slidinl pointer allows 
measurement of fillet weld throat thickness. Weld width is measured usin. the rule on 
the main plate. 

The gauge cannot moasure all desirable parameten for aU weld typeS and it requiNa 
140 mm of flat plate on either side of the weld. The meuuremeat acaJea are matked 
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in both imperial and metric. but the gauge can measure only to the nearest o.s mm. 
This gauge is awkward to use and a great deal of care has to be applied in order to 
produce an accurate result. 

Engineers at The Welding Institute were asked to produce reports on the gauge. 
These were critical of the present gauge as an inspection aid. Typical of their 
comments were:- Watson [53] ''The gauge in its present form has been criticised on 
several counts: 

1 It is difficult to use 
2 There is a parallax error when the gauge is viewed at an angle 
3 There are large zero and scale errors (often as much as 10%)", 

and Slater [54] "This gauge is inappropriately described as a precision instrument. II 

4.2.2 The Welding Institute weld inspection replicas 

The weld inspection replicas (plate 4.1 top left), produced by The Welding Institute, 
claim "to enable rapid visual identification and accurate estimation of surface shape 
imperfections on both butt and fillet welds" [55]. The replicas are a set of two 
mOUldings. Examples of butt and ftIlet welds with undercut from 0 mm to 2 mm in 
0.5 mm steps are provided on one piece. The other replica piece shows examples of 
toe angles of 157·, 140" 125" and 107·, with root penetrations of 1.1 mm, 2.4mm, 
3.2 mm as well as concavity. The weld feanues which can be measured are made by 
comparing the weld, under inspection, with the samples on the replica. This. so 
called, gauge is of limited use since only small weld examples are provided and any 
measurements which may be discerned are almost unquantifiable. 

4.2.3 Contour gauge 

The contour gauge consists of a line of steel rods. held ill • straight line, which wbea 
pushed against a weld take on its profile, plate 4.1 (middle riaht). 1bia gauge allows 
the profUe to be viewed away from the weld. The precision depends OIl the rod size, 
which on the gauge shown is 0.81 mm, giving a resolution of:t 1.6 mm OIl widdl or 
height. The measurements are distorted when the rods are lIrpr than any bollow or 
pit being measured. For example, a weld with undercut which is leu than the width 
of the rods would not show up, and, consequendy, would not be measured. Further 
inaccuracy can occur if the gauge is not set perpendicular 10 the weld. An example of 
a profile gauge is shown in plate 4.1 and described in detail in DS 5289 [45]. Gao .. 
of this type can be applied to both fillet and butt welds; a manuflCtUftl' of these is 
DUtse Instl'. Fab. b.v., in the Netherlands, who make "WBVO weld pulC 
apparatus" [~l. 

4.2.4 Fillet weld PUle 

Most suppliers of welding equipment produce a simple ..uIC punched out from 
aluminium plate, plate 4.1 (middle left). They consists of a number of ES IIOUDd the 
edges of the gauge with the height and width marked, and theIe are arranpd to allow 
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assessment of plate angle. It is less provided as a gauge rather as an aid to inspection, 
but they are commonly used by inspectors as a quick check to a weld. This type of 
gauge is detailed in BS 5289 [45]. 

4.2.5 Six inch steel rule 

A six inch long steel rule is the most commonly used inspection tool to assess a weld 
profile measurement, plate 4.1 (bottom). The ruler is placed across the weld on its 
edge to measure the width and rocked to assess its reinforcement. Inspectors 
generally use their fingernails to check for undercut and toe angle, but these are, more 
often than not, assessed rather than measured absolutely. The accuracy of 
measurements made are down to the skill and experience of the inspector. 

4.2.6 Automated weld inspection 

There has been much development in the control and guidance of welding in the past 
ten years, however far less concentration has been placed into the inspection of 
welds. MVS [57] is a Canadian company which sells systems primarily for weld 
guidance using a similar laser sttipe technique as employed in the gauge. MVS also 
suggest that post weld inspection is performed with their MVS-IO system. However 
when describing the post-weld inspection their sales literature states ''The post-weld 
inspection measures the material shift (mismatch) that occurs during welding". Thus 
only the plate displacement (fit-up) is measured and not the other weld parameters. 

4.3 Design of the hardware for the portable gauge 

The design of the portable welding gauge was affected by a number of influences 
which have detennined its looks, size, fellt1RS, funcdoo and the electronics. TbeIe 
influences varied in their importance and did not always reinforce each ocher to 
provide a positive factor in a design decision. An enpneeriD, balance wu struck 
between the ideal desip of a portable pUF suJFllCd by one section of people and 
the ideal gauge as described by another group 01' individual. The sipificlDoe of the 
ideals of each contributing party were assessed and considaed with due repnl to the 
constraints which were placed by people or technology. The iDfluential parties am 
listed below with the main constraining factors. 

a Weld inspection research enJineers at The WeJdiq IDstitute 
a Weld inspectors in industry 
a Welding research engineers at The WeJdiq Insdtute 
Cl Welders in industry 
Cl Functional requirements 
a Other electronic weld equipment 
Cl Envisaaed product sale price 
Cl Envisaged sales volume 
Cl Component cost for development 
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The positive influences have already been discussed in section 4.1. The design 
criteria of the gauge are now re-assessed with regard to the constraints listed above. 
In practical tenns the constraints were as follows: 

Cl The gauge must be portable 
Cl The component cost of the gauge must be less than £1500 

These constraints allowed much greater flexibility in the design of the hardware to 
fulfil as many of the features and functions which the influential parties desired. 
Section 4.1.1 adds one other desire. namely. that the research towards designing a 
portable gauge should be capable of implementation as an on-line measurement 
system. 

4.3.1 The design decisions 

Once the requirements and constraints for a gauge had been established, the next 
stage was to consider how best they could be achieved. A non-contact inspection 
would be necessary for real-time. on-line inspection, if it was not to interfere with the 
welding process. Portability necessitated that it must be small and light enough to 
carry. but rugged enough to withstand knocks and bumps. 

An optical measurement sensor was considered to be the most flexible and could 
build on previous research into weld seam-tracking and monitoring, Terry [1]. A 
vision based gauge using a laser stripe technique was chosen in order to extract the 
information of the weld profile. 

4.3.1.1 Decidinl on wbat processor system to bale the puge 

Discussion of whether to use "off-the-shelf" components or to desi ... special 
hardware reduced to a choice between basing the system OIl established mM ItIDdard 
computers or the Inmos transputer. The mM PC staDdarcl compu1a'I were the only 
system to offer portability with adequate processinl power. No IdvIntqe wOuld be 
gained by designing specific hardware around the Intel pracellOI'I, used in the mM 
computers, or using the similar Motorola processor family, since aD the UmitationJ of 
the mM computers would be imposed with the additional pmblems aaociatecI with 
designing specific hardware. The Inmos transputer, 011 the adler band, pve the 
potential of high processing power and the capability of incrasinl the power by 
adding more processors. This, coupled with the development of an imqe proceBsin. 
system which would offer the capability of proceaiD, imaFs in !ell-time, placed the 
transputer system as the only competitor to the mM buecllOlutioG. 

The use of a PC-bus frame store, such as the Mattox PIP 1024 [2], see chapter two, 
plugged intO a portable PC would fulfil the portability need. However,for the Iysta:D 
to nm on-line. plup, the framestore into a hi'" power PC, for example with an 
80386 processor, might haveallowecl measurement fast enouah for 0Il-1iDe 
inspection. This solution was not pursued for. number of reuOns. 
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a A costing at the time showed that a portable PC based 
measurement system would have cost about £6400 to prototype 
whereas a transputer based system would only cost about 
£ 1500 to build. 

a The transputer provides an extremely fast single processor. but 
unlike the PC it can be connected together with many 
transputers to share the processing and produce the results as 
fast an necessary; more details of this are given in chapter two. 

At the same time as the choice of the computer on which to 
base the measurement system was to be made. a general 
purpose vision system was being developed at Liverpool 
University for performing image processing in real-time. This 
provided a cost effective computer on which to base the 
portable gauge and could itself be used for real time weld 
measurement, Chambers [24]. 

Pale7S 

The Transputer Image Processing System (TIPS) was used as the development 
system for the weld measurement software with a special system built for the portable 
gauge which is compatible with TIPS. 

4.3.2 User Interface hardware 

Electronic circuits to interface the user hardware were designed to allow textual and 
graphical information to be presented on screen and be printed out on to paper. Botty 
of alpha and numeric infonnation was considered important and to speed up the entty 
a full "QWER1Y" keypad and number pad was chosen. These features can be seen in 
plate 4.2 which shows the completed gauge. Towards the end of the project it wu 
requested that it would be advantageous to offer the capability of down-lOIdiDl the 
results on to another computer for post analysis. This wu IChie¥ed by developinJ a 
serial board compatible with the RS232 transmission standard [58], which connected 
to the gauge extemally. but could easily be incorporated inside the pup. The 
interfacing circuits of these peripheral components to the transputer lie deacribed in 
the following sections. The electronic circuit boards in the portable pup are shown 
in plate 4.3 and 4.4 . 

4.3.2.1 Small text and lraphlcs printer 

The printer which was chosen for incorporation into the PUF is a Datac 164SB [59] 
and comprises a printer mechanism with drive circuit. It operates from a smale 5 Volt 
supply capable of delivering 1.5 Amps. The interface to the drive cilwit utillJed the 
parallel input which simply connected to one of the IDmoI ani commuabticla 
chips. Since the printer requires data in only ODe direcdoo abe mil was sbaIecl w1da 
the keypad. The interface cin:uit for the 0)11 iI abown in ape 4.4 IDd IiIo Ibowa 
the reset circuit onto this boanl. The COli in fipre 4.4 CODDCCtI to tho piater dIM 
circuit board by the output data lines, "QO-7" of the COli with "QV AIJD" IDd 
"QACK" providinl the handsbakin.lipals for "STROBE" aud "BUSY". The bud 
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shaking followed the same timing protocol, but required "QV ALID" to be inverted 
since "STROBE" is active low. the printer is reset with the rest of the circuit, at 
power up or manually, but must be driven through a 100 n resistor and is active low. 
The parallel interface is ~lected by tying the selecting pin to ground. The connection 
to the printer is shown in figure 4.5 . A paper feed feature is offered, and designed to 
be controlled directly from the keypad from the "LNFO" key indicating line feed. The 
connection to the printer is shown in figure 4.6 . 

The printer offers 40 characters per line, but can generate double width and/or double 
height characters in text mode. These are shown in plate 4.5 showing examples of 
print outs from the gauge during trials. In graphics mode, also shown in plate 4.S, 
resolutions of 96 dots per line are available. 

4.3.2.2 Full QWERTY keyboard 

The keypad shares the Inmos COli communications interface chip to the transputer 
link with the printer. The support circuit for the ani is shown in figure 4.4 and 
detailed in the Transputer Data Book [27]. The keypad uses the input side of the CDII 
connecting to data lines "10-7" and achieving data handshaking with "IVALID" and " 
lACK". The keypad is a sealed matrix type and is polled using a "9600-PRO" 
keyboard encoder. The "9600-PRO" contains the logic circuits necessary to debounce 
and decode a keyboard of matrix arrangement. It produces a nine bit data output 
which is converted into the ASCn character by the "2716" EPROM, see figure 4.6. 
The keyboard encoder offers decoding of a full "QWERTY" and numeric keyboard 
with "SHIFT" and "CONTROL" functions. The EPROM provides a lookup table 
which decodes the number codes for each key press into the standard character codes. 

A key press causes the "DATA READY" line of the "9600-PRO" to become active 
signalling to the ani that valid data is waiting. When the data is reid by the 
transputer, at the other end of the link, the "lACK" line is asserted by the COli and 
the next key press is ready to be taken. A selectable click. at bleep, sounds when the 
key press is ready by the transputer to acJmowledp the key prell to the 0.. The 
circuit which produces the sound is shown in flame 4.7. A sss timer chip pnerates 
the oscillations to drive a audio warning device and is held normally in "RESET" to 
prevent it oscillating. When a sound is required "RESET" is releued UDder the 
control of a ''74123'' pulse generator. The selection of a cUck at bleep is acbieYed by 
varying the length of the pulse from the 74123, by changing the capacitance ICIOII its 
inputs. 

4.3.2.3 Text and arapbies display 

A liquid crystal display, made by Hitachi [60], was Ie1ected far the display function of 
the gauge. The LM313XBN offen text and papbic diIpJay, dloUp il1IIed OIl the 
gauge mainly in graphic mode. Interfacina the display to the trIDIpU1IeF wu IChievecI 
in a similar way u the keyboard· and prin1el', except the dminp In pDw_ by I 
state machine programmed into the PAL 22VIO IbowD 1ft flame 4.8. 1be 
communication with the display is bl-directional, hence requirinl two repaten 10 
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latch the data in either direction to meet the timing requirements of the interface. 
Back lighting of the LCD panel is provided with an electro luminescent panel 
mounted behind the display area. This is driven using a "P4" dc-ac inverter chip 
matched to the size of the panel. 

4.3.2.4 Save to pc 

A useful feature was considered to be able to use the gauge for data logging and 
sending the results from any measurements to another computer for storage or later 
analysis. Since the cost of incorporating a floppy disk drive was considered to be too 
high a cheaper solution was adopted and an RS232 standard serial communication 
was added. The circuit diagram for this is shown in figure 4.9 which shows a 0>11 
providing communication with the transputer interfaced to a 6402 UART and a 
MAX 232 generating the RS232 standard communication with the other computer. A 
9 pin "0" connector provides compatibility with the mM AT serial communications 
adapter. An assortment of baud rates and word lengths are configured by selection of 
the OIL switches on the board. 

4.3.3 Image processing hardware 

The gauge is based on the Transputer Image Processing System design to maintain 
compatibility with TIPS for any future "on-line" applications of the softwlle. 
However, modifications and additions to the design of the TIPS specification have 
been incorporated. The gauge uses only two of the three TIPS boaIds; a standard 
Image Processing Board and a modified and extended Fnme Capture BOIId. 

4.3.3.11maIe Processing Board 

The Image Processing Board contains a single transputer aDd is used to run all the 
softwlle required by the gauge. Thus, unlike TIPS, the imqe proce1ainl boatd 
controls the image capture board, determininl when a neW imqe is tequirecl. and in 
which frame buffer it is to be placed. Since the desip brief WU 10 produce a low COlt 

gauge, the IPB has only one frame buffer of S12 x S12 pixels. This allows full imaac 
processing to be performed, but the processin, of one imqe must be completed 
before the next can be captured. Only having one frame buffer does not present a 
significant problem since sending the image or results to the liquid crystal display. 
takes much of the total time for each measurement iteration. 

The image processin, board is connected to the user in1aflce board by two 
bi-directional Inmos links to provide the keypad. screen and prin •• The renMininl 
two links lie used for control of the image capn= bomI, receivinl the propam and 
providing communication with any other computer via the RS232 COIIDRmicatiODl 
board. All of the interfaces to these peripherals are described in sectioIl4.3.2 • 

The TIPS Image processing board is fully detailed in Qamhen [24] with the 
. prcutt schematic diagrams shown in fipres 4.10, 4.11 ancI4.12 . 
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4.3.3.2 Frame Capture Board (FCB) 

A special board was produced for the image capture to allow it to be controlled by the 
IPB and to provide a display function for recording a measurement session onto video 
tape or to a raster scan monitor for detailed inspection and calibration. The design of 
this board followed that for the TIPS FCB, but had extra circuits to allow these 
features and to permit the program to be down-loaded from an EPROM to the IPB by 
the control link. The display function was incorporated into the TIPS FCB design and 
is detailed in Chambers [24] along with the rest of the FCB design. The modified 
circuit schematics of the FCB are shown in figures 4.13 and 4.14 with the extra 
circuits and modifications detailed below. 

(1) Down load the program code lor running 

The program, software, was compiled using the Transputer Development System 
(TOS) Occam2 compiler for loading into an EPROM from which it is sent to the 
transputer in the gauge at run time via one of the links. The all 1 used on the image 
capture board to program the timing registers is used only in the out going direction. 
Thus the circuit to down-load the program, in the EPROM, was designed to use the 
inward side of this COli, see figure 4.15. 

A 27512 EPROM was used with the program occupying about 42 kBytes of the 
64 kBytes available. The program is transmitted to the transputer, byte at a time, by a 
16 bit counter providing the addressing for the data to the 0)11 via a 74374 latch. 
The program is sent to the transputer after a "RESET" is activated at power on or 
manually. The EPROM is located on the rear of the frame capture board to make 
changing it easier; this is shown in plate 4.4 . 

(2) Save to video 

The feature allowing a measurement session to be recorded onto video also allows the 
gauge to be connected to any 15 kHz interlaced monitor so that the imap which the 
camera is viewing can be seen in detail. The feature was added to the basic desip of 
the TIPS Frame Capture Board originally fordebuggina the software, but wu 
subsequently thought to be of use during inspection where ultimate recontinl of the 
weld was desirable. The addition to the TIPS FCB involved addinl display circuitry 
to the existing design. 

The program can be requested, by pressing "CONTROL and 0", to produce the 
graphical measurement data on to the image superimposed over the oriainal picture. 
This allows the operator to tune the pup. by altering the set up panmeterS, to 
measure different sizes and typeS of weld and also provides a much men accurate 
display for calibration. 

Since the ability of being able to save the meuured results OIlto video tape wu not 
considered of great importanCe this VlU not iDcluded. 
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4.3.4 The measurement head 

The head comprises a low cost ceo camera fitted with a lens and optical band pass 
filter matched to a 5 m Watt laser diode and a button switch with indicator LEDs 
which connect to the gauge main box with a single. multicore cable. The connections 
to the circuit boards are shown in figure 4.16. with the laser switched on and off 
through a reed relay switched by a bit from a memory mapped register of the 
transputer on the image processing board. The switch also connects to another 
register on the image processing. The video cable bringing the image from the camera 
to the gauge is housed in this multicore cable, but connects directly to the image 
capture board. A diagram showing the arrangement of the camera and laser in situ in 
the head is shown in figure 4.17 and shown in plate 4.6. 

4.3.4.1 The camera 

A low cost. Philips CCO camera [61] was selected for design into the gauge. It 
requires a 12 Volt supply and produces RS170 standard video which is connected to 
the frame capture board in the gauge main box. The camera has a 'e mount connector 
to attach the lens which. being a common lens fitting allows a wide variety of lenses 
to be fitted. The automatic gain control and lens aperture control are switched off 
fIXing the image produced to a constant level. 

4.3.4.2 Optical bandpass ruter 

An optical band pass filter of 780 nm is fitted to the front of the camera's lens which 
matches the frequency of the blser to pennit maximum transmission of the laser lipt 
to the camera with minimum background light This filter is used to reduce variation 
of image intensity due to sunlight and to elhninate welding lipt disurbing 
measurement 

4.3.4.3 The laser dlode 

The laser used in the measurement head has a power of S mW with a wavelength of 
about 780 run and, themore. falls into the class 3b C&leJOlY of laaen. The laser is 
focused into a thin stripe, or line, by a cylindrical lena which can be seen in the 
measurement head in plate 4.6. The laser used is a SbaJp L'ro26MDO [62] infta reel 
laser diode. 

4.3.4.4 Safety consideratlOlll of the Iller d10cIe 

Although the laser which is used in the held falls into the emission clus 3b, far 1..
radiation. unlike gas lasers (for which the class wu aripaDy derived) the liPt beam 
emitted from the laser diode scatters; consequendy it Is DOt U hazardous. However 
caution must still be applied when using the head IDd it is advised DOt to look into, or 
at. the laser diode when it is on. Since the diode which is uecl emits bwisible IiPt DO 

blink reflex or visible indication is apparent that the diode is active. Tho held II fluecl 
with an ultra bript Upt Emittiq Diode (LED) u a wamiDa. but ctariaI 
maintenance special caR is needed 
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Further infonnation on the saf~ use of lasers can be found in British Standards 
B.S. 4803, [63]. 

4.4 The software design for the portable gauge 

The software requirement for the portable gauge divides into two sections: that pan 
which perfonns the weld measurement and that which is required for the user 
interface. Each pan of the program is as important as the other; if the software which 
handles the user interface is poor and presents the results in the wrong way for the 
inspector to utilise, then the results from the rest of the system will not be taken with 
confidence by the welding engineer, even if these are completely accurate and 
reliable. It is easy to concentrate on the academically more taxing pans of 
programming, in tenns of the mathematics and the algorithm, but equal attention 
must be devoted to considering what the weld inspector requires and how best to 
present this information to him. 

Both pans are discussed in detail in this section considering the weld measurement 
software first. 

4.4.1 Weld measurement 

Consistent and accurate results are essential and much care has been taken in the 
design of the algorithms to ensure their security. Provision for as many error 
situations as possible has involved a great deal of testing of the software to minimise 
bugs. Testing the software has involved checkinl the inputs to and outputs from each 
allorithm, and their internal function, as well as the measurement software as a 
whole. 

Versatility to measure so many different types of weld profile adds more checking 
and, consequently, more processing, all of which is performed OIl a sinale processor 
in the portable gauge. 

4.4.Ll Development 

The gauge was initially modelled using an mM-AT as a host for a pneral purpose 
transputer board, 8004, made by Inmos [64], with imqes capturM and displayed on a 
Mattox "PIP-IOU" framestore [2]. This allowed the imaae processinl software for 
the weld measurement to be developed before construction of the PUle wu started. 
This development system is shown diapammatically in fipre 4.18. 

The software was written usinl the Transputer Development System (TDS) [65], 
which is suppned with the BOO4 board. Hence, propams MR compiled ready for 
nmninl, testing and debugainl. 

(J) TIN JIUIUJ, BOfU "..".",.,1NHzri 

The B0Q4 board [64] comprises a tnnsputer (see dlaplertwo). 2 MbyteI ~IDIIDOI)', 
mapped into its address space, and alJo an in.f_ to aa IBM-PC eampadble 
computer. The transputers links are available for confipration as required, but, if 
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used as the only BOO4 board in an IBM computer, one of these is connected to the 
interface part of the board to enable communication between the transputer and the 
IBM computer. 

Programs are run on the transputer by sending them to it via one of the links shortly 
after the transputer has been reset. The IDS software runs on the BOO4 which limits 
the size of user programs that can be developed if they are also to be run on this 
board. 

(2) The Mlllrox PIP fmmestore 

The PIP framestore offers four 512 x 512 resolution frame buffers of 256 grey levels, 
and it interfaces to the IBM computer by a number of registers mapped into the IBM's 
1-0 map. Thus, any pixel may be accessed (read or written) by writing the x and y 
locations of the pixel into two address registers and reading from or writing to a third 
data register. A feature designed to speed up pixel access is also incorporated in the 
design in which the address registers are automatically incremented after each access. 
Thus, once the line start address has been given, the rest of the pixels in the line can 
be read or written consecutively by reading from or writing to the data register. Other 
registers are also provided to set up hardware timings and to configure the board. 

The resolution of 512 x 512 with 256 grey levels is the same as in the TIPS. Unlike 
TIPS though, the pixels are not square, but have an aspect ratio of 4 : 3 to match 
standard television monitors. This complication is particularly obvious when 
performing image processing on circular objects, such as the ferroxcube core central 
pillar. The equation of the circle must be modified to account for the unequal aspect 

ratio. By using compensating factors, this could be changed for implementation on 
the TIPS with its square pixel images. 

(3) Modem"g the gtulle 

Initially, the software was developed OIl the bardwaro. II IhowD in fi&ure 4.18, widl 
the program run on the BOO4 and the images captured and displayed usin& tho PIP 
framestofe. The sequence of events of an image processinl ita'llion in tho proanm 
was as follows: 

i Ask the PIP framestore to capture a new imaF and cnnsfer it 
through the mM to the BOO4 

ii Process this image 
iii Draw results and report information on to tho imqe 
iv Transfer the modified image beck throup the IBM I¥COIIJPUWWIIIII1tI.- to 

the PIP framestore for display analysis 

For the weld measmement software, the model wu sufficieDtly sinril. to tho pup 
to allow the majority of the algorithms to be written. The ima&e appeared iD the 
memory of the transputer OIl the BOO4 II aD may of 512 x 512 pixels I'CIdy for tho 
program to perform the weld profile extraction and then tho.weId ~t. The 
only changes which were ~ were to replace the submudDe which captcnd the 
image by a new one ancllO remove the funcdOD wbicb diIpJa,ecI the proceaed lmqe 
at the end of the sequence. 
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The iteration time of the model system was very slow. (it took over six seconds to 
transfer the image to or from the PIP framestore) and only a single transputer was 
available to run the program. Once the hardware for the gauge was completed this 
allowed much faster development of the measurement software. 

4.4.1.1 The measurement software 

The measurement software was formed into a separately compiled procedure which 
allowed it to be easily incorporated into the user intelface of the portable gauge. or 
into a harness for implementation in on-line applications using TIPS. The procedure 
is written using a fold editor and is described in this fashion to convey the 
functionality of the program. The software described is the version running on the 
portable gauge using predominantly sequential constructs. but some parts of the 
program could be written in parallel if implementation on several processors was 
desired. The parallelisation of the software is discussed in section 4.8.2.2. "On-line 
implementation" . 

The function is called with the results returned in three mays. A channel "fcb" is 
provided for control of the capture circuitry. 

PROC pms(CHAN OF ANY fcb, [S12jINT line, [SjINT veld.results, 

SEQ 

[ll]REAL32 real.veld.results) 

libs 
results vars 
ipb van 
vare for drawinq 

in it vars from call 
q.t picture in and find las.r lin. 
proc.ss lin. 
draw on 1111&q. 

t
il ( libs 
.us. pms_vals 
.use port-Pms 
'use t4111&th 
) ) ) 

The library functions, definitions and initialisation of variables and values can 'be ' 
seen where they are called by the program in the following sections. The 
program then divides into three parts; the first part "vet p1ctureln' ~nd' find l •• er lin." 

requiring access to the image and is discussed in section 4.4.1.3, "Tbe image 
processing software". The second stage extracts the weld profile and measures the 
weld features. this is discussed in section 4.4.1.4 "The data extraction". 1bese partS 
cannot be run in parallel to achieve a speed increase on IDOJe proceaacn since the line 
of the laser stripe across the weld profile must first be fouDd before it can be used to 
give the data about the weld's profile. A more detailed discussion of parallelisation of 
the software is considered in section 4.8.2.2, "On-line implementation of weld 
measurement". The last pan "dra. on lNve" is not used on the portable pup unless a 
monitor is connected and the function enabled. This is a time consuming operation, 
but is required for debugging the system and could be useful in on-tine 
implementation. 

4.4.1.3 The lmale proeessiDl1Oftware 

There are many approaches to solvina imaae procasin, problema, U have becIl 
described in chapter three. Since response time is ot impcxtaDce in the IOftware. II 
the target system will be nm on only one Ploceuor, an eo,meerin, appI'OICh to the 
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solution was adopted and no global mathematic algorithms or filters were applied to 
the image, for enhancement, prior to featuIe extraction. Specific algorithms have been 
developed to find the profile from the raw image data, and the image is enhanced by 
hardware methods such as the laser stripe and narrow band-pass optical filter which 
are described earlier in this chapter. 

The algorithm for finding the weld proftle comprised the following elements: 

i capture an image of the weld profue highlighted by the laser 
stripe 

ii Find the points on edges of the image where the laser stripe 
stans 

iii Search across the screen from one side to the other to find each 
vertical, y, position of the line for each horizon~ x, position. 

iv Find the limits of the weld 

These are now discussed in the following sections with the Occam code at this level 
shown below . 

..• Vals and vars 
SEQ 

.et up fcb 
capture into next frame if not positioning 

•.. find end points of line (X,YI 
.•• find line 

The captuIe board is set up with a function in the library, "port,J)llls" and is described 
in the next section. 

(1) Cqture 1M inuIg. 

The routine to capture an image involves the pmpam awitdUn. Mpsten in the 
capture circuitry on the capture board to tum the capturInJ process OIl, then off apin 
a frame later. The transputer's "event" pin is useclllO I)'DCIuoaiIe the awitdUn. of the 
capturing process and must be cleared if it is let by a pN'rious frame. Once capture 
has been started, the system waits for one frame, to ensute that the whole imap will 
be read into memory and waits for the end of the frame slpifted by the next "event" 
signal. This is illustrated in the followin.software. 

CHAN OF ANY event: 
PLACB event AT Sa 
BYTB junk: 
SBQ 

••• flush event -

feb I 24(BYTB) -- set off capture 
feb I leBYTB) 

••• delay 1 fr __ -

feb I 24(BYTB) -- finish capture 
feb I .0 (BYTB) 
event ., junk -- wait for end of capture 

! 
«( flush event 
PRI ALT 

e .. nt ., junk 
SKIP 

'!'RUB , SKIP 
IKU 

H) 
( ( ( delay 1 fr ... 
'fDlUt elk: 
1ft tiM: 
VIL delay II 15'25/25: 
IBQ 

elk., tiM 
elk ., AI", .. tiM PLU. delay 

H) 

(1) FIIUl 0.. ,1Ub 0/0.. ""II' ",.". .,." tIN will ~ 
The ends of the laser line in the scm:n are fouDd in orela- to ~ a. stilt 10cadQG for 
the next piece of software wbich finds the profile of the wekt from thia line. It also 
serves the purpose of checkinl that a line is present OIl the ICaeIl. The two eacIa are 
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found independently and can be perfonned in parallel. Only one end is described 
since the logic for the other end is the same. These end points can be seen drawn onto 
the processed images and are marked as lines "3" and "4". 

The result of this piece of code is an (x,y) location of the point at which the laser line 
appears nearest to that edge of the image. Normally, the line extends beyond the 
image and this point is found on the first line searched. The algorithm operates by 
reading each pixel intensity in tum, along a vertical column from one edge towards 
the other, until a value is found above a predetermined intensity or threshold. This 
threshold is a value for which the laser line always is greater and the background is 
usually below. Once this f1l'St point is encountered, the pixel with the highest intensity 
along the column is sought and then this is used to calculate a threshold for the 
window used in the averaging filter later in the program which finds the weld profile. 
If no point is found above the pre-set threshold, the image is decmed to be blank and 
the measurement aborted with a corresponding error code . 

••• Vals and vars 
SEQ 

••• find first point above the threshold 
IF 

end. found - FALSE 
SEQ 

TRUE 

l.end.y :- 0 
l.end.x :- 0 
pms.error :- 1 

SEQ 
••• find y position of hiqhest intensity for current x value 
••• calc window threshold 
l.end.y :- biqqest.window.inten.ity.y 
l.end.x :- x 

The above algorithm which is used to find the first point greater than the threshold 
value is shown coded into occam below. The program starts seuching the imqe 
vertically for a pixel above the threshold value, and moves to the next column if one 
is not encountered. Once a point has been found, the search aJ.ona this column 
continues to fmd the next pixel which is below the tbresbold value to establish the 
approximate of the thickness of the line. This is important since the same laser line 
will appear wider or narrower according to the surface of the metal plate. 

SBQ 
x :- 10 
y :- 0 
{{{ look at imaqe for point above the thre.hold 
IfHILB (imaqe[proc.frame] [y) [x] < thre.hold, AJn) (x < border' 

IF 

) } } 
IF 

y < (resolution-1, 
y :- y + 1 

TRUB 
••• increment x and re.et y -

(x >- border' 
end. found .- rALSI 

TRUE 
end.found :- TRUB 

••• find the width of the 11ne for window. width 

(3) Fintl 1M wid ,ro/l" 

{ 

{« incr ... nt x and re.et y 
SBO 

x .- x + 1 
y .- 0 

}}) 

This next part of the program starts at the point fOUDd on the line at tho left aide of die 
image and produces an array containing 512 points. the y value for each x value in 
the array. The image is searched in a similar way to that used to tiDd the Stilt point 
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but a one dimensional filter is used to average the pixel intensity values in order to 
remove noise. Instead of searching the whole column to find the best point, a limited 
search is performed which is centred on the last point, as the line should be 
continuous and not suddenly jump. Further refinement is incorporated to account for 
a laser line which does not have the expected Gaussian distribution of intensities 
about its centre (see figure 4.19). If the intensity across the line is flat (having several 
pixel locations across it with the same averaged intensity) and sloping away on either 
side, the mid value of the laser line is found. This point is added to the array and is 
checked to ensure that the line has not stopped or has no significant gap where data is 
missing when an accurate measurement of the weld cannot be made. A small gap in 
the line is permitted, provided the laser stripe does not disappear altogether, since dirt 
on the plate can cause a lower transmission of light to the camera and causes the line 
to appear weaker . 

••. vals and vars 
SEQ 

••• in it vars 
x :- l.end.x 
last.y :- l.end.y 
WHILE (x <- r.end.x) AND (line. found - TRUE) 

••• vars 
SEQ 

find y position of highest intensity for current x value 
reposition point if Gaussian is flat 

••• store line 
••• check if laser line is present and increment x 

The resultant line produced from this algorithm is drawn onto the processed image as 
a black line along the line of the laser stripe. This algorithm can be seen as a method 
of thinning the laser stripe, on the image, from about 10 pixels to a single one for 
each x location. 

4.4.1.4 The data extraction 

Once the array containing the y values for each x is available the information about 
the weld profile can be extracted. As can be seen in the occam code below, the main 
steps leading to measurement are finding the equations of the flat parent plate either 
side of the weld, which then leads to finding the joins (or corners) between the weld 
and the plates on either side of the weld Once located, the weld corners combined 
with the weld profile line provide all the necessary information for the weld feature to 
be measured in accordance with the definitions given in section 4.1.3.2. 

••• vars 
SEQ 

IF 
pm •• error - 0 -- ie no error 

SEQ 
in it array. 
find eqns for left , right and hence ba.e line. 

••• find weld .tart point • 
••• calc weld params for led 
••• put re.ult. ready for return 

TRUE 
••• put zero re.ult. ready for return 

If an error has been found while finding the weld profile Hoe in the previous staps of 
the software all the return values are set to zero. 
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(1) Find the mathematical equation 0/ the parent metal 

The accuracy to which a straight line can be fitted to a set of data points is dependent 
on the number of points given. The default value. "sample. limit". in the software 
requires that the parent plate should provide a datum. which provides a good set of 
points to fit the line and is 100 pixels for each side (about two fifths of the screen 
must be parent plate). Vertical lines. "1" and "2" are draw on to the processed image 
to show the extent of the parent plate which is required. A straight line is then fitted 
to this flat part of the weld profile with a least squares fit algorithm. This can be 
performed in parallel but both the equations of the fitted lines are required before the 
equation of the base line can be calculated. 

SEQ 
least.square.fit(line, l.end.x, (l.end.x+sample.limit), m.left, c.left) 
least.square.fit(line, (r.end.x-sample.limit), r.end.x. m.right. c.right) 
({{ find equation of base line 
INT x.y: 
SEQ 

m.base :- «m.left + m.right )/2) 
IF 

}}} 

m.left - m.right 
c.base :- «c.left + c.right) /2) 

TRUE 
SEQ 

x :- «c.right - c.left) * m.scaler) I (m.left - m.right) 
y :- ( «m.left * x) I m.scaler ) + c.left) 
c.base :- (y - «m.base * x)/m.scale.) ) 

The algorithm for least squares fit of a straight line to the line of parent metal is 
shown in occam code below and is developed from Thomas and Finney [36]. The 
lines "5" and "6" on the processed images at the end of this chapter indicate the lines 
found from the least squares fit. 

PROC least.square.fit([]INT line,VAL INT left.x. right.x, INT m, c) 

'USE pms vals 
INT n: -
INT64 x.sum,y.sum,x.squared.sum.xy.sum: 
SEQ x.sum :- O(INT64) 

1 

(II init VArs 
SEQ 

•• , init vars 
n :- right.x - left.x 
SEQ x - left.x FOR n 

y •• um :- O(INT64) 
x.squAred.sum :- O(INT64) 
xy.sum :- O(INT64) 

SEQ I)) 

{ { { 
SEQ 

x.sum :- x.sum + (INT64(x» 
y.sum :- y.sum + (INT64 (line[x))) 
x.squared.sum :- x.squared.sum + (INT64(x * xl) 
xy.sum :- xy.sum + (INT64(line[x) * x) ) 
calc c and m 

c :- INT( ( (x. sum * xy.sum) - (x.squAred.sum * y •• urn) ) / 
( (x.sum * x.sum) - (x.squAred.sum * (INT64(n))} ) ) 

m :- «(INT(y.sum)) - (n * c)) * m.scAler) / (INT(x.sum)) 
} } } 

This procedure is a separately compiled module and resides in the library "portJIIIs". 

(2) Find where the weld starls andftnishes 

The start of the weld is defined as the point at which the weld filler metal starts. This 
is not visible from the profile and thus the gauge looks for a point along the profile 
where the line deviates significantly from the line of parent metal. This means that a 
weld between two plates which has a flat profile cannot be located. However, the 
samples provided by the Welding Institute and all other we1ds offered for inspection 
had distinct cross sectional profiles and consequently were measurable. 
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The software considers the left and right corners of the weld separately searching 
from the middle of the image. The weld must lie to both sides of the centre of the 
image. The distances from the line representing the parent plates, found from the least 
squares fit procedure, to the proftle line are calculated. The perpendicular distance is 
calculated, since the weld samples may be of fillet type and not lie on the axis of the 
screen. The centre line "0" and corner points, "8" and "9", are drawn onto the 
processed images in the results sections at the end of this chapter. 

Noise on the proftle line is accounted for by calculating the maximum and minimum 
differences between the two lines over a section which is known to be flat parent 
plate. This aids versatility in finding the weld comers of both welds on smooth as 
well as roughly fInished plates. The point of maximum difference along the line is 
used as the starting point from which to find the weld comers by searching outwards 
from this point, since this is likely to be within the weld metal. The software then 
looks for a point on the line which falls between the lines of maximum and minimum 
differences found on the parent metal, as shown in figure 4.20. This point is taken to 
be a close approximation to the comer, if the profile line then remains predominantly 
within these bounds for the next significant length. If the profile line deviates beyond 
the upper and lower deviation lines within a significant length, the next location 
beyond this point is sought and the test starts again. 

A secondary algorithm is used to locate the comer more accurately from the first 
point and is performed during the measurement of toe angle and is discussed in the 
corresponding section. 

SEQ 
calc perpendicular distances from the line equations 
initialise max and min diffs 
find max and min difference on left line for sample.limit 
find max and min difference on right line for sample.limit 
modify diffs 
find weld start points looking from the maximum difference out 

(3) MellS"" the weld/elllurfa 

The comer points represent the limits of the weld and combined with the profile line 
between them all measurements can be calculated. Provided that no error has been set 
at the previous stage of the program and that the left comer has DOt been found to the 
right of the right comer, the measurements are made. 

IF 
pm •• error - 0 

••• Vars 
SEQ 

IF 
(left.start.x < right.start.x) 

SEQ 

TRUE 
SKIP 

TRUE 

plate angle 
calc toe.anqles 
calc width 
calc undercuts and positive weld points 
calc height 
plate displacement 
leq lenqth 

pm •• error :- 6 

The six individual types of measurement are now d1scuued. 
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(a) Angle between the plates 

The angle between the plates is calculated from the calculated lines of parent metal 
such that 180· signifies that the two plates are parallel and form a butt weld. 

REAL32 real.m.left,real.m.right: 
SEQ 

real.m.left :- ( (REAL32 ROUND(m.left» I real.m.scaler ) 
real.m.right :- ( (REAL32 ROUND(m.right» I real.m.scaler ) 
IF 

IF 

real.m.left - O.O(REAL32) 
SKIP 

TRUE 
real.m.left :- real.m.left * (calib.factor.x I calib.factor.y) 

real.m.right = O.O(REAL32) 
SKIP 

TRUE 
real.m.right :- real.m.right * (calib.factor.x I calib.factor.y) 

plate.angle :- (PI - (ATAN(real.m.left)-ATAN(real.m.right») 
plate.angle :- ( (plate.angle * l80.0(REAL32» I PI) 

(b) Toe angles 

Two toe angles are measured, one at the left comer of the weld and one at the right 
comer of the weld. The angle between two lines, equated by least squares fit from the 
weld profile line, on either side of the comer point is calculated. A series of toe 
angles are calculated on either side of the approximate comer point, which has been 
found above, are evaluated to fmd the sharpest angle. This serves two purposes, 
firsdy to locate the comers more accurately for the other measurements and also to 
allow a dual system of comer finding to cope more accurately with welds of both 
shallow toe angle proflle as well as sharp angle proflle. Further, as the toe angle may 
be a point from which cracks start, it is important that the most accute angle is 
equated. 

INT ml, cl, 1112, c2, new.start.x: 
REAL32 max.toe.angle, toe.angle: 
SEQ 

new.start.x :- left.start.x 
max.toe.angle :- 0.0(REAL32) 
SEQ x - (left.start.x - toe.search) FOR (toe.seareh *2) 

SEQ 
least.square.fit(line, (x-toe.lenCJth', x, m1, e1) 
least.square.fit (line, x, (x+toe.lenCJth" 1112, c2) 
«( calc toe angle 
REAL32 real.toe.angle, real.m: 
INT m: 
SEQ 

calc diff in 18 of lines -
IF 

m - 0 
toe.angle :- 0.0(REAL32) 

TRUE 
SEQ 

«( calc diff in 18 of line. 
IF 

«181 < 0) AND (1112 < 0» OR 
«181>0) AND (1112>0» 

18 1- 181 - 1112 
TRUB 

18 :- .1 + 1112 
) ) } 

real.m :- (REAL32 ROUND(m» I real.m.scaler 
real.m :- real.m * (calib.factor.x I callb.factor.y) 
toe.angle :- (ATAN(real.m» * (180.0 (RBAL32) I PI) 

IF 

I}) 

toe.angle >- 0.0(REAL32) 
SKIP 

TRUE 
toe.angle :- (-toe.angle) 

remember max toe angle 

left.start.x :- new.start.x 
left.toe.angle :- max.toe.angle 

{ ( ( remember max toe angle 
IF 

«toe.anqle>max.toe.angle)AND 
«perp.dlff.left(x]c.ax.diff)AND 

(perp.diff.left(x]>mln.dlff,), 
SEQ 

max.toe.anqle:-toe.anqle 
new.start.x 1- x 

'!RUB 
SItIP 

) ) ) 

V " fth 'bl" "" "(abo )-_.1" " anatton 0 e vana es toe .lenCJth, toe •• earch ¥e IIIAl corner:. adju.t 

(found in the initial comer finding algorithm) allow the gauge to be tuned between an 
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algorithm aimed at placing the comer at the sharpest angle and one aimed at placing 
it at a point of significant deviation from the parent metal line. 

(c) Width 

The width of the weld is the distance between the left and right comer points, 
measured directly between them using both the x and y directions and is shown in 
figure 4.3. The line "10" on the processed images discussed in the results section 
shows the line along which the width is measured. 

INT lx,rx,ly,ry: 
INT square: 
REAL32 r.diff.x, r.diff.y, real.square: 
SEQ 

lx :- left.start.x 
rx :- right.start.x 
ly : - line [lx] 
ry :- line[rx] 
r.diff.x :- (REAL32 ROUND(rx - lx» 
..• calibrate r.diff.x -
r.diff.y :m (REAL32 ROUND(ry - ly» 

«( calibrate r.diff.x 
IF 

r.diff.x - O.O(REAL32) 
SKIP 

TRUE 
r.diff.x:-r.diff.x I 

calib.factor.x 
••• calibrate r.diff.y I}} 
real.square :- «r.diff.y * r.diff.y) + (r.diff.x * r.diff.x» 
width :- POWER( real.square, O.5(REAL32» 

(d) Undercut 

The undercut of the weld is calculated for each side of the weld and is measured from 
the calculated parent metal line, where, and if, the weld profile line falls below the 
line, between the comers of the weld. The results images show any areas of undercut 
shaded in dark grey. 

PROC calc.left.undercut(VAL [5l2]INT line, VAL[5l2]REAL32 perp.diff.left, 
VAL INT left.start.x, right.start.x, REAL32 left.undercut, 
INT left.undercut.x, left.veld.x) 

'USE pms vah 
••• Var'i -
SEQ 

.• , in it vars 
SEQ x - left.start.x FOR «right •• tart.x -

SEQ 
IF 

(perp.diff.left[x] < O.O(REAL32» 
«( undercut pre.ent - remember it 
SEQ 

in.undercut :- TRUE 
undercut :- perp.dlff.left[x] 
IF 

} } ) 
TRUE 

(undercut < left.undercut) 
SEQ 

TRUE 

left.undercut :- undercut 
left.undercut.x :- x 

SKIP 

no undercut 
(II reject result if at middle of the _ld 
IF 

1 
«(( Van 
BOOL in.undercut: 
REAL32 undercut: 
) ) ) 

left • start .x) /2) 

if the biggest so far 

((( no undercut 
IF 

(in.undercut - TRUE) 
SEQ 

left._ld.xl-x 
in.undercutl-FALSI 

TRUE 
SKIP 

left.undercut.x >- «left.start.x + 
((right.start.x - left.start.xl/2» - 5) 

I}) 

SEQ 

TRUE 
IF 

})} 

R.M.White 

undercut :- O.O(REAL32) 
left.undercut :- O.O(REAL32) 
left.undercut.x :- 0 
left ._ld.x :- 0 

left.undercut < O.O(REAL32) 
left.undercut 1- (-left.undercut) 

TRUE 
SKIP 
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(e) Reinforcement 

The reinforcement, shown in figure 4.3, is essentially the maximum perpendicular 
distance of the profile line, above the calculated weld base line, between the left and 
right comer points of the weld. It also forms the measurement of throat thickness of a 
fillet weld. The base line is number "7" on the results images. 

PRoe calc.height(VAL [512]INT line, VAL [512]REAL32 perp.diff.base, 
VAL INT left.start.x, right.start.x.REAL32 height) 

vals and vars 
SEQ 

in it vars 
SEQ x - left.start.x FOR (right.start.x - left.start.x) 

SEQ 
this.height :- perp.diff.base[x] 

find max and min heights -
{{I assign value to returned height 
IF 

max.height >- (-(min.height» 
SEQ 

height :- max.height 
TRUE 

SEQ 
height :- min.height 

} } } 

(f) Displacement between the plates 

{{I find max and min heights 
IF 

(this.height > max.height) 
SEQ 

max.heiqht:-this.heiqht 
(this.height < min. height) 

SEQ 
min.height:-this.heiqht 

TRUE 
SKIP 

} } } 

The plate displacement is shown in figure 4.3 and is measured to be the distance 
between the two lines of parent plate along a line perpendicular to the weld base line 
which bisects the cord between the left and right comers of the weld. The line along 
which it is measured on each image in the results is shown and labelled "11". 

Vars 
SEQ 

x.mid :- right.start.x - left.start.x 
y.mid :- line[right.start.x) - linelleft.start.x) 
IF 

(m.base> (-m.nearly.horiz» AND (m.ba.e < m.nearly.horiz) 
{{I calc plate displcement 
SEQ 

x.left :- x.mid 
y.left :- «m.left * x.left) + (c.left * m •• caler» I m •• caler 
x.right :- x.mid 
y.right :- «m.right * x.right) + (c.right * m •• caler» I m.scaler 
plate.displacement :- (REAL32 ROUND(y.left-y.rigbt» 

calibrate plate.displacement 
) } } 

TRUE 
{{I calc plate displacement 
REAL32 diff.x, diff.y, square, 
SEQ 

c.perp :- y.mid + «x.mid * m.scaler) I •• ba.e) 
{{I find x.left and y.left 
IF 

(m.left > (-m.nearly.horiz» AND (m.left < m.nearly.boriz) 
SEQ 

y.left :- c.left 
x.left :- x.mid 

TRUE 
SEQ 

y.left :- INT( ( ( (INT64(m.left*m.ba.el1*(INT64(c.perplI I + 
(I.T64(c.left* ••• caler.aqrdlI ) I 

(INT64 (m •• caler •• qrd+(m.left*m.basel I I) 
:- «y.left - c.left) * m •• caler) 1 •• 1eft x.left 

}I} 
find x.right and y.right 

diff.x :- (REAL32 ROUND(x.left-x.rlgbtll 
••• calibrate diff.x - - -
diff.y :- (REAL32 ROUND(y.1eft-y.rlqhtl' 
••• calibrate dlff.y 
square :- (diff.x*dlff.xl+(dlff.y*dlff.y) 
plate.dlsplacement:-POWBR(.quare,O.5(RBAL32" 

(f{ calibrate diff.x 
IP 

diff.x - O.O(RBAL321 
IXIP 

TRUB 
ditl •• c- ditt •• I 

calib. factor.x 
III I}) 
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(g) Leg length 

The leg lengths of a fillet weld are the two distances measured from a point within the 
weld where the lines of parent metal cross to the edges, or comers of the weld. This 
measurement is made on the gauge provided that the intersection point of the two 
parent lines occurs between the comers of the weld in the x direction. If this condition 
is not met, the weld is concluded not to be a fillet weld and the leg lengths are 
returned as zero. 

... vars - INT lx.rx.ly.ry.cx.cy: 

{ 

{{ { van 

SEQ INT square: 
Ix :- Ieft.start.x 
rx :- right.start.x 
Iy :- line [Ix] 

REAL32 real.diff.x. real.diff.y. 
} } } 

j 
({I set leg lengths - 0 
SEQ 

ry :- line [rx] 
IF 

m.left = m.right left.leg :- O.O(REAL32) 
right.leg :- O.O(REAL32) 

} } } 
••. set leg lengths - 0 

TRUE 
SEQ 

ex :- ( (c.right - c.left) * m.scaler) I (m.left - m.right) 
cy :- ((m.left * ex) I m.scaler) + c.left 
IF 

(ex < lx) OR (ex > rx) 
••• set leg lengths - 0 

TRUE 
SEQ 

{{I calc left.leg 
SEQ 

real.diff.x :- (REAL32 ROUND(cx - Ix)) 
({I calibrate real.diff.x 
IF 

real.diff.x - O.O(REAL32) 
SKIP 

TRUE 
real.diff.x :- real.diff.x I calib.factor.x 

} } } 
real.diff.y :- (REAL32 ROUND(cy - ly)) 
••• calibrate real.diff.y 
real.aquare :- «real.dift.y * real.ditt.y) 

+ (real.ditt.x * real.ditt.x) 
left. leg :- POKER( real.aquare. O.5(RBAL32)) 

I}} 
••• calc right.leg 

4.4.2 Calibrating the gauge 

real.square: 

The calibration of the gauge is applied to the mcasumnent head, and, therefore, 
would change for different heads. Measurement is made by counting pixels Oft the 
image and then scaling them in horizontal and vertical directions using predetermined 
factors. The calibration is described in the following sections with the software used. 

4.4.2.1 Calibration 

A calibration facility is offered on the gauge which requires a calibradon sample to 
set the calibration factors in the gauge, shown in plate 4.7. This allows different 
lenses to be fitted to the head or for different heads to be used. The gauge has 
standard calibration factors set for the head u it has been usembled, thus no 
calibration is needed unless the head is changed. 

The calibration sample consists of a brass block machined to have a 5 DUD step of 30· 
or 45·. The calibration algorithm then loob for the two cor-. of the block fJOm 
which the number of pixels in the x and y directions pve the calibration factor in 
each direction. These are 23.0 for x and 19.0 for y pving the lesolution of the system 
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horizontally to be 0.043 mm I pixel and 0.051 mm I pixel vertically for the head 
shown with the gauge in plate 4.2. Images 4.5 and 4.6 shows raw and processed 
images of the 30· calibration block giving the pixel calibration factors of 27.71 mm in 
the x direction and 22.40 mm in the y direction. 

SEQ 
IF 

calibrating - TRUE -- ie calibration 
{{I calc x , y calibration factors with 45 deg block 5mm high' wide 

1 
{{ ( Vals 

.•. Vals - - - VAL REAL32 real.block.width IS 5.0(REAL32): 
SEQ VAL REAL32 real.block.height IS 5.0(REAL32): 

.•• zero results INT block.width,block.height: 
IF I)) 

pms.error - 0 

) ) ) 
TRUE 

SKIP 

({I do calibration 
SEQ 

block.width:-(right.comer-left.corner) 
.•. find mod of block width 
block.height :- weld.line[right.comer]-weld.line[left.corner] 
.•• find mod of block height 
calib.factor.x :- (REAL32 ROUND(block.width» / real.block.width 
calib.factor.y :- (REAL32 ROUND(block.height» / real.block.height 

) ) ) 
pms.error - 7 

.•• reset.calibration factors to standard 
TRUE 

samples :- samples - 1 

({I find mod of block width 
IF 

{(I find mod of block height 
IF 

block.width < 0 
block.width :- (-block.width) 

TRUE 
SKIP 

I)) 

block.height < 0 
block.height :- (-block.height) 

TRUE 
SKIP 

) } ) 

It is likely that on a production version of the gauge interchangeable measurement 
heads would be calibrated during manufacture and distributed with the factors. If 
these were programmed into each head and read by the gauge there would be no need 
for the user to perform calibration or to type in the value. 

4.4.3 The user interface 

The user interface provides the software to read the keyboard and measure switch. on 
the head, update the screen, transmit results to a serial port and run the image 
processing software. Low level routines have been written to interface all the user 
interface hardware to the processor in order to make the measurement as easy to 
perform as possible. All the software for the user interface. as well as for the 
measurement with the structure and most important parts 
described in the following sections. 

4.4.3.1 Main program loop 

The procedure below shows the top level of the program nmninl on the portable 
gauge. Mter the system is initialised and tested the main pIOJI'IDlloop then waits for 
a key to be pressed while flashing a cursor. Once a key has been pressed the main 
part of the program is initiated. 
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PROC gauge(CHAN OF ANY to.null,rrom.null) 
••• vals, vars, libs, chans, procs etc 
SEQ 

.,. switch off all leds and laser 
••. set display screens, fcb etc. and wait for key 
• •• in it vars 
WHILE TRUE 

SEQ 
ALT 

••• get char -- THIS IS THE MAIN BIT I!! 
••• flash cursor 

••• do display 

4.4.3.2 The main part of the program 
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When a key is pressed, it is received by the program along the channel "from.kpad", as 
can be seen below, and a series of actions is taken according to which key is pressed, 
and the function selected. Viewing plate 4.2, which shows the completed portable 
gauge, the special function keys can be seen with their corresponding function on the 
key cap. By pressing the key marked "RUN" the fold"... measure _ld" is run 
causing measurement as described in section 4.4.1.3(3) . Likewise, on pressing the 

mark d "PRN" th od' " " . d ul . th . key e e c e In ... info to printer IS run an res ts In e Input 
data being printed. 

If the key which has been pressed is not a special function key the letter to which it 
corresponds is put in the cUlTent field at the position of the cursor. This action is 
performed in the fold"... text in field arrays". 

«( qet char -- THIS IS THE MAIN BIT II! 
from.kpad ? junk 

SEQ 

»)} 

••• get rid of cursor 
char :- INT(junk) 
IF 

measure "eld 
set welding code data 
display logged data 
display parameters 
info to printer 
change field 
text into field array • 
• witch display.mode 
skip 

up date mode field 6 on to di.play 
up date mode field 7 on to display 
up date mode field 8 on to di.play 
set y cursor position 
set x cursor position 

4.4.3.3 Weld measurement 

When key "RUN" is pressed the hexadecimal character number "85" ("86" if "CAPS" 
and "RUN" are pressed together) is transmitted from the keyboaJd interface hardware 
to the transputer. The software, which is shown below, is activated and following 
some initialisation software, the laser diode in the measurement head is switched on. 
This is performed by writing to a register in the transputer's memory, connected to the 
hardware controlling the laser. This is achieved in software by writin. to the variable 
"led" which is 32 bits wide and is placed in the memory. 

The variable "do.measure" has been set 10 "TRUE" in the initialisation sequerace 
causing the measurement to be continuous, unless it is set to "FALSE" in the "mode 

control" fold or by the "RUN" key being pressed again to end measurement. 
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{{I measure weld 
(char - '84) OR (char - '85) -- F2/shiftF2 

.,. Vals and vars 
SEQ 

) ) ) 

init vars 
••• set up pms.display 
••• print header 
••• switch on laser 
WHILE do.measure - TRUE 

SEQ 
••• mode control 
ALT 

.,. get char 

.,. do measurement 
switch off laser and single leds 
set logging 
put on number of samples 
up date mode field 11 on to display 

4.4.3.4 Mode control 

Four modes of operation are available for measurement, namely: positioning, single 
shot, continuous and calibration. The mode is selected on the main screen prior to 
measurement. The modes are described below. 

IF 
mode - 0 -- Position head with no measurement 

••• position head 
mode - 1 -- Single measurement mode 

••• set single shot mode 
mode - 2 -- Continuous measurement mode 

pms.error :- 0 
mode - 3 -- Calibration measurement mode 

•• set calibration vars 
TRUE 

SKIP 

(1) Position mode 

The positioning mode is intended for use prior to the continuous mode and allows the 
user to align the measurement head over the weld without measurement occurring. 
The advantage of the positioning mode is the fast update of the display, as no time is 
taken in finding the line and calculating the measurements. The display shows a 
thresholded picture of the image from the camera. as can be seen in plate 4.8. 

{{I vals and vars 
INT x,y,proc.frame,lcd.x,lcd.y: 
) } } 
SEQ 

••• capture image into the next 
{{I display thresholded image 
SEQ 

y :- 0 
lcd.y :- 0 
WHILE Y < resolution 

} } } 

SEQ 
lcd.y :- y I 8 
x :- 0 
lcd.x :- 0 
••• horz line at this y
y 1- Y + 8 

pms.error I- 9 

(2) Sing" ,hot mode 

frame 

{(I horz line at this y 
WHILE x < resolution 

SEQ 

»)) 

lcd.x 1- x I 3 
IF 

image(proc.frame)(y)(x) < 
(Bm: (po •• threahold) ) 

pma.diaplay(lcd.y) (lcd.x) 1-1 (BYTI) 
TRUE 

pma.diaplay(lod.y) [lcd.x)t-O(BYTB) 
x :- x + 3 

The single shot mode has two_States of operation; firstly, the pUse continuously 
captures images and calls the measurement softwa with an error code of "9", wbidl 
signifies that no measurement is required. This produces a single pixel line OIl the 
display which allows the user to position the measurement head over the weld at the 
desired point. The positioning stage continues until the led button on the 
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measurement head is pressed, at which time the gauge captures an image and 
measures the proflle. The gauge now pauses, displaying the results of the 
measurements until either the red button is pressed again or the "RUN" key is pressed 
to end the measurement. 

The red button on the measurement head has two modes of operation, if it is pressed 
and held on, the gauge measures the profile which it captures, but if the button is 
depressed and released quickly the gauge returns to the positioning state . 

.•• vals and vars 
SEQ 

••• capture image into the next frame 
{{I turn on ready led and check if key is pressed 
SEQ 

IF 

ll} 

pms.error - 0 
pms.error :z 9 

TRUE 
SEQ 

IF 
(switch /\ f01) - f01 -- not pressed 

SEQ 

TRUE 

safe. led :- safe.led /\ (-single.off) 
led :- safe. led « 8 
pms.error :- 9 

SEQ 
safe. led :- safe. led \/ single.off 
led :- (safe.led « 8) 
pms.error :- 0 

(3) Continuous mode 

The software extract in section 4.4.3.4 "Mode control" shows that no action bas to be 
taken to result in continuous measurement mode as this is the default mode. The error 
code is set to "0". 

(4) Calibration 1IIDM 

In order to force the system to re-calibrate from the profile of the calibration sample, 
a number of software switches are seL The Boolean variable "calibrating" is set to 
"TRUE", but the continuous action caused by the variable "do._aaure_nt" is 
switched off by setting it to false. The error code passed to the measurement software 
is set to "0". 

SEQ 
calibrating :- TRUE 
do.measurement :- FALSE 
pm •. error :- 0 

4.4.3.5 "Get cbar" 

Once the mode configuration bas been set, the program either nms the measurement 
software or responds to a key press. If a key is pressed one of the foDowinl actions 
may be taken: the options either allow measurement to finish IDd produce a paphic 
print of the screen, or varies the measurement parameters shown in the follow, 
software extract. 
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from.kpad 1 junk 
SEQ 

set.up.display(to.display,from.display) 
char :- INT(junk) 
IF 

finish monitoring 
print screen 
increase threshold 
decrease threshold 
increase search.length 
decrease search.length 
increase window.width 
decrease window.width 
increase corner.adjust 
decrease corner.adjust 
increase sample.limit 
decrease sample.limit 
switch display.mode 
pause 
skip 
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The measurement parameters are altered by increasing, or decreasing, their value 
according to the key pressed. An example of this is shown in the fold of 
" increase search length II which follows. 

{{{ increase search.length 
(char - (INT('w'») OR (char - (INT('W'») -- UP/shiftUP 

IF 

) } } 

search.length < 50 
search. length :- search. length + 1 

TRUE 
SKIP 

4.4.3.6 "Do measurement" 

The code just prior to the measurement software being called switches on the LED 
which signifies that measurement is taking place. This is performed in the same way 
as the laser is switched on and off, but using a different bit in the same register. Once 
the measurement has fmished, this LED is switched off. If calibration is to be 
performed the calibration factors are set otherwise this fold is ignored. The text and 
graphics parts of the display come before the results and measurement information is 
put on the screen. 

{{{ do measurement 
TRUE , SKIP 

••• vals and vars 
SEQ 

I}} 

switch on measure led 
call pms program 
switch off measure led 
do calibration 
clear pms graphics display and put on l.ast squar.s lin •• 
reset samples if > 10000 
put on number of error and adjust if flat weld 
do results 
finish if data logging full 
display screen 
wait for key if singl. shot 
if calibrating, ask if this calibration is ok 

The software then continues to cycle if in continuous mode, 01' returns to the main 
display if nOL 
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4.5 Tests on, and results from the gauge 

The next section describes the tests which were used to validate the measurements 
produced by the gauge. These were devised to test the accuracy to which the 
measurements can be taken, and are provided to two decimal places so that 
fluctuations can be seen. Test blocks as well as real welds were used. The results are 
shown in section 4.10, where images of each weld are available for comparison with 
the numerical results. Additionally graphs of some of the specimen welds showing 
the fluctuation during the recording of 100 samples at the same location on the weld 
are provided. These results are then discussed in section 4.S.2. 

4.5.1 The test measurements 

The three tests are considered below and fustly test the gauge against a standard 
block, of weld type profile, which has been machined to known dimensions. 
Secondly, the gauge measured some specimen weld samples, which had previously 
been measured, for comparison with existing manual gauges. Finally each of the 
specimen welds, and the standard block sample, were each measured 100 times, at the 
same location on the weld, recording consecutive results. 

4.5.1.1 Measurement of standard block 

A set of standard blocks which provide a defined profile have been made from brass 
on a precision machine tool. These blocks each have a uniform sloped step profile of 
a range of angles at 10·, 20·, 30·, 4S· and 60· and are shown in plate 4.7 . The blocks 
served two purposes: to calibrate the measurement head and gauge, and to provide a 
means of validation of the results gained. When the gauge is calibrated using one 
sample then it produced the COlTCCt results for itself and the others. Measurements of 
consistency using one of the standard blocks is discussed in section 4.5.2.1 with data 
in section 4.10. 

4.5.1.2 Validating the measurements aplDst other puges 

The gauges described in section 4.2 were all less precise than the portable gauge 
under test, however the use of two six inch steel rules and a protractor, used with 
great care, provided a means by which the values producecl by the gauge could be 
compared. These measurements, with the exception of toe angle, were taken in each 
case before those made by the automatic gauge. Both the manual and pup 
measurements are recorded with their corresponding processed images in 
section 4.10. 

The manual measurements were taken from a point on the weld as close IS possible 
to that of the gauge. The position was drawn onto the weld with a spirit marker and 
fine pencil line, but contained an assessed tolerance of 0.5 mm in the two positions. 
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(1) Technique of manual measurement 

The combined use of two thin steel rules, a protractor, and pin was found to provide 
the most accurate manual measurement of the weld features in most cases, but the 
welding institute and profile gauges were also used. 

(a) Width 

Measurement of width was the simplest and recorded by laying the rule across the top 
of the weld at right angles and viewing it from vertically above taking care to reduce 
any error of parallax. This measurement was not made for fillet welds. 

(b) Reiriforcement 

On the larger weld samples the Welding Institute gauge was used according to its 
instructions, but for the smaller welds by careful placement of a steel rule on edge 
across the weld, which was held in a vice, the reinforcement could be gauged by 
comparing the scale on the rule with the gap under it 

(c) Undercut 

The measurement of clearly visible undercut was made using a pin placed into the 
undercut to mark a point judged to be its maximum depth. and a rule placed on edge 
across the parent plate, butting up to the weld. The depth of the undercut was thus 
highlighted and could be judged by comparing the length of the pin exposed beneath 
the rule with its scale. This method was compared with results gained by the Welding 
Institute gauge and assessed to be more accurate, but much slower. Imperceptibly 
small undercut, of less than about 1/4 mm could only be checked by scratching a 
fmger nail over the weld toe. 

(d) Plate displacement 

This could not be measured manually on all samples except those which were a lap 
type weld. Distinction between plate displacement and plate angle could not be made 
with the manual tools as the measurement is made within the weld itself. 

(e) Toe angle 

This proved to be a controversial measurement and most difficult to access. The 
accuracy to which it could be made was +/- 10". The method used relied on fitting the 
corner of a rule into the toe of the weld and positioning it to sit on the weld. 
Measurement was then taken with a 180" protractor resting normally ICI'OSS the weld 
such that the rule edge passed through the centre of the protractor. The measurement 
of toe angle could not be made for fillet welds. 

(f) Leg lengths 

The leg lengths of the 90- fillet welds were most efficieIltly measured by the WeIcliDa 
Institute gaugc, but on thc sample of plates at about 130" an cnw would be 
introduced by using this gaugc. 
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4.5.1.3 Testing the results for consistency 

For each of the seventeen weld specimens, 100 samples were taken at the same single 
location as the manual measurements. These samples were consecutively measured to 

highlight any variation in results and thus to give a value for the consistency of the 
gauge's measurements. The set of 100 samples for each weld was processed to give 
the distribution of values, and the mean, mode and maximum deviations from the 
mode calculated. These data sets are tabulated in section 4.10, and shown graphically 
for selected specimens to demonstrate the fluctuation over the 100 samples. 
Additionally graphs of the frequency of occurrence of the values of weld toe 
locations are provided to show the consistency. 

4.5.2 Discussion of results 

The gauge has been tested on many different types of weld samples, including buu, 
fillet, lap and pipe welds. A selection of these is shown in plate 4.9 . Detailed results 
of some of these is discussed in this section. Reference should be made to the images, 
specimen sample data and corresponding graphs in section 4.10. The images show 
both processing information leading to the weld features and measurement locations. 
In association with the images data for comparison of the manual and gauge 
measurements is logged together with the set up and adjustment factors set for each 
weld. 

Image 4.6 shows an example of the profile of the 30- standard block. The graph 4.1 
shows that at the location "left.startx" 145 pixels from the left side of the image, the 
variation of the location of this feature (marked on the image as "8") is random over 
the sample and between +2 and -3 of the mean value. 

Graph 4.2 shows the corresponding measurements at each sample calculated from the 
start locations in graph 4.1 . It can be seen that fluctuations in the start locations 
directly affect the calculated measurements. 

The tabular results show in the first four columns the pixel locations with frequency 
of occurrence of the block start points. The other columns show the calculatcd values 
and frequencies which show their consistency. Below each column the mean, mode, 
maximum and minimum values and maximum deviations from the mode. 

4.5.2.1 Standard block 

The start locations are all within 5 pixels of the other values. The caHbradon facton, 
image 4.6, show that each pixel is 1/'n.11 mm wide 8Dd 1/7J.MJ mm hip alvin. a 
maximum variation on any point as 0.18 mm. However, only the lefutan.x location 
has this variation and the other locations have a variation of one pixel. JivinI in the x 
direction 0.036 mm. Consequently a maximum variation in measunment 11I0Il IbID 
0.216 mm. The variation in the leftstart.x location abow tbat of the JeSt IDlY ·be 
attributed to the block; the inside comer which it is finding is less sharp a feature Iban 
the upper outside comer. 
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The 30· block has a step of 5 mm, giving a width of 10 mm. Comparing this with the 
measured results from the gauge shows a width of 9.8 mm, varying by 0.2 rom, and 
displacement (step) of 5.1 mm with a variation of 0.2 mm. 

On this perfonnance the gauge has a similar accuracy when making linear 
measurements to a vernier calliper calibrated to 1! 10 mm. 

The plate angle of the block, between the upper and lower "parent" surfaces is 180·. 
The gauge measured this to between 179.3· and 180.6" giving an accuracy of 0.01%. 

The lines of fit (toe.length, see section 4.4.1.4(3» for the toe angles, for the block, 
were lengthened to 40 pixels, which, as described, increase the accuracy of the angle 
measurement beyond that which could be achieved on a curved weld toe. 

The standard blocks were no more accurate than the tools could be set during their 
manufacture. 

4.5.2.2 Butt welds 

The maximum deviation in rmding the x stan points for all ten butt welds 
(1000 samples) is shown in graph 4.15 to be 21 pixels. The worst case is the Welding 
Institute sample weld 3, "Root concavity". This sample has a very shallow transition 
between the parent plate and weld metal. Only a small amount of noise in the image 
or laser stripe will cause the least squares fit of the parent plate to produce slightly 
different fit. A small change over the length of fit will result in a much greater 
variation further from this section. Since the adjustment factors detennininl the start 
rmding algorithm are tuned for a shallow weld this variation will cause a 
corresponding variation in the start location. Plate 4.10 shows the Welding Institute 
specimen plate 4 "Undercut". 

4.5.2.3 FDlet welds 

The measurement of toe angle on the fillet weld specimens is sipificandy less aood 
than the results gained for butt welds. In both cases the calculated value is dependent 
upon the position at which the comer is found. 1be variation in the toe anale is 

_~;< dependant' on where the stan points of the weld are found from the tint stan point 
algorithm (deviation from the parent metal). 1be metal surface of the plate in this 
sample is not smooth and causes a wider and I1l(R noisy luer Jinc. Tbia has the affect 
of increasing the likelihood of the causing siabt variation in the equatioas found for 
the parent metal between samples. The join between the weld and pilat meta1, in 
this specimen is fairly shallow, thus relyinl on the deviation from the parent plate to 
indicate an approximate stan location. The second alJOrithm (to find the point of 
sharpest corner and relocate the start point to this position) is aft'ected by the noisy 
line and will both vary the position of the comer aDd ftnd ditTaent toe anJlea. 
Plates 4.11 and 4.12 show the specimen tillet weld with plate anale of 130- aDd far 
the multipass weld 
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4.5.3 Summing up 

The results show a worst case fluctuation in width readings, for the butt weld 
specimen. of 0.3 mm in a reading of 9.1 mm with the maximum deviation of 0.2 mm 
from the mode of 9.2 Mm. This is an accuracy of 2.2%. However this represents only 
two samples in 1000 (there are 10 butt weld specimens). The measurement of weld 
profiles is performed to a higher degree of accuracy than by the manual gauges 
which, as has been stated in section 4.2.1, has an accuracy of only 10%. 

The measurements for the fillet welds did not prove so consistant producing on the 
width measurements variations of 0.7 mm in 5.8 mm for sample "FILl" and I mm in 
8.7 mm in sample "FIL2". This produced a fluctuations of 12% and 11.5% in width 
measurement. 

Toe angle showed the greatest variation in results, but it is felt that this is also the 
least reliable manual measurement. In the majority of specimens the fluctuation over 
the 100 samples was less than 10·. but varied on a couple of the specimens by as 
much as 18· from lowest to highest reading. This is still as good an accuracy as it is 
felt can be made manually. 

The most consistant results were produced for undercut where all the measurements 
were within 0.1 mm of each other. 

These figures are taken as if the user simply takes the results as the measurements, 
however the gauge displays a picture of the line of weld profile and where the weld 
start points have been found, see plate 4.3. The user then can discard readings in 
which the weld start points have been found wrongly. 

4.5.4 The Welding Institute's evaluation of the lauge 

The Welding Institute have had the portable gauge for evaluation for over six months 
and are using it to perform measurement more accurately and faster than previous 
measurement methods. In their report Stephens and Bourton (66) conclude: 

"The gauge has performed to a high enough standard in field 
tests to suggest that is capable of being manufactured IDd 
marketed commercially. However, it must be remembered that 
the gauge is a prototype and a number of essential alterations 
will have to be carried out. These concern the safety of the 
device and its flexibility in use (i.e. ability to cope with many 
types of joints.) A company will be sought to develop the 
gauge further and carry out many of the recommendations 
stated in this report. It is envisaged that 1WI will receive a 
fixed percentage of the royalties from the product. .. 

The changes which they specify in their report are divided into two ca1qCl'i.ea. 
essential and recommended. The essential cbanaes are: 
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1 Laser classification must be reduced to class 3A status 
2 Measurement heads for various joint types and sizes are required 
3 Software amended to cope with multi-pass welds 
4 Software algorithm for measuring toe angle needs modifying 
5 Battery power supply is needed for on-site use 
6 A disk drive should be fitted 
7 A glass cover fitted to the measurement head 
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The laser classification can be reduced from the current 3B in two ways, either the 
laser diode can be replaced by one which produces visible rather than infra-red light, 
or it can be replaced by one of less than 1 mWatt in power. There should be no effect 
on the operation of the gauge by doing this, since the software has been designed to 
find a very faint line. The gauge currently has only one head to demonstrate the 
principle, however this thesis shows that welds of a wide variety of sizes and types, 
including multi-pass, can be successfully measured. The variation of toe angle results 
from the shon length over which it is measured and has now been rectified by 
increasing this length. 

The recommended changes are: 

1 Reduce the size and weight of the gauge 
2 Larger font and black ink printouts 
3 Rollers fitted to the head for ease of movement 
4 Addition of a linear scale in the head and LCD screen 
5 The head should be able to measure distance travelled 
6 A handle should be fitted to the head for ease of use 

All of these are refmements to the design and do not detract from the performance 
offered by the gauge. 

In the report, comparisonuwith. exisdnLP»aes-Staphens and Bourton agree with the J .----
view in this thesis that a full comparison cannot be made since several of the 
dimensions measured by the ponable electronic gauge cannot be measured by 
existing methods. 

4.6 Timing the gauge 

The main parts of the software have been timed to give a break down of the 
measurement software processing requirement and to show the overall speed of the 
gauge. Tunings have also been made showing the affect of the start point tuninl 
factors. The timings are given in section 4.12, and include results for both the T42S, 
in the gauge and for the same software running on TIPS with a 1'800. 

4.7 The cost of the portable gauge 

The cost sheet in section 4.11.1 gives a breakdown of the main items in the prototype 
gauge which totalled £1544. A production version is likely to have a component cost 

similar to the estimate of about £1800 shown in section 4.11.2 . However this is based 
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on one off costs and if the gauge was to be produced in volume this figure would be 
reduced. 

Certain design changes could be implemented to reduce the cost of components and 
have been included in the costing in section 4.11.2 . A new cheaper version of the 
Inmos T425 transputer is now available at under half the price. The T400 is 
compatible with the T425, but only offers two Inmos links. A second cost reduction 
can be implemented by not using the links for screen, keyboard, printer and data 
logging by memory mapping all of these peripherals into the address space of the 
transputer. An LCD panel is now available which would increase the resolution of the 
display from the current 256 x 64 to 480 x 128 pixels for less than the cost of the 
current display, at the time of development. 

The production gauge would have all the necessary circuitry all on one custom 
printed circuit board, limiting the size of the gauge by only the size of the keyboard 
and ergonomic constraints. The measurement head could also now be made smaller 
for the same cost since miniature cameras. such as the pulnix TM 526. have become 
available. 

4.8 Demonstration of on-line implementation 

The opportunity to apply the system to measurement during welding became 
available as part of a proposal to guide automatic M.I.O. welding of cladding. It was 
proposed to mount a guidance head in front of the welding torch. in a similar way as 
aark [4] had shown in T.I.G. welding guidance. In addition to the guidance, weld 
measurement was desired, on-line. while welding. to warn of the weld metal 
reinforcement above the level of the upper lap plate. 

4.8.1 Description of the welding process 

Very large plates of mild steel were to be completely clad on one side with strips of 
hasteloy. The production of this is a two part process where muldple rolls of basteloy 
are unreeled across, and welded to, the flat steel plate, shown in figure 4.21. At the 
end of the first stage the steel plate has strips of has1eloy. welckad along both edps. 
evenly spaced over its entire area. The second stage involves unreeling aDd welding 
more hasteloy to bridge the gaps where the mild steel is still exposed, see figure 4.22. 
This now leaves the steel completely clad with overlapping plates of hasteloy as can 
be seen in figure 4.23 . The steel base plate was about 12 metres wide and will be 
clad with about twenty-five hasteloy plates each about 0.5 metres wide. Plate 4.12 
shows an example the completed lap weld with hastcloy strips on a mild steel base. 

The discussion of the project is limited in this thesis 10 the poposa1 of on-line 
measurement. 
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4.8.2 The measurement system 

The system to be used for the measurement was software similar to that described in 
section 4.4.1.3, used in the portable gauge, but running on a TIPS. The timings of 
each iteration are shown in section 4.10 using a T800 transputer. The noo 
incorporates a floating point maths unit which speeded up the iteration time from the 
same parts of the software running on a T425 in the portable gauge. 

4.8.2.1 Camera and optics 

A measurement head similar in design to that described in section 4.3.4 was used, but 
a Pulnix miniature CeD camera replaced the cheaper Philips device. A 30 mW laser 
diode was used in place of the 5 mW model in the portable gauge to compensate for 
any intense arc light which may be prescnt The measurement head was mounted 
behind the torch with the camera facing away from the arc, positioning the laser 
about 180 mm behind the arc. 

4.8.2.2 The software 

The software was similar to that running on the portable gauge to find the weld start 
points and hence the measurements. The user interface software was not required. 
The same algorithms to find the start of the laser line, the weld profile and then the 
corners were employed. The measurement of the excess reinforcement was 
implemented by modifying the algorithm which calculates undcIcut Instead of 
searching only for areas which dip below the parent metal line any area above the line 
was measured and renamed overfill. Once the overfill became greater than 1 mm a 
warning was indicated by TIPS. 

4.9 Conclusion 

The stated aim of the gauge was to measure fillet, butt and external fillet welds of 
sizes ranging from about 5 mm to 20 mm. The gauge should present the results in a 
clear and useful way to the weld inspector and produce a paper print out of these 
results for documentation. All of these aims have been achieved and it has been 
shown that the gauge can measure all the weld types required to an accuracy of better 
than 2.5 % for butt welds. Further to these basic aims the gauge bas been used to log 
weld measurements and transfer them to another computer system for stonp aDd 
post processing using its RS232 communications adapter. 

Discussions are taking place to determine the feasibility of taking the prototype gauJe 
described in this thesis to being a production model. In this case it could be 
considerably reduced in size by designing circuit boards with components mounted 
on both sides. The main limiting factor on the size reduction which could be achieved 
is that of the human interface; the screen must be large enough to see and of high 
enough resolution to be useful, and the keyboard must be big enough to use. 
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The accuracy of the gauge could be improved further by statistically analysing 
several samples for each measurement. The results shown in section 4.10 are for 
measurements calculated from the analysis of single images. If for each measurement 
a number of images were used and results which significantly deviated from the 
majority were disregarded, then using the rest to calculate the mean or mode to 
produce the measurements then the variation apparent in the single image results 
would be diminished. The timings shown in section 4.12 can be speeded up by using 
the parallel capability of the transputer. A combination of parallel and pipelined 
techniques with several transputers would reduce the time taken to find the results 
from several images to that similar to calculating the results from a single image. 

It is known from the timings that the software requiring access to the image takes a 
maximum time of 0.034 + 0.034 + 0.101 = 0.169 seconds; this is derived from the 
maximum time to find the left and right ends of the line and then the time to find each 
pixel along the line with a window.width of 10 and search.length of S. Dividing this 
processing on to two processors would reduce it to about 0.034 + 0.05 - 0.084 
seconds; each processor finding one end and then half the line. This is now half the 
maximum speed at which images can be received. However since the image should 
be similar the end points need only be re-established that they are in the same place as 
the first image an the time to this would be much less. Thus with two transputers 
running at 20 MHz half real time is achievable by the image processing software. 

The processing of the line to produce the measurements shows the advantage of the 
TSOO transputer with its floating point processing. Using a T8OO-20 this part of the 
software takes about 0.154 seconds which when divided on to two processor could 
produce the results in 0.08 seconds, in line with the image processing discussed 
previously. If the measurements must be produced in less than a second then 
12 images could be independently processed, and used to produce a more accurate 
result. The use of more processor can only increase the iteration time for each image 
to 40 ms (ie the time for each new image to be captuRd). Thus in one second the 
maximum number of independent images which could be analysed can be 25. This 
would be a significant increase in accuracy, but whether the measurement of welds 
requiIes this increased accuracy was doubted by the weld inspectors and welders. 

Complete Occam source listing of the software is available on request to The 
University of Liverpool. 
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Ii: ------------.----------------• 

Reproduced from [24] 
Figure 4.11 Schematic diagram of Imaae PmceisiD. Board 
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II 

Reproduced from [24] 
Figure 4.14 Schemltic diapam of Frame CIpt1n BOIId 
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Plate 4.1 Weld gauges: Weld replica (top I ft), Welding In tirute g ug 1 p right), 
Fillet weld gauge (middle left), Six inch rule (bottom nt ur g ug (middt right 

Plate 4.2 The portable, elec tronic w ld gnuge 
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Plate 4.3 Portable electronic weld gauge ir lIit b :It'd w d fr m nb 

Plate 4.4 The portable, electronic we d gnllg ir lIit bO:l!' I w from b 10\ 
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Plate 4.5 Example prints of measurements from the gauge 
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Plate 4.9 A selection of weld samples ll sed to test the gauged 

Plate 4.10 Sample butt weld provided by The \Velding Institl e 
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Plate 4.11 Sample multipass fillet weld 

Plate 4.12 Sample lap weld 
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4.10 Results from weld profile measurements 

The results which follow are divided into four sections, 4.10.1 images of weld 
samples, 4.10.2 shows their corresponding data and graphs of the data are shown in 
4.10.3. Section 4.10.4 then shows images and data and graphs from the on-line trials 
performed with the measurement software. To achieve the measurement of the wide 
variety of weld sizes and types shown, the gauge's measurement head was adjusted 
for each sample. This would be achieved commercially by selling beads of different 
types for the various weld sizes. 

4.10.1 Images from test weld samples 

Images 4.1 and 4.2 are included to show the view which the camera sees without a 
band-pass filter mounted in front of the lens for butt and fillet weld samples. These 
images show how the laser stripe provides a cross-section view of the weld and 
permits the weld information to' be extracted. Images 4.3 and 4.4 then show the laser 
stripe across the same butt and fillet welds with the band-pass ruter fitted. Imqe 4.5 
shows the unprocessed image of the calibration block. The imaaes 4.6 onWlld then 
show the processed scenes and correspond to the data in section 4.10.2 • 
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Image 4.3 A butt weld seam with laser stripe viewed with 
an optical band pass filter fitted to camera lens 
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Image 4.4 A fillet weld seam with laser stripe viewed with 
an optical band pass filter fitted to camera lens 
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Image 4.5 Calibration sample with laser stripe before calibration 
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me de ImtlOns 
0 Image centre 1 Left least line 2 Right least line 3 Left line start 
4 Right start line 5 Left parent line 6 Right parent line 7 Weld base line 
8 Left start point 9 Right start point 10 Width line 11 Plate offset line 

Adjustment values 
Corner locations Search length 5 pixels 
Left.start.x 142 pixels Window width 10 pixels 
Right.start.x 382 pixels CalibrationJactor.x 27.71 pixels/mm 

CalibrationJactor.y 22.40 pixels/mm Lefl.start.y 411 pixels 
Comer.adjust 1.3 mm Right.starl.y 299 pixels 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width 10 mm Width 10.09 mm 
Reinforcement mm Reinforcement -2.59 mm 
Left undercut 0 mm Left undercut 0.0 mm 
Right undercut 0 mm Right undercut 0.0 mm 
Plate displacement 5 mm Plate displacement 5.00 mm 
Plate angle 180 . Plate angle 178.67 . 
Left toe angle 30 Left toe angle 30.62 
Right toe angle 30 Right toe angle 31.59 
Left leg mm Left leg 0.0 mm 
Right leg mm Right leg 0.0 mm 

+/. O.2Smm or 10· 

Image 4.6 Calibration sample after calibration 
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Lme de mlhons 
0 Image centre 1 Left least line 2 Right least }jne 3 Left line start 
4 Right start line 5 Left parent line 6 Right parent line 7 Weld base line 
8 Left start point 9 Right start point 10 Width line 11 Plate offset line 

Adjustment values 
pixels Corner locations Search length 5 

Lcft.start.x 135 pixels Window width 10 pixels 
Cali bration.factor.x 27.71 pixels/mm Right.start.x 355 pixels 
Calibration.factor.y 22.40 pixels/mm Left.start. y 399 pixels 
Comer.adjust 1.4 mm Right.start.y 393 pixels 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width 7.8 mm Width 7.8 mm 
Reinforcement 2 mm Reinforcement 1.9 mm 
Left undercut 0 mm Left undercut 0.0 mm 
Right undercut 0 mm Right undercut 0.0 mm 
Plate displacement mm Plate displacement 0.2 mm 
Plate angle 180 Plate angle 187.5 
Left toe angle 60 Left toe angle 63.0 
Right toe angle 50 Right toe angle 46.0 
Left leg mm Left leg 5.7 mm 
Right leg mm Right leg 2.1 mm 

+1- O.2Smm or 10· 

Image 4.7 Measured sample of Welding Institute sample butt 
plate 1 - "Excess penetration" 
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Lme de Imhons 
0 Image centre 1 Left least line 2 Right least line 3 Left line start 
4 Right start line 5 Left parent line 6 Right parent line 7 Weld base line 
8 Left start point 9 Right start point 10 Width line 11 Plate offset line 

Adjustment values 
Corner locations Search length 5 pixels 
Left.start.x 139 pixels Window width 10 pixels 

Calibration.factor.x 27.71 pixels/mm Right.start.x 355 pixels 
Calibration.factor.y 22.40 pixels/mm Left.start.y 397 pixels 
Comer .adjust 0.95 mm Righ t.start. y 408 pixels 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width 8 mm Width 7.81 mm 
Reinforcement -0.5 mm Reinforcement -0.63 mm 
Left undercut mm Left undercut 0.8 mm 
Right undercut mm Right undercut 0.4 mm 
Plate displacement mm Plate displacement 0.45 mm 
Plate angle 180 Plate angle 179.36 
Left toe angle 20 Left toe angle 24.54 
Right toe angle 10 Right toe angle 7.96 
Left leg mm Left leg 0.0 mm 
Right leg mm Right leg 0.0 mm 

+/. 0.25mm or 10' 

Image 4.8 Measured sample of Welding Institute sample butt 
plate 2 - "Surface concavity" 
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me de lnttlOns 
0 Image centre 1 Left least line 2 Right least line 3 Left line start 
4 Right start line 5 Left parent line 6 Right parenlline 7 Weld base line 
8 Left start point 9 Right start point 10 Width line 11 Plate offset line 

Adjustment values 
Corner locations Search length 5 pixels 
Left.start.x 153 pixels Window width 10 pixels 

Calibration.factor.x 27.71 pixels/mm Right.start.x 316 pixels 

Calibration.factor.y 22.40 pixels/mm Left.start.y 405 pixels 

Corner.adjust 1.65 mm Righ t.start. y 413 pixels 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width 6.5 mm Width 5.89 mm 
Reinforcement -0.8 mm Reinforcement -0.8 mm 
Left undercut mm Left undercut 1.03 mm 
Right undercut mm Right undercut 0.0 mm 
Plate displacement mm Plate displacement 0.36 mm 
Plate angle 180 Plate angle 182.13 
Left toe angle 25 Left toe angle 12.22 
Right toe angle 20 Right toe angle 17.77 
Left leg mm Left leg 0.0 mm 
Right leg mm Right leg 0.0 mm 

+/. 0.2Smm or 10' 

Image 4.9 Measured sample of Welding Institute sample butt 
plate 3 - "Root concavity" 
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Lme de Imhons 
o Image centre 
4 Right start line 
8 Left start point 

Adjustment values 
Search length 
Window width 
Cal ibrationJactor.x 
CalibrationJactor.y 
Comer ust 

1 Left least line 
5 Left parent line 
9 Right start point 

pixels 
pixels 
pixels/mm 
pixels/mm 
mm 

2 Right least line 
6 Right parent line 
10 Width line 

Corner locations 
Left.start.x 
Right.start.x 
Left.start. y 
Right.start. y 
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3 Left line start 
7 Weld base line 
11 Plate offset line 

]50 
370 
386 
394 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width 8 mm Width 7.95 mm 
Reinforcement 1 mm Reinforcement 0.98 mm 
Left undercut 0.5 mm Left undercut 0.58 mm 
Right undercut 0 mm Right undercut 0.0 mm 
Plate displacement mm Plate displacement 0.31 mm 
Plate angle 180 Plate angle 179.29 
Left toe angle 30 Left toe angle 29.32 
Right toe angle 40 Righlloe angle 42.97 
Left leg mm Left leg 0.0 mm 
Right leg mm Right leg 0.0 mm 

+/. O.2Smm or 10· 

Image 4.10 Measured sample of Welding Institute sample butt 
plate 4 - "Undercut" 
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Lme de IDllIons 
0 Image centre 1 Left least line 2 Right least line 3 Left line start 
4 Right start line 5 Left parent line 6 Right parent line 7 Weld base line 
8 Left start point 9 Right start point 10 Width line 11 Plate offset line 

Adjustment values 
Corner locations Search length 5 pixels 
Left.start.x 161 pixels Window width 10 pixels 
Right.start.x 330 pixels Calibration.factor.x 27.71 pixels/mm 

Calibration.factor.y 22.40 pixels/mm Left.start.y 336 pixels 

Comer.adjust 1.4 mm Right.start.y 335 pixels 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width 6 mm Width 6.10 mm 
Reinforcement -0.9 mm Reinforcement -0.94 mm 
Left undercut 0.9 mm Left undercut 0.89 mm 
Right undercut 0 mm Right undercut 0.0 mm 
Plate displacement mm Plate displacement 0.13 mm 
Plate angle 180 Plate angle 179.29 
Left toe angle 30 Left toe angle 26.73 
Right toe angle 30 Right toe angle 27.07 
Left leg mm Left leg 0.0 mm 
Right leg mm Right leg 0.0 mm 

+1- O.2Smm or 10' 

Image 4.11 Measured sample of Welding Institute sample butt 
plate 5 - "Incomplete filled groove" 

R.M.White March 1991 
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Lme de IDlhons 
o Image centre 
4 Right start line 
8 Left start point 

Adjustment values 
Search length 
Window width 
Calibration.factor.x 
Calibration.factor.y 
Comer ust 

1 Left least line 
5 Left parent line 
9 Right start point 

pixels 
pixels 
pixels/mm 
pixels/mm 
mm 

2 Right least line 
6 Right parent line 
10 Width line 

Corner locations 
Left.start.x 
Right.start.x 
Left.start.y 
Right.start.y 
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3 Left line start 
7 Weld base line 
11 Plate offset line 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width 7 mm Width 6.93 mm 
Reinforcement 0.5 mm Reinforcement 0.36 mm 
Left undercut 0 mm Left undercut 0.0 mm 
Right undercut 0 mm Right undercut 0.0 mm 
Plate displacement mm Plate displacement 0.18 mm 
Plate angle 180 Plate angle 178.58 
Left toe angle 20 Left toe angle 22.75 
Right toe angle 20 Right toe angle 20.61 
Left leg mm Left leg 0.0 mm 
Right leg mm Right leg 0.0 mm 

+1- O.25mm or 10· 

Image 4.12 Measured sample of Welding Institute sample butt 
plate 6 - "Acceptable root profile" 

R.M.White March 1991 
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Lme defimtlOns 
0 Image centre 1 Left least line 2 Right least line 3 Left line start 
4 Right start line 5 Left parent line 6 Right parent line 7 Weld base line 
8 Left start point 9 Right start point 10 Width line 11 Plate offset line 

Adjustment values 
Corner locations Search length 5 pixels 
Left.start.x 127 pixels Window width 10 pixels 

CalibrationJactor.x 27.71 pixels/mm Right.start.x 373 pixels 

Cali bration Jac LOr. y 22.40 pixels/mm Left.start.y 310 pixels 

Comer.adjust 1.4 mm Right.start.y 306 pixels 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width 9 mm Width 8.88 mm 
Reinforcement 0.5 mm Reinforcement 0.54 mm 
Left undercut 0 mm Left undercut 0.04 mm 
Right undercut 0 mm Right undercut 0.0 mm 
Plate displacement mm Plate displacement 0.31 mm 
Plate angle 180 Plate angle 179.36 
Left toe angle 30 Left toe angle 27.85 
Right toe angle 20 Right toe angle 18.85 
Left leg mm Left leg 0.0 mm 
Right leg mm Right leg 0.0 mm 

+1- O.25mm or 10· 

Image 4.13 Measured sample of Welding Institute sample butt 
plate 7 - "Acceptable surface profile" 

R.M.White March 1991 
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LlDe de 100tlOns 
0 Image centre 1 Left least line 
4 Right start line 5 Left parent line 
8 Left start point 9 Right start point 

Adjustment values 
Search length 5 pixels 
Window width 6 pixels 
Calibration.factor.x 27.25 pixels/mm 
Calibration.factor.y 22.4 
Comer.adjust 1.1 

Manual measurements 
Width 9.5 
Reinforcement 2.5 
Left undercut 0 
Right undercut 0 
Plate displacement 0 
Plate angle 180 
Left toe angle 40 
Right toe angle 45 

pixels/mm 
mm 

mm 
mm 
mm 
mm 
mm . 

Left leg 
Right leg 

mm 
mm 

+/. O.25mm or 10· 

2 Right least line 3 Left line start 
6 Right parent line 7 Weld base line 
10 Width line 11 Plate offset line 

Corner locations 
Left.start.x 
Right.start.x 
Left.start.y 
Right.start.y 

Gauge measurements 
Width 
Reinforcement 
Left undercut 
Right undercut 
Plate displacement 
Plate angle 
Left toe angle 
Right toe angle 
Left leg 
Right leg 

129 
390 
360 
356 

9.58 
2.54 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

180.0 
40.7 
42.19 
0.0 
0.0 

pixels 
pixels 
pixels 
pixels 

mm 
mm 
mm 
mm 
mm . 

mm 
mm 

Image 4.15 Measured sample of weld bead on plate -
M.I.G. welded 

R.M.White March 1991 
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Lme de 100tlOOS 

0 Image centre 1 Left least line 2 Right least line 3 Left line start 
4 Right start line 5 Left parent line 6 Right parent line 7 Weld base line 
8 Left start point 9 Right start point 10 Width line 11 Plate offset line 

Adjustmeot values 
Corner locations Search length 5 pixels 
Left.start.x 130 pixels Window width 10 pixels 

Cal i brationJactor.x 11.55 pixels/mm Right.start.x 379 pixels 

CalibrationJactor.y 10.60 pixels/mm LefLstart.y 356 pixels 

Comer.adjust 1.4 mm Right.start.y 359 pixels 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width 21.5 mm Width 21.57 mm 
Reinforcement 3.5 mm Reinforcement 3.77 mm 
Left undercut 0 mm Left undercut 0.0 mm 
Right undercut 0 mm Right undercut 0.0 mm 
Plate displacement 0 mm Plate displacement 0.19 mm 
Plate angle 180 . Plate angle 179.5 . 
Left toe angle 45 Left toe angle 39.25 
Right toe angle 40 Right toe angle 34.25 
Left leg mm Left leg 0.0 mm 
Right leg mm Right leg 0.0 mm 

+1- 0.2Smm or 10· 

Image 4.16 Measured sample of large bead on plate -
a submerged arc welded 

R.M.White March 1991 
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Lme de 100tlOns 
0 Image centre 1 Left least line 2 Right least line 3 Left line start 
4 Right start line 5 Left parent line 6 Right parent line 7 Weld base line 
8 Left start point 9 Right start point 10 Width line 11 Plate offset line 

Adjustment values 
Corner locations Search length 5 pixels 
Left.start.x 101 pixels Window width 3 pixels 

Calibration.factor.x 11.55 pixels/mm Right.start.x 391 pixels 

Calibration.factor.y 10.6 pixels/mm Left.start.y 375 pixels 

Comer.adjust 1.0 mm Right.start.y 374 pixels 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width 25 mm Width 25.12 mm 
Reinforcement 2.5 mm Reinforcement 2.45 mm 
Left undercut 1 mm Left undercut 1.46 mm 
Right undercut 0 mm Right undercut 0.0 mm 
Plate displacement mm Plate displacement 0.47 mm 
Plate angle <180 Plate angle 176.2 
Left toe angle 50 Left toe angle 65.35 
Right toe angle 20 Righlloe angle 47.45 
Left leg mm Left leg 8.23 mm 
Right leg mm Right leg 16.89 mm 

+/. 0.2Smm or 10· 

Image 4.17 Measured sample of a multipass weld -
Manual metal arc welded 

R.M.White March 1991 
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Lme de Imhons 
0 Image centre 1 Left least line 2 Right least line 3 Left line start 
4 Right start line 5 Left parent line 6 Right parenlline 7 Weld base line 
8 Left start point 9 Right start point 10 Width line 11 Plate offset line 

Adjustment values 
Corner locations Search length 5 pixels 
Left.start.x 205 pixels Window width 10 pixels 

Cal ibration.factor.x 27.71 pixels/mm Right.start.x 366 pixels 

Calibration.factor.y 22.40 pixels/mm Left.start.y 332 pixels 

Comer.adjust 1.3 mm Righ t.start. y 346 pixels 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width 6 mm Width 5.84 mm 
Reinforcement mm Reinforcement 1.59 mm 
Left undercut 0 mm Left undercut 0.07 mm 
Right undercut 0 mm Right undercut 0.0 mm 
Plate displacement mm Plate displacement 5.68 mm 
Plate angle 130 Plate angle 126.78 
Left toe angle Left toe angle 22.27 
Right toe angle Right toe angle 2.34 
Left leg mm Left leg 3.45 mm 
Right leg mm Right leg 3.13 mm 

+/. 0.2Smm or 10' 

Image 4.18 Measured sample of weld between plates an angle-
manual metal arc welded 

R.M.White March 1991 
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me de IDllions 
0 Image centre 1 Left least line 2 Right least line 3 Left line start 
4 Right start line 5 Left parent line 6 Right parent line 7 Weld base line 
8 Left start point 9 Right start point 10 Width line 11 Plate offset line 

Adjustment values 
Corner locations Search length 5 pixels 
Left.slart.x 121 pixels Window width 10 pixels 

Calibration.factor.x 27.25 pixels/mm Right.start.x 373 pixels 

Calibration.factor.y 22.40 pixels/mm Left.start.y 302 pixels 

Comer.adjust 1.0 mm Rjght.start.y 318 pixels 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width 9 mm Width 9.27 mm 
Reinforcement 4 mm Reinforcement 4.64 mm 
Left undercut 1 mm Left undercut 0.54 mm 
Right undercut <0.5 mm Right undercut 0.5 mm 
Plate displacement 0 mm Plate displacement 0.36 mm 
Plate angle 90 . Plate angle 93.74 . 
Left toe angle Left toe angle 16.66 
Right toe angle Right toe angle 29.55 
Left leg 5.5 mm Left leg 6.79 mm 
Right leg 5 mm Rjght leg 5.76 mm 

+/. O.2Smm or 10' 

Image 4.19 Measured sample of a small fillet bead on plate -
manual metal arc welded 

R.M.White March 1991 
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Lme de 100tlOns 
o Image centre 
4 Right start line 
8 Left start point 

Adjustment values 
Search length 
Window width 
Calibration.factor.x 
Calibration.factor.y 
Comer 

1 Left least line 
5 Left parent line 
9 Right start point 

pixels 
pixels 
pixels/mm 
pixels/mm 

2 Right least line 
6 Right parent line 
10 Width line 

Corner locations 
Left.start.x 
Right.start.x 
Left.start.y 
Right.start.y 
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3 Left line start 
7 Weld base line 
11 Plate offset line 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width 20 mm Width 20.17 mm 
Reinforcement 7.5 mm Reinforcement 10.94 mm 
Left undercut 1 mm Left undercut 0.71 mm 
Right undercut 0 mm Right undercut 0.13 mm 
Plate displacement mm Plate displacement 6.89 mm 
Plate angle 90 Plate angle 91.68 
Left toe angle Left toe angle 84.76 
Right toe angle Right toe angle 65.35 
Left leg 15 mm Left leg 15.38 mm 
Right leg 12 mm Right leg 12.38 mm 

+1- 0.25mm or 10· 

Image 4.20 Measured example of mUltipass fillet weld -
manual metal arc welded 

R.M.White March 1991 
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Lme de InttlOns 
0 Image cenlre 1 Left least line 2 Right least line 3 Left line start 
4 Right start line 5 Left parent line 6 Right parent line 7 Weld base line 
8 Left start point 9 Right start point 10 Width line 11 Plate offset line 

Adjustment values 
Corner locations Search length 9 pixels 
Left.start.x 213 pixels Window width 10 pixels 

Calibration.factor.x 35.91 pixels/mm Right.start.x 296 pixels 

CalibrationJactor.y 27.6 pixels/mm Left.start.y 371 pixels 

Comer.adjust 1.35 mm Right.start.y 378 pixels 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width 2 mm Width 2.33 mm 
Reinforcement 1 mm Reinforcement 0.99 mm 
Left undercut 0 mm Left undercut 0.36 mm 
Right undercut 0 mm Right undercut 0.26 mm 
Plate displacement mm Plate displacement 0.15 mm 
Plate angle 180 Plate angle 181.26 
Left toe angle 60 Left toe angle 60.24 
Right toe angle 70 Right toe angle 65.22 
Left leg mm Left leg 2.26 mm 
Right leg mm Right leg 0.09 mm 

+/- 0.2Smm or 10· 

Image 4.21 Measured sample of a solder bead laid down 
in fuse manufacturing process 

R.M.White March 1991 
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4.10.2 Data from test samples 

The following data is generated for each of the sample images in the previous section 
and shows the pixel locations of the weld start points and the corresponding 
measurements for 100 samples at the same position on each weld. The variation is 
then used to deturmine the accuracy of the gauge. The results for the 100 samples are 
shown in the form of the location or measurement with the number of times which it 
occured. Below these the mean, mode and maximum and minimum values and the 
maximum variation are given. 

The measurement values are as follows: 

Ls_x 
Ls-y 
cs_x 
cs-y 

width 
reinf 
Luc 
cuc 
disp 
angle 
Ltoe 
r_toe 
Lleg 
r_Ieg 

left.start.x 
leftstart.y 
right.start.x 
right.start.y 

width 
reinforcement 
left undercut 
right undercut 
plate displacement (fit-up) 
plate angle 
left toe angle 
right toe angle 
left leg 
right leg 

Graphs of the locations and measurements of the 100 samples are given in the 
following section. 

R.M.White Mal'ch1991 
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Hum 154.00 352.00 324.00 330.00 
Frill 95 68 100 100 
Hum 155.00 351.00 
Frill 5 32 
Hum 
Frill 
Hum 
Frill 
Hum 
Frill ...... 

lin 

154.05 351.68 324.00 330.00 

154.00 352.00 324.00 330.00 

lSS.00 352.00 324.00 330.00 

154.00 351.00 324.00 330.00 
.... lmum ...... 

1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 

IpIoIIMII _pie • PL7.m MIrch.Iength II 
V_x '_1_1 LIJ '_IJ 

Frequency III OCQIrRIftCI 
Hum 110.00 3113.00 308.00 307.00 
Frill 92 51 03 30 
Hum \-11.00 382.00 308.00 308.00 
Frill f 43 .. 17 
Hum 1011.00 364.00 
Frill .. 2 
Hum 359.00 
Frill 1 
Hum 
Frill 
Hum 
Frill ...... 

108.117 382.54 308.04 307.111 .... 
110.00 3113.00 308.00 301.00 

111.00 364.00 3011.00 301.00 
.... 
lin 

1011.00 359.00 308.00 307.00 
... 1ntuIII ...... 

2.00 5.00 1.00 1.00 

5.97 

6.00 

•. 00 

5.90 

0.10 

wid1h 

7.20 
83 
7.10 
37 

7.16 

7.20 

7.20 

7.10 

0.10 

wIdIII 

11.10 
92 
11.20 .. 
11.00 
1 

'.10 

11.10 

11.20 

9.00 

0.20 

8pIcInIIn _pie, CEGI __ ........ 1 
I I X , I x LIJ UJ wIdIII 

~iliocuninit 
Hum 127.00 8110.00 
FMII iii 84 
Hum 121.00 8111.00 
FMII 3 .. 
Hum 1211.00 3811.00 
FMII 10 4 
Hum 125.00 3112.00 
FMII 1 II 
Num 124.00 
FMII 1 
Num 128.00 
FMII 1 
Hum 
Filii 
Hum 
FfICI 
Mum 
FtIq 

311.00 
811 
360.00 
10 
382.00 
2 

•. 00 
88 
357.00 
11 
355.00 
2 

... 
127.13 8110.1' 360.92 _011 ... 
127.00 8110.00 361.00 351.00 .. 
121.00 3112.00 382.00 357.00 ... 
124.00 3811.00 360.00 355.00 ............... 
UO UO 2.00 2.00 
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1.10 
iii 
1.70 
18 
11.50 
1 
9.10 
2 

9.12 

11.10 

9.80 

9.50 

UI 

-0.83 

-O.eo 

-O.eo 

-0.90 

0.10 

0.110 

0.90 

0.90 

0.110 

0.00 

•• wIdth 1. 
rei1f Luc 
0.30 0.00 
100 100 

0.30 0.00 

0.30 0.00 

0.30 

0.30 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

w.wIdth 1. 
fIInf LUll 
0.50 0.00 
86 117 
0.40 
1 

0.10 0.00 

0.50 0.00 

0.50 0.00 

0.40 0.00 

0.10 0.00 

w.wIdIII • 
,., Luo 
2.10 0.00 
II 101 
2.10 
92 

2.&1 0.00 

2.80 0.00 

2.80 0.00 

2.10 0.00 

..,. UD 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

.... 
LUC 
0.10 
100 

0.10 

0.10 

0.10 

0.10 

0.00 

0.00 
1M 
0.10 
8 

0.00 

0.00 

G.10 

0.00 

0.10 

... 
'--
0.00 
101 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

UD 

0.07 

0.10 

0.10 

0.00 

0.10 

11.71 
clip 

0.10 
88 
0.00 
12 

0.011 

0.10 

0.10 

0.00 

0.10 

11.71 ., 
0.80 
III 
G.2O 
1 

o.so 
o.so 
0.80 

G.2O 

0.10 

11. .., 
0.00 
100 
0.10 
1 

0.00 

0.00 

G.10 

0.00 .. ,. 

178.11. 21.57 27.1' 0.00 0.00 

171.110 28.00 21.00 0.00 0.00 

171.20 28.00 35.00 0.00 0.00 

171.80 24.00 21.00 0.00 0.00 

0.40 4.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 

IN.4O 
25 
1N.2O 
47 
1N.10 
21 
1N.30 
5 
171.110 
2 

IN.23 

1N.2O 

22.4. 
LIOt 
11.00 
21 
1.00 
74 

1.21 

1.00 

171.40 11.00 

178.110 '.00 

0.50 1.00 

::-.T. 
171.20 
28 
171.10 
17 
171.80 
8 
171.110 
8 
171.00 • 171.40 
2 

171.12 

171.10 

171.40 

178.110 

0.10 

110.00 • 171.70 
7 
17I.l10 
70 
17I.l10 
14 
171.10 
2 

171.11 

"' ... 0 
110.00 

17I.l10 

1M 

22.40 
L-
80.00 
75 
28.00 
17 
21.00 
8 
21.00 
2 

21.14 

.. 00 

80.00 

21.00 

4.00 ... 
Lt· 
4100 • 42.00 
11 
.. 00 
4 
40.00 .. 
41.00 
44 

41.1. 

41.00 

4lOO 

a • 
Ut 

__ .. 1.11 

,_lOt LIID LIID 
15.00 1.50 0.70 
811 43 47 
1e.oO 1.40 0.00 
11 4 47 

0.00 1.110 
47 5 
5.30 1.80 
5 1 
5.50 
1 

15.11 3.37 0.44 

15.00 0.00 0.70 

11.00 1.10 1.110 

15.00 0.00 0.00 

1.00 1.50 1.110 

--l1li 
'--
23.00 
18 
2G.OO 
40 
17.00 
at 
22.00 • 11.00 
8 
aoo 
2 

1 .... 

2G.OO 

aoo 
17.00 

1.00 

1.t 
Lilt ,_lit 
0.00 0.00 
117 117 

0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 -.... ,., 
,_- Lilt' ..... 
4lOO 0.00 0.00 
S7 84 It 
.. 00 4.10 .. ,0 
14 a • 
41.00 7.10 1.10 
1'10 
4I.OD 4.40 ... 
1 4 1 
44.00 7 .. 
4 4 
47.00 tID 
.. 1 
42.00 
4 
4O.OD 
1 
4t.00 
1 

44.7t 1.04 o.a 
4UO 0.00 0.00 

41.00 7 ..... 

4UO 0.00 0.00 

III , .. 1M 
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Splclmtlllllllpit • VIC!( .rch.ltngth 5 •• wldth 10 CII.I 11.111 :'i~ 10.10 -_114 1.4 
III 'I. LIJ '_IJ width raI'" Luc Cue dllp ttoe '-- ,_lit 'J'II Frequency it iccurri"ne. 

Num 130.00 380.00 357.00 360.00 21.60 3.80 0.00 0.00 0.20 178.10 37.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 
Freq 53 47 93 53 73 73 100 100 58 1 11 21 100 100 
Num 131.00 379.00 358.00 359.00 21.50 3.70 0.10 178.50 40.00 3e.oO 
Freq 42 38 2 47 15 23 13 28 II 14 
Num 132.00 381.00 358.00 21.70 3.90 0.30 178.80 42.00 38.00 
Freq 1 14 5 9 4 28 12 3 15 
Hum 129.00 378.00 21.40 178.40 34.00 32.00 
Freq 2 1 1 38 18 4 
Num 128.00 21.90 178.30 31.00 34.00 
Freq 1 1 20 10 13 
Num 127.00 21.80 35.00 ao.OO 
Freq 1 1 8 1 
Num 33.00 37.00 
Freq 3 15 
Hum 43.00 41.00 
Freq 1 5 
Num 38.00 33.00 
Freq 5 2 
Num 21.00 44.00 
Freq 1 1 
Hum 31.00 43.00 
Freq 2 2 
Num 32.00 40.00 
Freq 20 3 
Num 31.00 35.00 
Freq 4 4 
Hum 30.00 
Freq 7 ...... 

130.37 378.74 358.87 359.53 21.60 3.78 0.00 0.00 0.22 178.44 34.81 37.G11 0.00 0.00 .... 
130.00 380.00 357.00 360.00 21.60 3.80 0.00 0.00 0.20 178.40 32.00 38.00 0.00 0.00 

IIIx 
381.00 358.00 132.00 360.00 2UO 3.110 0.00 0.00 0.30 178.70 43.00 44.00 0.00 0.00 

lin 
127.00 378.00 358.00 359.00 21.40 3.70 0.00 0.00 0.10 178.30 21.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 

lIIx!mum dlvllllon 
5.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 0.50 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.40 15.00 14.00 0.00 0.00 

IpIcImIn _pit ·MULT .an:h.1IngIII 5 w.wIdth 3 CII.I ". :=. , ... ~tiill4 1.1 
'I. 'I. LIJ '_IJ wIdIh rei'" tue '_IIC ., '_toe tilt '_III 

"...ncy it iccunine. 
Hum 101.00 381.00 375.00 374.00 25.10 2.50 1.50 0.00 OJO 171.30 15.00 47.00 lIO , .. 50 
Freq 100 52 100 88 52 100 100 100 100 .. 100 .. .. 41 
Hum 382.00 375.00 25.20 171.20 _.00 1.20 1110 = :S.oo 10 34 4 4 4 34 

378.00 25.50 11.10 
Freq 14 4 14 ,. ...... 

381.110 375.00 374.18 0.50 171.30 .00 47.72 101.00 25.111 2.50 1.50 0.00 ... 11.11 .... 
101.00 381.00 375.00 374.00 25.10 2.50 1.50 0.00 0.50 171.30 .00 47.00 lIO 11.50 

IIIx 
101.00 3115.00 375.00 378.00 25.50 2.50 1.50 0.00 OJO ,71.30 11.00 - lIO 1I.l10 

lin 
101.00 381.00 375.00 374.00 25.10 2.50 UO 0.00 0.50 171.20 - 47.00 UI 11.50 

IIIxlmum dIvIIIIon 
0.00 4.00 0.00 2.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.'0 0.00 11.00 OAO 0.40 

........ _pII. FlL1.m.Jdl.IIngIII 5 w.wIdIII ,. ..... rU1 

=- lUI --l1li 1.1 
~I_I '_IJI LIJ '_IJ wIdIh NInI '_IIC '_IIC ., L'" 'JII LIlt '_III 

:rncy 211r:oo 332.00 348.00 5.10 UO 0.00 0.00 "'0 '21.10 aoo 10.00 til l10 
Filii 22 10 50 87 13 100 811 '01 11 10 5 11 21 31 
Hum 208.00 384.00 331.00 347.00 5.70 1.70 0.10 5.110 

,_ 
20.00 14.00 lID lOG Freq 7 ,. 21 34 10 1 2 21 17 5 7 21 17 

fUn 210.00 _.00 330.00 uo .. ao '17.00 17.00 1.00 1.40 ro Filii 10 8 23 14 13 2 • 7 14 
fUn 204.00 381.00 320.00 5.50 5.10 12UO 21.00 '1.00 uo 1.20 
Freq 20 7 2 14 3 7 2 2 ao ao 
fUn 207.00 382.00 5.80 5.70 121.40 11.00 ' .. OIl 3.10 1.30 
Filii 5 8 22 • 7 • 5 2 11 
Hum 213.00 370.00 '.00 uo 121.00 21.00 2100 
Filii 10 8 111 15 5 • 1 
Hum 212.00 3811.00 5.110 1.00 121.20 22.GO 17.00 
Freq II 11 7 10 17 2 4 
Hum 214.00 388.00 1.10 • .ao 11UD 15.00 1.00 
Filii 2 12 2 15 1. 7 " fUn 200.00 383.00 121.'0 11.00 4.00 
Freq 1 II • 11 • Hum 202.00 310.00 1_ '1.00 5.00 
Filii 1 2 2 ,. I 
fUn 203.00 387.00 121.10 M.OO 11.GO 
Filii 3 3 • • 4 
Hum 201.00 371.00 12UO 11.00 1.00 
Filii 3 1 3 . 2 • fUn 8.00 12UO 14.00 7.00 
Filii 1 1 I 5 
Hum 206.00 2100 toO 
Filii 10 • 4 
fUn It.oo too 
FIlII I 4 
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Num 27.00 12.00 
FIIq 2 4 
Num 30.00 15.00 
FIIq 1 3 
Hum ll00 
Filii 4 
IIIIn 

1.80 208.23 385.80 331.23 ~.34 5.72 0.00 0.00 5.. 121.45 20.08 1.42 3.34 3.14 .. 
211.00 384.00 332.00 ~.OO 5.80 1.80 0.00 0.00 5.10 121.80 11.00 1.00 3.20 l10 

Ma 
214.00 371.00 332.00 347.00 6.10 1.70 0.10 0.00 1.30 127.00 30.00 23.00 3.80 l30 

lin 
200.00 380.00 321.00 ~.OO 5.40 1.80 0.00 0.00 5.10 125.80 11.00 2.00 3.20 2.10 

Malmum dnlllion 
14.00 11.00 3.00 1.00 0.70 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.70 1.20 11.00 21.00 0.40 0.40 

SpecImen II1II pit • FIl2.m_rch.llngth 5 w.wIdth 10 cII.I 27.21 =- 22.. ~1ii1llJ 1.1 
I I_I '_1_1 LIJ '_IJ wldlh rein! Luc '_UC dllp LIDI Lilli '_111 

FIICIUlncy it OCCUrrlllCl 
Num 120.00 385.00 302.00 322.00 11.00 4.70 O.SO 0.00 0.10 IlIO 21.00 • .00 1.10 1.50 
FIIq 25 16 24 53 21 12 92 82 11 5 11 7 31 80 
Num 131.00 384.00 312.00 323.00 8.80 4.20 0.80 0.10 1.10 1170 31.00 33.00 1.20 5.40 
FIIq 8 41 1 32 13 15 8 18 31 1 I 32 5 17 
Hum 133.00 ".00 315.00 320.00 11.10 4.10 0.10 13.40 40.00 30.00 '.10 5.70 
FIICI 42 17 42 3 11 41 11 1 1 I 25 • Hum 111.00 368.00 300.00 324.00 1.70 4.SO 1.50 IlSO 21.00 14.00 ... 0 5.10 
FIIq 7 3 3 8 4 3 1 3 3 11 1 14 
Nun! 132.00 317.00 314.00 311.00 1.10 4.80 1.20 14.10 32.00 27.00 I. 5.30 
FIICI 11 2 11 2 4 21 4 1 • 1 4 3 
Hum 124.00 313.00 306.00 321.00 1.80 4.40 1.30 13.30 33.00 32.00 • .00 
FIICI 3 I 4 2 3 1 3 14 4 22 32 
Hum 123.00 3112.00 313.00 1.40 4.00 0.10 13.10 .. 00 .. 00 1.50 
FIIq 1 II 5 1 1 a a 10 1 1 
Hum 125.00 370.00 301.00 8.SO 5.00 1.00 13.10 .. 00 31.00 7.20 
FIICI 1 2 5 34 1 1 5 a 12 1 
Hum 134.00 371.00 307.00 8.30 0.70 1IS.20 22.00 21.00 
FIICI 3 2 1 1 10 • I 3 
Hum 113.00 3111.00 317.00 1.30 1.10 13.10 11.00 21.00 
FIICI t 2 a t a 7 2 2 
Hum 2111.00 1.70 13.00 20.00 
FIICI t • • 3 
Hum 1.10 11.00 
FIICI 1 I 
Hum 2.00 21.00 
FIICI 1 2 
Hum 2.10 11.00 
Filii I I 
Hum Q.2O 17.00 
FIICI I I 
Hum .00 
FIICI 2 
Hum 17.00 
FIICI • Hum aoo 
FIICI 2 
Hum 30.00 

=: 2 
14.00 

Filii 20 
Hum 24.00 
Filii a 
Null .. 00 
Filii 7 .... 

301 .• 127.112 384.70 322.34 '.72 4.32 0.51 o.ae I .. lUG 21.71 12.27 1.33 uo ... 
133.00 384.00 315.00 322.00 8.50 4.10 O,SO 0.00 1.10 .. 14.00 IlOO 1.00 uo 

Ma 
114.00 371.00 317.00 324.00 1.30 5.00 0.10 0.10 2.10 ... ,0 4G.00 .00 7.ao 1.70 

lin 
113.00 311.00 211.00 311.00 UO 4.00 0.50 0.00 Q.2O ltoo 11.00 27.00 .. 00 1.30 

"'1IIum dIwIIIIIn 21.00 10.00 21.00 5.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 0.10 1.10 1.10 24.00 1.00 1.20 0.. 
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SpecImen _pie • RL3.m_rch.1IngIh 23 •• wIdth 2 Cll.1 11.511 ::: 11.10 anr IIIJ 4.1 
I '_I '_1_1 tlJ CIJ ~ rei'" tue ,_ue l1li11 tIN 0- tJlg cllt FNq"ncy if OCCUll'lrICI 

Num 14:1.00 371.00 365.00 369.00 19.80 9.00 O.eo 0.10 3.20 11.40 72.00 43.00 14.30 12.40 
FIIq 91 68 101 81 80 52 es 84 43 71 81 31 91 71 
Num 142.00 370.00 370.00 19.70 8.90 0.70 0.00 3.10 1'.eo 71.00 42.00 14.40 12.30 
FIIq 10 14 12 13 27 33 10 11 2 20 22 10 14 
Num 372.00 367.00 19.90 9.10 0.20 3.40 11.50 40.00 12.eo 
FIIq 12 7 8 22 7 7 23 23 7 
Num 373.00 368.00 3.00 45.00 12.50 
FIIq 7 1 11 7 1 
Num 2.70 37.00 
FIIq 5 I 
Num 2.eo 47.00 
FIIq 8 4 
Num 2.90 44.00 
FIIq 2 2 
Num 3.30 34.00 
FIIq 1 2 
Num 31.00 
FIIq 1 
.... n 

142.90 371.12 3115.00 •. 17 19.80 8.00 0.13 0.10 3.10 11.43 71.10 41.51 14.31 12.40 .... 
143.00 371.00 3115.00 369.00 19.80 8.00 O.eo 0.10 UO 11.40 72.00 43.00 14.30 12.40 

l1li 
143.00 373.00 3115.00 370.00 111.90 8.10 0.70 UO 3.40 l1.eo 72.00 47.00 14.40 12.eo 

lin 
142.00 370.00 3115.00 387.00 18.70 '.90 O.eo 0.00 2.70 11.40 71.00 31.00 14.30 12.30 

IIIInulII dtvIIIIon 
1.00 3.00 0.00 3.00 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.70 0.20 1.00 18.00 0.10 0.30 

8plclmen_ple·1OId.tII _rch.llngth I w.wIdIh 10 OII.J ..., 
:at. 27.11 --l1li ,.-

I '_I '_1_1 tlJ '_IJ ~ raI'" tue ,_ue ..., U- ,_III tJlg '_111 
FNq"ncy if OCCUll'lrICI 
Num 213.00 217.00 372.00 378.00 1.402.30 1.00 0.00 0.40 0.20 110.70 eo.oo 14.00 0.30 2.10 
FIIq 34 38 8 11 100 87 811 811 37 21 7 30 II I 2 
Hum 214.00 298.00 370.00 371.00 1.80 1.tO 0.30 0.00 0.30 IlO.eo 112.00 •. 00 0.20 0.00 
FIIq 44 I 83 1 I 1 7 1 11 3 1 2 1 16 
Num 234.00 298.00 371.00 3n.00 2.20 0.10 G.2O G.10 '10.10 ".00 16.00 0.00 0.10 
FIIq 1 eo 20 88 7 11 38 sa 2 1 II II 3 
Num 2111.00 215.00 369.00 2.00 0.40 0.10 0.40 111.00 51.00 11.00 1.10 0.10 
FIIq 2 1 2 1 3 8 2 II 1 12 3 2 
Hum 228.00 368.00 2.40 0.20 0.30 o.eo 111.20 51.00 2.30 0.30 
FIIq 1 5 4 5 II 1 2 • 2 4 
Hum 212.00 311.00 111.40 17.00 2.00 1.10 
F,.q 7 1 11 1 4 1 
Hum 220.00 111.10 51.00 0.10 1.70 
F,.q 4 2 1 1 1 
Hum 215.00 III. o. 2.30 
F,.q 5 I 1 1 
Hum 218.00 111.70 I. 0.70 
F,.q 2 4 1 1 
Hum III. 
F,.q I 
Mum 112.00 
F,.q I 
Hum 111.10 
F,.q 1 
Hum 111.30 
FNq 3 
Nun! 112.10 
F,.q I 
Hum III. 
F,.q 10 
Hum 111.40 
Filii 2 
Hum 111.10 
F,.q 3 ...... 

214.27 2111.31 370.22 377.13 2.211 1.00 0.01 D.2II 0.17 111.24 lUI MIG o.ao 0.11 .... 
214.00 2111.00 370.00 377.00 2.30 1.00 0.00 0.10 0.10 111.40 .00 KOO 0.00 0.00 

MIl 
2118.00 372.00 234.00 371.00 2.40 1.10 0.40 0.40 0.11 ,.,0 112.00 KOO UO 2.30 

lin 
212.00 215.00 311.00 Sn.OO 1.10 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 '.40 .. 00 IlOO 0.00 0.00 

MllIllUII tII¥IIIIon 
22.00 3.00 loo 2.00 0.80 0.10 0.40 0.40 0.70 1.70 1.00 lOO UO UO 
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4.10.3 Graphs from test samples 

The following graphs show the variation of the weld start locations and 
measurements as they were taken for each sample. Finally graphs 4.15 to 4.18 show 
the distributions of weld, start point x and y values for all butt welds and all fillet 
welds. 

R.M.White March 1991 
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Calibration block 
100 .ample. at the .ame locaUon 

Unilll of pixel variation PIxel locaUon 
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Graph 4.1 Pixel variation over 100 samples at the same location 
on calibration block 
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Graph 4.2 Measurement variation over 100 samples at the same location 
on calibration block 
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Unit. or pixel varietion 

Butt weld with undercut 
100 umple. at the .ame locaUon 

Pixel locaUon 
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Graph 4.3 Pixel variation over 100 samples at the same location 
on sample butt weld with undercut 
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Graph 4.4 Measurement variation over 100 samples at the same 1ocatlon 
on sample butt weld with undercut 
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Butt weld - acceptable root profile 
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Graph 4.5 Pixel variation over 100 samples at the same location 
on sample butt weld with acceptable root profile 
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Graph 4.6 Measurement variation over 100 sainples at tho same location 
on sample butt weld with acceptable root profile 
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Butt weld - acceptable lurtace contour 
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Graph 4.7 Pixel variation over 100 samples at the same location 
on sample butt weld with acceptable smface profile 
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Units or pixel variation 
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Graph 4.9 Pixel variation over 100 samples at the same location 
on large single pass, submerged arc butt weld 
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Graph 4.10 Measurement variation over 100 samples at the same location 
on large single pass, submerged arc butt weld 
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Multi-pass bead on plate weld 
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Graph 4.11 Pixel variation over 100 samples at the same location 
on manual metal arc multipass butt weld 
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Graph 4.12 Measurement variation over 100 samples at the same location 
on manual metal arc multipass butt weld 
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Fillet weld 
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Graph 4.13 Pixel variation over 100 samples at the same location 
on multipass fillet weld with undercut 
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Graph 4.14 Measurement variation over 100 samples at the same location 
on multipass fillet weld with undercut 
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Dislribution of x starl locations 
aboul the mode values for bull welds 
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Graph 4.15 Combined distribution of x comer locations about the mode values 
for all the butt weld samples 
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Graph 4.16 Combined distribution of y comer locations about the mode values 
for all the butt weld samples 
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Distribution of x start locations 
about the mode values for fillet welds 
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Graph 4.17 Combined distribution of x comer locations about the mode values 
for all the fillet weld samples 

Distribution of y start location. 
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Graph 4.18 Combined distribution of y corner locations about the mode values 
for all the fillet weld samples 
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4.10.4 Results from on-line trials 

The results from the trials of on-line weld measurement of lap welded joints follows 
the same pattern as those for the gauge, with images followed by their corresponding 
data, of start point locations and measurements, and graphs. 
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Lme de mlhons 
0 Image centre 1 Left least line 2 Right least line 3 Left line start 
4 Right start line 5 Left parent line 6 Right parent line 7 Weld base line 
8 Left start point 9 Right start point 10 Width line 11 Plate offset line 

Adjustment values 
Corner locations Search length 5 pixels 
LefLstarLx 129 pixels Window width 10 pixels 

Calibration.factor.x 27.71 pixels/mm Right.start.x 369 pixels 
Cal ibration.factor. y 22.4 pixels/mm Left.start.y 355 pixels 
Comer.adjust 1.3 mm Right.start.y 396 pixels 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width mm Width 8.85 mm 
Reinforcement mm Reinforcement 2.1 mm 
Left undercut mm Left undercut 0.0 mm 
Right undercut mm Right undercut 0.0 mm 
Plate displacement mm Plate displacement 1.88 mm 
Plate angle . Plate angle 176.81 . 
Left toe angle Left toe angle 10.79 
Right toe angle Right toe angle 36.27 
Left leg mm Left leg 0.0 mm 
Right leg mm Right leg 0.0 mm 

Image 4.22 Measured example of lap weld inspected 'on-line'-
automatic M.I.G. welded 
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Lme de mlllons 
o Image centre 
4 Right start line 
8 Left start point 

Adjustment values 
Search length 
Window width 
Calibration.factor.x 
Calibration.factor.y 
Comer 

1 Left least line 
5 Left parent line 
9 Right start point 

pixels 
pixels 
pixels/mm 
pixels/mm 
mm 

2 Right least line 
6 Right parenlline 
10 Width line 

Corner locations 
Left.start.x 
Righl.start.x 
Lcft.start.y 
Right.start.y 
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3 Left I ine start 
7 Weld base line 
11 Plate offset line 

Manual measurements Gauge measurements 
Width mm Width 7.23 mm 
Reinforcement mm Reinforcement 1.38 mm 
Left undercut mm Left undercut 0.0 mm 
Right undercut mm Right undercut 0.0 mm 
Plate displacement mm Plate displacement 1.79 mm 
Plate angle . Plate angle 179.22. . 
Left toe angle Left toe angle 27.01 
Right toe angle Right toe angle 10.72 
Left leg mm Left leg 0.0 mm 
Right leg mm Right leg 0.0 mm 

Image 4.23 Measured sample of lap weld inspected 'on-line' 
automatic M.I.G. welded 
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Specimen umple • BCKl _n:h.length 5 w.wldth CII •• 27.71 :'i~ 22.40 cn,_IdJ 1.3 
II. '1. LI.J '_1.1 width ,eln! Luc ,_uc dllp UOI UOI !Jeg ,Jeg 

FIlqUincy ii1 Occurrine. 
Mum 126.00 366.00 355.00 396.00 8.90 2.10 0.00 0.00 1.80 176.70 9.00 35.00 0.00 0.00 
Freq 17 55 93 100 53 70 100 100 95 23 20 19 100 100 
Mum 124.00 367.00 357.00 9.00 2.00 1.90 176.90 11.00 34.00 
Freq 41 38 6 25 30 3 40 41 29 
Mum 119.00 369.00 356.00 9.10 1.70 178.80 10.00 33.00 
Freq 7 3 1 9 2 15 2 11 
Mum 127.00 366.00 8.80 1n.2O 8.00 29.00 
Freq 7 1 7 12 10 4 
Mum 125.00 365.00 8.70 1n.l0 12.00 32.00 
Freq 12 3 4 3 1 8 
Mum 128.00 8.60 m.oo 11.00 37.00 
Freq 3 2 5 5 5 
Mum 123.00 m.40 14.00 28.00 
Freq 7 1 II 8 
Mum 131.00 In.30 5.00 31.00 
Freq 3 1 1 5 
Mum 132.00 3.00 27.00 
Freq 3 2 3 
Mum 7.00 41.00 
Freq 7 1 
Mum 17.00 30.00 
Freq 1 2 
Mum 2.00 42.00 
Freq 1 1 
Mum 311.00 
Freq 1 
Mum 40.00 
Freq 1 
Num 43.00 
Freq 1 
Mum 44.00 
Freq 1 
lIMn 

366.46 355.13 396.00 8.92 2.07 0.00 0.00 1.80 178.110 11.78 33.40 124.82 0.00 0.00 .... 
366.00 355.00 124.00 396.00 8.90 2.10 0.00 0.00 1.80 178.110 11.00 34.00 0.00 0.00 

l1li 
369.00 357.00 396.00 9.10 2.10 0.00 132.00 0.00 1.90 In.40 17.00 44.00 0.00 0.00 

lin 
119.00 365.00 355.00 398.00 8.60 2.00 0.00 0.00 1.70 178.70 2.00 27.00 0.00 0.00 

IIIIlmum dlvlllion 
13.00 4.00 2.00 0.00 0.50 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.70 15.00 17.00 0.00 0.00 

SpecImen _pII. BCK2 ...-ch.Iength 5 .. width 10 cILI 27.71 =- Z2AO r'tiillll 1.0 
III '11 LI.J '_1.1 whIh rei'" tuc ,_uc ., t- tilt ,_1It 

FIlqUincy iii Occurri'nee 
Mum 153.00 345.00 351.00 314.00 7.10 1.50 0.00 0.00 1.80 171.30 31.110 lOO 0.00 0.00 
FIIq 30 27 101 57 19 37 101 101 117 34 4 Z7 101 101 
Num 151.00 344.00 313.00 7.20 1.30 1.90 171.40 27.00 11.00 
Filii 87 18 ~ 311 20 4 21 12 15 
Mum 152.00 337.00 315.00 8.80 1.40 178.20 28.00 14.00 
Filii 4 29 1 10 44 21 23 22 
Mum 342.00 310.00 7.00 171.50 21.00 12.00 
Filii 7 1 8 7 8 5 
Num 336.00 8.90 1711.10 ao.OO 22.00 
Freq 4 20 5 4 18 
Mum 348.00 7.30 11.00 
Filii 8 3 3 
Num 343.00 7.40 tOO 
Filii 2 1 2 
Num 347.00 8.50 7.00 
Filii 3 1 2 
Num 336.00 4.00 
Filii 1 7 
Num 354.00 10.00 
Filii 1 1 
Mum 3311.00 17.00 
Filii 1 1 
Mum 351.00 
Filii 1 
Num 325.00 
Filii 1 ..... 

0.00 0.00 1.80 171.30 27 .• 1224 151.83 341.88 351.00 313.55 7.08 1.~ 0.00 0.00 .... 
337.00 351.00 314.00 7.20 1.40 0.00 151.00 0.00 1.80 171.30 27.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 

III 
153.00 354.00 351.00 315.00 7.40 1.50 0.00 0.00 1.110 171.50 31.00 22.00 0.00 0.00 

lin 
151.00 325.00 351.00 310.00 8.50 1.30 0.00 0.00 1.80 1711.10 27.00 4.GO 0.00 0.00 

IIIIImUIl dnIII\on 
2.00 29.00 0.00 5.00 0.90 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.40 4.00 1100 0.00 0.00 
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Graph 4.19 Pixel variation of weld start points over 100 samples 
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Graph 4.20 Pixel variation of weld start points over 100 samples 
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Distribution of ][ start locations 
about the mode values lor lap welds 
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Graph 4.21 Combined distribution ofy comer locations about the mode values 
for all the butt weld samples 
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Graph 4.22 Combined distribution of y comer locations about the mode values 
for all the butt weld samples 
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4.11 Costs of the gauge 

The cost of the portable weld measurement gauge is broken down into the major 
items and given as a one off pricing. Firstly the cost of the prototype gauge which 
was built is given and then followed by a costing of the components for a commercial 
gauge. The main differences between commercial and prototype gauges are the 
processor, an Inmos T400 transputer replaces the T42S, the display resolution is 
increased, and the 10 off cost for printed circuit boards is included. 

4.11.1 Cost breakdown of the prototype portable gauge 

No. Item Type Cost Total 
1 off Transputer IMST42S-G20S £118.47 £118.47 
4 off Link adapter IMSCOll-P20S £6.16 £24.64 
1 off C.L.V.T. IMSG178J-SO £13.44 £13.44 
1 off Miniature printer PMl64 £107.25 £107.25 
1 off LCD display LM313XBN £167.50 £167.50 
1 off Keyboard(QWERTY) 177-679 £34.30 £34.30 
1 off Keyboard(0-9) 177-671 £14.07 £14.07 
1 off Keyboard encoder KR9600P £5.82 £5.82 
8 off PAL's TIBPAL22V10ANCT £7.50 £60.00 
8 off PAL's PALC22V10H-25CQS £18.30 £146.40 
1 off ADC HA19209TP £37.70 £37.70 
1 off Case LC6D £42.99 £42.99 
1 off CCD Camera Philips MCD100-8 £329.00 £329.00 
1 off Laser LT026MD £38.00 £38.00 
2 off Prototyping board 041684X £8.63 £17.26 
8 off Program Memory TC51425~AZ-I0 £18.00 £144.00 
1 off Power supply BVM60A 58.59 £58.59 
8 off Video Memory MSM4C264L-15 £10.40 £84.80 
Miscelaneous components (logic, LEDs, sockets, etc.) £100.00 

Total £1544.23 
4.11.2 Estimated component cost of a production portable gauge 

No. Item Type Cost Total 
1 off Transputer IMST400 £60.00 £60.00 
1 off Link adapter IMSC011-P20S £6.16 £6.16 
1 off C.L.V.T. IMSG178J-50 £13.44 £13.44 
1 off Miniature printer PMl64 £38.40 £38.40 
1 off LCD display LMG6250ULGR £136.56 £136.56 
1 off Keyboard JP-67 £50.00 £50.00 
8 off PAL's TIBPAU2VIOANCf £7.SO £60.00 
8 off PAL's PALC22V1 OH-25CQS £18.30 £146.40 
1 off ADC HA19209TP £37.70 £37.70 
1 off Case LC6D £42.99 £42.99 
1 off CCD Camera PULNIX TM526 £263.00 £263.00 
1 off Laser L T026MD £32.00 £32.00 
1 off PCB @ 10 off price - each £500.00 £500.00 
8 off Program Memory TC514256AZ-IO £14.00 £112.00 
1 off Power supply BVM60A 58.59 £58.59 
8 off Video Memory MSM4C264L-15 £10.40 £84.80 
Miscelaneous components (logic, LEDs, sockets, etc.) £100.00 

Total £1742.04 
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4.12 Timings of system for on-line application 

The main parts of the software have been timed to show where much of the time is 
spent and how the image and adjustment parameters affect the software performance. 

Fold name Laser line location Software factors 1'800-20 T425-20 

finc(§~ 0.128 0.128 

process line 0.154 0.620 

fmd end points Line at y=10 0.022 0.022 
Line at y=500 0.030 0.030 
Blank image 0.034 0.034 

fmdline Line at all angles s.1=5 w.w=5 0.086 0.086 
Line at all angles s.1 = 5 W.w = 10 0.101 0.101 
Line at all angles s.l = 5 W.w = 15 0.116 0.116 
Line at all angles s.l = 5 w. w = 20 0.131 0.131 
Line at all angles w.w = 10 s.1 = 3 0.073 0.073 
Line at all angles w.w= 10 s.l = 5 0.101 0.101 
Line at all angles w.w = 10 s.l =7 0.129 0.129 
Line at all angles w.w = 10 s.l = 10 0.184 0.184 
Line at all angles w.w = 10 s.l = 15 0.240 0.240 
Line at all angles w. w = 10 s.l = 20 0.323 0.323 
Blank image 0.0 0.0 

least squares fit Line across all weld types 0.002 0.002 

calc. perp.dist Line across all weld types 0.0002 0.0005 

fmdmaxdiff Line across all weld types 0.001 0.23 

check flat weld Line across all weld types 0.002 0.002 

calc results Line across all weld types 0.024 0.034 

All timings are in seconds 
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s. Chapter 5 - On-line metrology and flaw inspection 

In this chapter, image processing is employed to provide a quality assurance 
inspection of components on a production line. The components are inductor cores, 
made of Ferroxcube, Mullard [67], by Philips Components Ltd, which are produced 
for assembly into miniature transformers for printed circuit board mounting. Plate 5.1 
shows these cores, with figure 5.1 defining their dimensions and tolerances. Currently 
the inspection is performed manually; a number of people are employed to inspect the 
cores by picking them up from one bin, placing the good ones in another and 
discarding the sub-standard ones. This manual inspection checks the whole core 
qualitatively for damage or deformity and then the hole in the central pillar is checked 
quantitatively by comparing it with two rods, only one of which should pass through, 
forming a 'go I no go' test (see figure 5.2). Manual testing and inspection of 100% of 
cores limits the production capacity, as the number of people required to perform this 
level of testing becomes uneconomic. An automated test is therefore desirable. 

Philips not only wanted the automatic inspection to perform the 'go-no go' test, but 
additionally to accurately measure other component dimensions and check for 
chipped edges. Chapter five firstly introduces the ferroxcube inductor core and then 
discusses the requirements which the inspection should achieve. The chapter then 
shows how the best optical arrangement was chosen to give a reliable image for 
processing. The operation of the software is then described to show how careful 
design achieves both speed and robustness. In order to prove the reliability and 
accuracy of the system a number of specimen cores with known defects were 
exhaustively tested, and the results from these tests are then discussed and presented 
at the end of the chapter. 

5.1 The requirements of the automatic inspection 

A detailed defmition of the required measurements, with their corresponding 
tolerances, is described in this section. Prior to this, a description of the ferroxcube 
inductor core is given with an outline of the considerations for their manufacture. 

5.1.1 The ferroxcube inductor core 

Ferroxcube inductor cores are made from a ferromagnetic material which has the 
properties of high magnetic flux with low hysteresis loss and are suitable for pulse 
and wide band transformer applications for printed circuit board mounting. 

5.1.1.1 Ferroxcube 

Ferroxcube is a hard, black substance, chemically inert and made from a mix of two 
or more single ferrites, Watt [68]. These are commonly manganese with zinc, nickel 
with zinc or manganese with magnesium and respectively these form the basis of the 
three grades which are available, grades A, B and D. Ferroxcube is made by mixing 
and blending the component ferrites in the form of powden which are held in 
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suspension in a slurry (or slip), for pouring into moulds, drying and firing. The 
inductor cores shrink by about 18% during the firing process. 

S.1.1.2 Inductor cores 

The inductor cores to be inspected by this project are of type RM6-S, made from 
grade Al 0 ferroxcube, manganese and zinc, and are made as above with pressure 
during frring. The shrinkage is about 18%, but varies both between different batches 
and, to a lesser extent, within the same batch. These cores can be purchased from 
most electronic component distributors such as Farnell Components Ltd [69]. 

The shape of the sample cores under inspection in this project are defined in 
figure 5.1. The algorithms required for the image processing can be considered for 
each of a number of key features (illustrated in figure 5.3) and listed below. 

a Core centre position 
a Central pillar inner diameters 
a Central pillar outer diameters 
a Left flange arc 
a Right flange arc 
a Left flange end 
a Right flange end 

Each of these identifiable features must be found and form the basis of the 
measurements and inspection defmed in the following sections. 

5.1.2 The manufacturing considerations 

The cores are cast from a slurry of ferrite dust suspended in liquid and compressed 
into a mould before it is heated to form the desired shape. The moulds absorb the 
liquid, to leave a hard solid material in the mould. During the manufacturing process 
the cores shrink, but the shrinkage is not constant and depends on the supplied raw 
material. Pressure is be applied to the drying shmy to reduce the amount of shrinkage 
which occurs during firing compared to purely slip casting, Farag [70]. 

The raw material is not of constant composition and therefore it is difficult to 
maintain consistency in production. Compensation for the variation in the supplied 
raw material is achieved by adjustment of the proportions of water and powder 
combined to produce the slurry and the temperature and pressure applied in the 
manufacturing process. The inconsistency of the raw material and variation of the 
process affect the cores by making them more or less likely to crack, and to have 
chipped edges and be over or under size on any of their dimensions so that their shape 
is not consistent. 

5.1.3 Measurement of the ferroxcube inductor cores 

In any measurement project it is necessary to establish which measurements are to be 
made and to what tolerance each of them must conform. Consequently, before any 
software is developed, it is important to ensure that the system is capable of 
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measuring to the required precision. The precision of a vision system is dependant on 
both the proportion of the field of view which is occupied by the core and the 
resolution of the system; see chapters two and three. 

5.1.3.1 The dimensions and tolerances specified for the core 

The dimensions with their tolerances are listed below in tabular form and correspond 
to the drawing in figure 5.1 . 

Dimension Measurement uppel' and lower limits 

Inside diameter of pillar 3.0mm 3.1mm 

Outside diameter of pillar 6.2mm 6.4mm 

Overall length 17.3mm 17.9mm 

Radii of inner flange walls 12.4mm 12.9mm 

5.1.3.2 The measurements required of the vision system 

The dimensions considered important are: 

Q The inside diameter of the central pillar 
Q The outside diameter of the central pillar 
Q The overall length 
Q The radii of the inner facing walls of the outer flanges 

These dimensions are shown in figure 5.4 . 

5.1.3.3 The predicted precision of the system 

There are three main limitations to the precision of the measurement system, these are 
the resolution of the frame buffers, the resolution of the camera and the resolution to 
which the software works. The pixel resolution of each of the frame buffers is 512 x 
512. The camera, which was used for development (Pulnix TM56O) has a resolution 
of 500 x 582 but would be replaced by one of higher resolution when finally installed. 

(1) The resolution oflhe luudwan 

The inductor core measures almost 18 mID in its longest dimension. The camera and 
lenses are arranged such that the inductor core occupies as much of the field of view 
as possible. while allowing some variation of position from sample to sample: about 
4/5 ths was found to be optimum. The resolution can therefore be calculated by 
knowing that four fifths of the image is approximately 430 pixels. 

pixel size .. 
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430 pixels 
• 0.042mm 
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In this case the tolerance of a measurement between two points is to 0.084 mm (± 1/2 

pixel at each point), which is within the desired precision of 0.1 mm. However, this 
assumes that the frame captured into the frame buffer matches the aspect, size and 
resolution of the camera's image. TIPS captures a square image with square pixels, 
and to achieve this only uses part of the cameras 4:3 aspect ratio image. Thus with a 
camera with horizontal resolution of 500 pixels (Pulnix TM560) this is about 
375 pixels. Consequently the resolution of the hardware using TIPS is: 

pixel size = 18mm = O.06mm 
300 pixels 

This has a tolerance of 0.12mm, which is below the minimum resolution of 0.1 mm. 
It may therefore be necessary to use a camera which gives a resolution in the image 
of 512 pixels or has a resolution in the x direction of greater than 680 pixels. 

(2) The resolution of the software 

The accuracy of the measurement of the dimensions hinges on the accuracy to which 
the edges can be found. The algorithm to fmd the edge, described in section 5.3 and 
in software in section 5.4.4.3(2)(b), but in simplified terms compares the intensity 
gradient at each pixel with the next to find the pixel with steepest slope. Once the 
gradient is found all calculations are performed using floating point arithmetic. By 
using floating point arithmetic the software adds no significant errors after the edge 
has been found. Therefore it is only the initial edge searching software with its 
tolerance of one pixel that need be considered. Thus the theoretical resolution of the 
system hardware is still the overriding factor. 

5.1.4 Check component for chips and damage 

Some edges and corners are more prone to damage than others and are also more 
critical to the operational performance of the core. Consequently, while some edges 
need to be inspected, others may be ignored. The central pillar is considered the most 
sensitive part if affected by chips, since any reduction in cross sectional area may 
take the magnetic flux to saturation and increase the overall magnetic resistance. The 
outer corners of the flanges are considered the most vulnerable to damage. 

The inspection concentrates on the dimensions and parts below: 

Q The inside circumference of the central pillar 
Q The outside circumference of the central pillar 
Q The inner edges of the flanges 
Q The outer edges of the flanges 

A close-up photograph of a chipped comer is shown in plate 5.2. 

5.1.5 Compare with specification for pass or fail 

When all the measurements have been completed, they must be compared with the 
dimensions of the specification in order to ensure that the core lies within the defined 
tolerances. It is easier to establish whether a core should pass or fail the inspection on 
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the basis of the measurements. However, the presently qualitative inspection for 
damage proves to be more difficult since no specifications define how big a chip can 
be before it is sufficiently significant for the core to fail. The inspection progressed, 
using the tolerances for dimensions given in the specification, by assuming that all 
possible diameters and lengths, within the definition of the dimension, must lie within 
the prescribed limits. For example, all diameters of a circle must lie within the 
tolerance for that dimension. Questions such as "How round does the circle have 
to be?" were considered in order to establish a basis for measuring a chipped 
circumference. 

5.2 The computing hardware and optical arrangement 

The development of the algorithms and software, necessary for solving the problems 
presented by this application, have been developed side by side with the image 
processing system on which it has been implemented. As a consequence the 
Tmnsputer Image Processing System, TIPS, was modelled using an existing mM 
based image processing board with the programs developed on a transputer board in 
the ffiM-AT, described in this section. 

5.2.1 The vision system 

The application was developed to be performed on the Transputer Image Processing 
System (TIPS), Chambers [24] (refer to section 2.4) which provides the capability of 
performing the image processing within the required period. While this system was 
being developed, the software was written on a general purpose transputer board, 
"BOO4", made by Inmos [64], with images captured and displayed on a Mattox "PIP-
1024" framestore [2]. These boards transfer the raw and processed images through the 
mM-AT which acts as their host. 

5.2.1.1 Modelled on BOO4 and PIP 

The development system described in this section is shown diagrammatically in 
figure 5.5. It is based on an IBM-AT personal computer into which are plugged an 
Inmos BOO4 transputer board and a Mattox PIP framestore. The software was written 
using the Tmnsputer Development System (IDS) [65], which is supplied with the 
BOO4 board. Hence, programs were compiled ready for running, testing and 
debugging. 

(1) The lnmos BOO4 transputer boIIrtl 

The BOO4 board comprises a transputer, 2 MbyteS of memory, mapped into its 
address space, and also an interface to an mM-pc compatible computer. The 
tranSputers links are available for configuration as required, but, if used as the only 
BOO4 board in an IBM computer, one of these is connected to the interface part of the 
board to enable communication between the transputer and the IBM computer. 

Programs are run on the transputer by sending them to it via one of the links shortly 
after the transputer has been reset. The IDS software runs on the BOO4 which limits 
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the size of user programs that can be developed if they are also to be run on this 
board. 

(2) The Matrox PIP framestore 

The PIP framestore offers four 512 x 512 resolution frame buffers of 256 grey levels. 
and it interfaces to the IBM computer by a number of registers mapped into the mM's 
1-0 map. Thus. any pixel may be accessed (read or written) by writing the x and y 
locations of the pixel into two address registers and reading from or writing to a third 
data register. A feature designed to speed up pixel access is also incorporated in the 
design, in which the address registers are automatically incremented after each 
access. Thus. once the line start address has been given. the rest of the pixels in the 
line can be read or written consecutively by reading from or writing to the data 
register. Other registers are also provided to set up hardware timings and to configure 
the board. 

The resolution of 512 x 512 with 256 grey levels is the same as in the TIPS. Unlike 
TIPS though, the pixels are not square, but have an aspect ratio of 4 : 3 to match 
standard television monitors. This complication is particularly obvious when 
performing image processing on circular objects, such as the ferroxcube core central 
pillar. The equation of the circle must be modified to account for the unequal aspect 
ratio. By using compensating factors, this could be changed for implementation on 
the TIPS with its square pixel images. 

(3) TIPS modelled 

Initially, the software was developed on the hardware, as shown in figure 5.S, with 
the program run on the BOO4 and the images captured and displayed using the PIP 
framestore. The sequence of events of an image processing iteration in the program 
was as follows. 

i Ask the PIP framestore to capture a new image and transfer it 
through the mM to the BOO4 

ii Process this image 
iii Draw results and report infonnation on to the image 
iv Transfer the modified image back through the mM computer to 

the PIP framestore for display analysis 

The model was similar to the TIPS, with the image appearing in memory ready for 
the image processing program to perform its functions; all that needed cbanging was 
the subroutine which captured the image and also the removal of the one which 
displayed the processed image at the end of the sequence. The iteration time was 
extremely slow, as it took over six seconds to transfer the image to or from the 
PIP framestore and only a single transputer was available to run the program. 

A transputer board has been developed at the University of Liverpool, named 
the "2MBTB", standing for "Two Mega Byte Transputer Board'" Ownbers (24], and 
this was used to run the inspection software as a target system represendng a TIPS 
image processing board. Hence with the 2MBTB, the model of TIPS JIl(R closely 
represented the hardware configuration on which the software would ultimately run. 
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The programs were compiled on the BOO4 board and sent to the 2MBTB to run in a 
similar way as they now do on TIPS. The image transfer time was still the major 
perfonnance limitation, but the whole program was developed using this modelled 
system. 

5.2.1.2 Implementation on TIPS 

The realisation of TIPS removed the time "overhead" in transferring the image from, 
and back to, the PIP frame store. The configuration of the system on which the trials 
in this thesis were perfonned is shown in figure 5.6. This shows the complete 
implementation used to gain results and to test the software with TIPS configured 
with one image processing board, a frame capture board and a system display board. 
Two 2MBTBs were used, one handling the control of the software and tenninal 
communication and the other used to run IDS [65]. The 2MBTB running IDS, would 
not be required in systems for use on the shop floor, but during development allowed 
storage of results and associated images on to the hard disk in the mM computer. A 
data terminal, connected to the TIPS system display board via a Transputer Serial 
Adapter Card (TSCA), which is used for keyboard input by the operator and status 
information. 

The video input from the camera is connected to the frame capture board of TIPS 
which sends the digitised image to the image processing board under the control of 
the system display board. The image processing board then processes the image to 
measure the core and fmd any chipped edges. 

5.2.2 The optical arrangement 

Various arrangements of the camera, lens, lighting and method were pursued to ease 
the image processing software task, before the most effective one was chosen. The 
fmal configuration is shown in figure 5.7 and in plate 5.3. The camera is mounted 
vertically above the inductor core with illumination provided by two lamps either side 
of the lens. The camera is fitted with a standard 16 mm lens with extension tubes 
between the lens and the camera so that the ferroxcube core fills the frame. 

5.2.2.1 Dlumination 

The arrangement used to light the core for inspection proved to require some 
experimentation. The difficulty was to distinguish between the top of a flange and the 
base of the core. Since the base and the flange are of identical material they show 
similar shades on the image and determination of the edge between them is difficult. 
The use of two lamps, either side of the camera lens, shining down onto the core 
created shadows on the base but illuminated the flanges and pillar top surfaces 
directly. This illumination with the expected intensity profile is shown in figure 5.8 
along with the profile produced by a uniform light source. Image 5.2 shows a typical 
image with the actual intensity proftle along the horizontal central section line. Once 
this proftle had been established and had proved reliable, the algorithms used to find 
the required dimensions could be developed. Lamps with a SOUl'tC area of 25 mm 
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were found to produce the best image, offering enough shadow on the core base to 
make it distinguishable from the flange and pillar tops, yet diffuse enough to allow 
detail to remain along both inner and outer edges. The intensity from each source on 
the background (and across the core) diminishes with the inverse square of the 
distance from each lamp. This produces a background intensity at either end of a core 
which is higher than the flange top and negates the shadow from the bulb at the 
opposite end of the core. 

5.2.2.2 Camera settings 

A Pulnix TM560 [71] CCD camera is used with the Automatic Gain Control, AGC, 
turned off in order to ensure images of constant brightness level (see section 3.1.3.2). 
The camera is positioned about 140 mm vertically above the core with a standard 
16 mm lens set with its aperture at F4 to produce the optimum image quality. 
A combination of extension tubes measuring 12 mm in total are placed between the 
camera and the lens to produce an image of a core at maximum size. 

5.2.2.3 The background 

A plain, flat, neutral background of mid grey is used to make it distinguishable from 
the dark grey core, without causing a large contrast difference between the 
background and the core. A white background is not used as this causes blooming at 
the edges between the core and the background and black is not used as the contrast 
between the background and the core is insufficient 

5.2.2.4 Other arrangements which were rejected 

Single sided illumination did not prove successful since the shadows, which were 
created, occurred on one side of the feature making some edges difficult, if not 
impossible, to detect. Dual, low side illumination using point light SOUICes was also 
unsuccessful as, although the contrast between the shadow regions and the 
illuminated top surfaces was excellent, the contrast between the background and core 
at the outer flange edges was inadequate to determine the edge. 

Laser stripe illumination (see chapter four) with the camera mounted at 4S· to the 
vertical was considered to provide the cross-sectional information of the core. There 
were three reasons for not using this method. 

i The curvature of the flanges could obscure the laser line 
ii The positioning and orientation of the core under the line needed 

to be far more precise than when viewing the whole image 
iii The measurement and inspection is only along the cross section 

of the laser line. 
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5.3 Discussion of the analysis to find the core's features 

The software, which is written to achieve the tasks of inspection and measurement, 
can be considered as a number of small operations or parts. 

a Wait for input advising that a core is awaiting testing 
CJ Find the core's precise location in the image 
a Find edge features 
a Measure lengths I diameters I radii 
a Check for chipped edges and corners 
CJ Output results to screen I robotic system 
a Log data for later analysis or filing 

Some of these parts can be performed simultaneously, while others require data from 
one part before another can continue. As edge feature locations become available, the 
measurement and checking for chips can start and be performed concurrently, 
outputting the results to the screen and to any robotic software which needs the data 
for its operation. These results may also be saved if data logging is required. An 
overview of the software structure can be seen in the image processing software top 
level fold shown in section 5.4.4.3(2) while the above parts are discusssed in this 
section. 

5.3.1 Wait for input advising that a core is awaiting testing 

The program cannot perform the other functions until an inductor core is ready and an 
image of it is available. Thus, while the software is waiting for a core no other 
processing is performed. Once the image is available, the algorithm to find the core's 
precise location on the image can begin, hence providing this information for the rest 
of the program. The instruction advising the system that a core is ready for inspection 
is given via one of the transputer links, and the software waiting for this instruction 
uses up no processing time while waiting for the channel communication from a 
transputer link. This is implemented in Occam as follows: 

INTgo: 
CHAN OF INT next.core: 
SEQ 

next.core ? go 

Occam is described in chapter three and detailed in The Occam Programming Guide, 
Hoare [28], but the program will not pass the "nexLcore? go" line until some data is 
received along the channel called "nexLcore" and assigned to the integer 
variable II go ". 

5.3.2 Location of the core 

The location of the core in the program. as shown in figure 5.9 is given on the image 
by the centre of the central pillar. In order to find the location, two intensity profiles, 
lying across the core's central pillar, are examined, one horizontal and one vertical, 
both passing through the centre of the image. These profile lines intersect with the 
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pillar's edges to reveal four points on the outer circumference of the pillar. Stipulating 
that the hole in the pillar must lie somewhere over the centre of the image, the core's 
location is found with the following algorithm. 

Given four coordinates lying on the circumference of a circle with radius "r", on 
which any point is described by x and y in the equation: 

(x - xc )2 + (y - Yc)2 = r2 

the centre of the circle ( Xc , y c ) can be found from the combination of the equations 
of the circle and the straight lines running horizontally and vertically through this 
circle. 

The centre point of a circle can be found from the intersection of two perpendicular 
bisectors of any two different chords of the circle. Using horizontal and vertical 
chords, detailed in figure 5.9, produces the following equations for the centre of the 
core. 

Xc = XiII + « xta - XiII) I 2) 

Yc = Yvl + «Yvl - Yvt> I 2) 

In order to compensate for chipped edges on the pillar, the centre is also found from 
the points at which the intersecting lines cross the hole at the centre of the pillar. The 
arithmetic mean of these two results gives the location of the centre of the feuoxcube 
core. This method imposes a limitation on the variation in position of the ferroxcube 
core within the image, from test to test. 

5.3.3 Find the required features of tbe core 

Once the centre of the core has been determined, two more intersecting lines are 
examined which pass through the centre point of the core, and from analysis of the 
intensity profile, the features are then extracted between which the dimensions are 
measured. 

5.3.3.1 Outside edges of tbe flanges 

Intensity lines are analysed from the edges of the image towards the centre in order to 
find the change in intensity profile which denotes the outside edge of the flanges 
between the core and the background Since there is a limit to the distance that a core 
may move (its central hole must lie over the centre of the image), the search for the 
edge of the core along the new intensity profiles are also limited. 

5.3.3.2 Inside and outside edges of tbe central pWar 

The positions of inside and outside edges of the central pillar are found from the 
intensity profile of the plan view figure S.8, and are compared with the values of the 
diameters calculated when finding the centre point of the core (section S.3.2.1). Both 
the inside and outside pillar edges are found in four places from the vertical and 
horizontal intensity profile plots. This process enables the rejection of values 
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resulting from chipped or damaged edges. The program then calculates the average of 
the good values in order to fmd the best fitting equations for their circles. Thus, 
having calculated the radii of the pillar, the equations of the inner and outer circles 
are defined which allows the checking for damage to proceed; see section 5.3.5.2 . 

5.3.3.3 Inside curved edge of the flanges 

The radius of the inside curved edge of each flange is found in the same way as the 
diameters of the central pillar edges, except that in this case only the horizontal 
profile is used. The distances from the centre of the core to their respective edges 
defines the required radii. Now with these radii known, the equation for each of the 
two edges are defined. 

5.3.4 Measurement of the dimensions 

The system is calibrated in both the x and y directions to establish the size, in 
millimetres, which each pixel represents in each direction. The dimensions which lie 
only in the x or y directions can be measured by counting or Clbdating the number 
of pixels representing that dimension on the image and multiplying this value by the 
calibration scaling factor; see section 5.5 on calibration scaling. When calibrating 
dimensions or equations which have a direction involving both an x and y part, the 
calibration factors must be used separately on both the x and y components before 
they are combined. 

5.3.5 Inspection for damage 

The inspection of the inductor cores for deformity and damage is applied oely 10 the 
plan view. The flange edges and the central pillar are checked by Comparinl the point 
found on the edge with the next point closest to it, calculated from the equation of the 
template line running along that edge. 

5.3.5.1 Flange edges 

The point obtained from the intensity profile which indicates the outside edge of a 
flange, is used as the start point from which to find the equation of the edge's 
template line. The point of maximum slope between dark and light is taken as the 
interface point between the core and the background. This point is found for each 
value of y, looking at the intensity proftle in the x direction, over a limited range. The 
approximate slope is found by subtracting two values either side of the one under test. 
The largest difference gives the point of maximum slope. Since the values along the 
edge should change slowly, any single pixel which is significandy out of line is 
placed back between its neighbours to reject noise. The algorithm which is used to 
find the points is shown with Occam style constructs below. 

PAR 
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The two parts can be perfonned concurrently one looking at the image above the start 
coordinate and one looking at the image below it. Considering one of these, the 
upward direction, (the downward is the same algorithm but in the opposite 
direction):-

BOOL good.edge: 
SEQ 

good.edge := TRUE 
WHILE good.edge 

... decrement y -- remember the image origin is at the top left ~ 
SEQ this.x = x.stan FOR 20 

... calculate the difference in intensities either side of this point 

... remember this difference and x value if it is the biggest so far 
... check that the line has a signiflC8Dt edge, set "good.edp" false if not 

Once the edge points have been found they are compared with the line equation on 
which they are expected to lie. H they are too far from the expected line, the edge is 
deemed to have been chipped. This inspection technique works in any orientation, 
with the line equation for each edge being calculated from the orientation of the core. 
For purposes of demonstration the cores were placed horizontally in the frame. 

The flanges' edges are compared with these line equations, including that for the 
vertical edge and those for the two 45- edges. The edge equations are of the form 

y=mx+c 

where the values of m and c are derived for each core's location. 

5.3.5.2 Flange arcs 

The flange arcs are found in the same way as the edges, except that the comparison is 
made with the equation of the corresponding circle: 

(x - xc)2 + (y - yc)2 • r2 

where r is the radius of the arc, obtained from the location of the edges. 1be program 
then looks upwards and downwards moving successively along the line until the top 
or bottom comer of the flange is found. Beyond this corner only background appears 
on the intensity proflle line. 

5.3.5.3 Pillar circumferences 

The central pillar is divided into four sectors to check for damage (top, bottom, left 
and right). The sectors are processed in the same way as the flange arcs, with left and 
right sectors decrementing and incrementing y and finding the corresponding value 
of x. The top and bottom arcs are processed by decrementing and incrementin, x and 
rroding the corresponding value of y. The comparison with the template circles and 
the found edges enables chips to be detected in the same four sectors. 
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5.3.6 Comparing the results with the specification tolerances 

If the measured dimensions fall between the predetermined values which are stored in 
the program for that dimension and the core is not chipped. it passes the test. The 
comparison of the measured result for each dimension was applied as follows. with 
the values stored in the program are shown in the table in section 5.1.3.1 . 

IF 
(this.result> min.dimension) OR (this.result < max.dimension) 

componenlpasses := 1RUB 
1RUB 

componenlpasses := FALSE 

After all the dimensions have been checked. and if the variable "component passes" is 
TRUE. then the core is deemed to have passed the inspection and the results are 
issued. Conversely, if it fails. the "fail" signal is given. 

5.3.7 Output results to a screen or robotic system 

The output device for the results may be either a data terminal. the image processing 
display. a printer, a logging system. a robotic system. or a combination of these. 
Communication with these types of devices is often slower than the rate at which the 
results are being produced. therefore either the process slows down or some of the 
results are lost. It was decided to put the pass or fail message onto the image 
processing display. and also to offer the capability of transmitting the result along an 
RS232 standard serial line. so that any compatible device could receive the result 

Since a robot would have its own specific interface requirements, the pass or fail 
signal would be implemented along a transputer link in a similar way to the serial 
communications adaptor TSCA board, Chambers [24]. 

5.3.8 Logging the data for later analysis or ftIinl 

To evaluate the accuracy of the measurements made by the inspection, the Iesults 
presented later in this chapter needed the development of data logging proceciUIeS to 
save the measurements for post analysis. This involved outputting edge locations, 
measurements, and sample images to an mM-AT computer. 

During discussion of the system with the Philips' production engineers, it became 
clear that the measurement data could be used to adjust the manufacturing process. 
The data. or results, are used to see whether, and how the manufacturing process is 
going wrong. by analysing the numbers of cores which are passing and failing and 
whether the components going over or under size. Building up a greater knowledge of 
the process behaviour may allow prediction and better control of the process by 
compensating for variation in raw material composition. 
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5.4 Discussion of the software 

The image processing software as described in this section is configured to run on a 
single image processing board. A discussion is given of on-line implementation 
which describes how the programs and algorithms could be divided to run on several 
boards. Implementation on one image processing board still requires the software to 
run on the system display board and also on a root processor, see figure 5.6. All 
software is written in Occam with a fold editor and is described in this context. 

5.4.1 System configuration software 

The top or configuration level software defmes what software is running on which 
processor, how the processors are connected together and, therefore, the 
communication between processors and the type of processor on each board. 

protocols 
SC root software 
SC sdb software 
sc ipb software 
channel addresses 
chans 

PLACED PAR 
PROCESSOR 0 T4 

•.. root software 
PROCESSOR 1 T4 

•.. sdb software 
PROCESSOR 2 T4 

••. ipb software 

-- ROOT 

-- SDB 

-- IPB 
-- Ferroxcube measurement and inspection 

Each line starting " ... " indicates that more source code lies within this line and is 
called a fold. Thus the line" ... protocols" reveals the code which follows. 

PROTOCOL commands 
CASE 

capture; INT 
display; INT 
process; INT 
Lrequest; INT 
r.request; INT 
b.request; INT 
specimen; INT 

PROTOCOL transmit 
CASE 

paused; BOOL 
finished.proc.ssinq; INT 
i.transmit; 1512)1512]BYTB 
r. transmit; (22]INT 
rr.trans.itl (22)INT; (lO)RBAL32 
r.transmit; (22]INT 
rh.trans.it; (512)(512)BYTB; [512](512]BYTE; 

[22]INT; [lO)RBAL32 
b.transmit; [512] (512]BYTB;[512] (512]BYTE;(22]INT 

Two protocols are defined which state the order of transmission of data alona 
channels in the software and are used for communication between the root processing 
board, system display board, image processing board and the board running in the 
host ffiM-AT. The names preceding the data type information are sent first as a "tag 
byte" to indicate what infonnation follows, thus if the protocol "capture" is 
transmitted, this will always be followed by an integer. This is shown in use in 
section 5.4.2, where data is received from a channel with the protocol "commands". 

The lines starting"... Sc" house the programs which are to run on the processors 
defined below the line "PLACED PAR". In this software the three programs are those for 
the "root", "SDB" and "IPB" processors. Within the "PLACED PAR" the processor types 
are defmed, for the inspection system these are all T414 trinsputers sipified ''1'4" 
and given a number. Here the root is numbered 0, SDB 1 and IPB 2. 
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5.4.2 Root processor software 

The program which runs on the root processor is designed to allow communication 
between the host IBM-AT computer and TIPS. The program waits for 
communication from the channel "from.sdb" and receives the associated data. as 
defined by the protocols in 5.4.1. The program then re-transmits the data in the same 
format to a program on the host transputer in the IBM-AT. The "WHILE TRUE" loop 
commits the program to loop. for ever waiting for more data once the last has been 
successfully transmitted . 

..• protocols 
PROC root (CHAN OF transmit to.root, from. root, 

CHAN OF commands to.sdb, CHAN OF transmit from.sdb) 
INT frame.no, junk: 
[512) [512) BYTE imagel, image2: 
[22) INT results: 
[10) REAL32 real.measurements: 
BOOL pause: 
SEQ 

WHILE TRUE 
SEQ 

from.sdb 7 CASE 
i.transmit; image1 

from.root ! i.transmit; imagel 
rr.transmit: results: real.measurements 

from. root ! rr.transmit: results; rea1.measurements 
rb.transmit: image1: image2: results; real.measurements 

from. root ! rb.transmit: imagel; image2; results; real.measurements 

The protocols are defined and the function call "root ( I ", gives the order of the 
channels and names which they are called in this program. 

5.4.3 System Display Board software 

The program which runs on the System Display Board has the following functions: 

a Maintain continuous running of the system by issuing commands 
a Service the frame capture board for capture sequences 
a Respond to user input from the terminal 
a Update terminal screen 
a Collate data, calculate measurements and ttansmit for logging 

In order to execute this in the software. there are two main parts to the program: that 
which talks to the terminal. "terminal handling" and the main program denoted 
"run image processing". 

••• protocols 
PROC sdb(CHAN OF commands to.sdb, CHAN OF transmit from.sdb, 

PAR 
SEQ 

CHAN OF commands to.ipb, CHAN OF transmit from.lpb) 

libs 
channel addresses 
terminal stuff 
sdb vals 
sdb vars and placements 
vars 

••• setup 
••• run image processing 

••• terminal handling 
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The tenninal interface software, "terminal handling", runs in parallel with the main 
program and takes the data from the terminal and passes the command to the main 
program. This software also supports "xon - xoff" handshaking. 

5.4.3.1 Compiler set-up information 

The folds (" ... "), above the "PAR" statement, house the set-up infonnation for 
compilation. The fold "libs" tells the compiler which libraries are used for functions 
such as for reading from and writing to the terminal, and include 
"write. full. string () ", as well as the routines for type conversion such as 
"REAL32TOINT ()" and "INTTOSTRING II ". Full descriptions of these and the other functions 
used within the software are given in the IDS manual [6S]. The defInitions of 
channels for the terminal and their placement on links is defined in the fold 
"terminal stuff" and is given below, along side the cOtTesponding fold. The variables 
used to control the various registers on the system display board hardware are given 
in the following fold, "... vars". This fold also defines the mapping of the frame 
buffers in the transputer memory at hex address #30 ()()() ()()() and the frame capture 
board hardware registers addresses. 

libs 
•.• channel addresses 
•.. terminal stuff -
{{{ sdb vals, vars and placements 
VAL INT o.port.val IS 107: --6,7 not used - 1, 
--5 fold - l{!fold image),4 fgrab - l(lcapture), 
--3 disp.frame.O - O(frames 0 , 2), 
--2 user.led - l(on),l ss.analyse - l(inactive), 
--0 ss.reset - 1 (inactive) 
VAL INT d.reg.O IS 137:--display active horiz 
VAL INT d.reg.1 IS IE8:--display front porch 
INT frame.no, feb.disp.reg, o.port, i.port: 
PLACE o.port AT 120000000: 
PLACE i.port AT '20020000: 
[2]INT d.reg: 
PLACE d.reg AT '20030000: 
[512] [128] INT id: 
PLACE id AT '30020000: 
[4] INT clut: 
PLACE clut AT '20010000: 
CHAN OF INT event: 
PLACE event AT 8: 
[512] [1024]BYTE display. image: 
PLACE display. image AT '30000000: 
PROTOCOL fcb.pro IS BYTE; BYTE: 
CHAN OF fcb.pro to.feb, from. feb: 
PLACE to.fcb AT link3.out: 
PLACE from.fcb AT link3.in: 
} } } 

{{{ terminal stuff 
CHAN OF ANY screen: 
CHAN OF INT keyboard: 
CHAN OF BYTE to. term: 
CHAN OF BYTE from.term: 
PLACE to.term AT link2.out: 
PLACE from.term AT link2.in: 

ser.key.ANSI term driver 
} } } 

5.4.3.2 Run-time set up of tbe System Display Board 

Before the main part of the program can run and for the board to wOlk properly, 
interface software must set up the hardware on both the frame cap~ board as well 
as the system display board. This is contained within the "setup" fold and is as 
follows. 

SEQ 
set up feb 
set up sdb 
put up background and border 
capture into all buffers 
Screen display 
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(1) Setting up the Frame Capture Board 

Firstly, the static values used to set up the registers on the Frame Capture 
Board (FCB) are defined. These configure the timings of the system and have the 
effect of setting the size of the display, its position within the frame, and the position 
of the image within the frame. These standard values are sent to the registers on the 
FCB with the "SEQ - FOR" loop and put it into the initial state defmed in the comments 
in the software below. 

{{{ feb vals 
VAL [) BYTE fcb.reg.val IS [ tOO (BYTE), Back porch 

tC8(BYTE), Front porch 
t80(BYTE), Active horizontal 
fDC(BYTE), Top border (,DC - 34 lines) 
fOO(BYTE), Bottom border 
100 (BYTE) ]: Active vertical (.00 - 256 lines) 

VAL BYTE disp.reg.val IS t03(BYTE): -- 1 user.led - 0 (on), 
--6,5 not used = 0,4 fold 0 O(lfold image), 
--3 transparent = 0(!transparent),2 up.not.down - 0«0,0) at top left), 
--1 disp.frame.O = l(frames 0 , 2),0 capture - O(!capture) 
)1} 
SEQ 

SEQ reg - 0 FOR 6 
to.fcb ! BYTE(reg); fcb.reg.val[reg] 

to.feb ! 24(BYTE); disp.reg.val 
feb.disp.req := «INT(disp.req.val» /\ 'FF) 

(2) Setting up the System Display Board 

The software uses the values given in the compiler set-up above. The position of the 
display is defined by the values for the front and back porch set into the registers 
ltd. reg [0)" and "d. reg [1) ". The System Display Board (SDB) must be instructed which 
pixels to display from each Image Processing Board (lPB). This is performed with 
one IPB as follows by setting the ItID memory" as below. 

SEQ 
o.port :- o.port.val 
d.reg[O] :- d.reg.O -- front porch 
d.reg[l) :- d.reg.l -- back porch 
.,. set id memory-
{{ { set clut 
SEQ 

{{{ wait for syn 
WHILE ( i.port /\ .04)-4 

••. wait 2 lines 
) } } 
clut [0) :- '00 
SEQ shade - 0 FOR 248 -- CLUT grey scale 

SEQ 
clut(l] :- shade -- red 
clut(l) :- shade -- green 
clut(l] :- shade -- blue 
set colours 

clut [2) := 'FF 
} } } 

1 

«{ set id memory 
SBQ id.y - 0 FOR 512 

SBQ id.x - 0 FOR 128 
id(id.y)[id.x) :- .00 

}}l 

«(( wait 2 line. 
TIMER clock: 
INT tiM: 
VAL delay IS 2: 
SBQ 

clock 1 time 
clock ? AFTER time PLUS delay 

) } } 

Plate 5.3 shows an image of a core under inspection; either side of the image is an 
area of the screen not displaying the image, but a border. This can be used for 
graphical display and is under the control of the system display boaJd. It bu been set 

to display a blank blue background with a red border. The code to do this is contained 
in the fold"... put up background and border". This code operateS as follows with the 
border width of two pixels and x limit giving a display area of 795 pixels. 
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SEQ 
{{{ put on background 
SEQ x z a FOR 795 

SEQ y - a FOR 512 
display.image[y] [x] := BLUE 

I II 
({{ put up border 
SEQ y = a FOR 512 

PAR 
display. image [y] [0] 
display.image[y] [1] 
display.image[y] [795] 
display.image[y] [795] 

SEQ x - 0 FOR 795 
PAR 

} } } 

display. image [0] [x] 
display.image[l] [x] 
display. image [Sll] [x] 
display. image [5l0) [x] 

:= RED 
:- RED 
:- RED 
:- RED 

:- RED 
:- RED 
:- RED 
:= RED 
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The four frame buffers on the image processing board are initialised next by issuing a 
capture command to the IPB and executing the capture sequence on the SDB for each 
buffer. This is performed in the loop below. with a full explanation of the capture 
procedure ("... capture") given later in this chapter in section 5.3.3.3(2)(a). 

SEQ frame.no - 0 FOR 4 
.,. capture 

(3) Setting up llu terminal 

The final part of the set-up operation of the system is to set the display screen of the 
terminal. Communication with the terminal is via an RS232 serial connection and the 
teoninal responds to hexadecimal instructions and escape sequences defined by the 
VT220 terminal manual [72]. The software written to achieve this is listed below 
where the terminal screen is first cleared, then the title text is put on in double height 
and the instructions in normal height letters. 

.,. vals 
SEQ 

••• clear screen -
{{I title screen 
SEQ 

} } I 

Liverpool university - double heiqht 
Ferroxcube core inspection - double 
Instruction information to screen 

({{ clear acreen 
BYTE char: 
SBQ 

char :- 27CBYTE) 
write.charCacreen. char) 
char :- '('CBYTE) 
write.charCacreen. char) 
char :- '2'CBYTE) 
write.charCacreen. char) 
char 1- 'J'CBYTB) 
write.charCacreen, char) 
)}) 

The escape sequences to clear the screen are sent as shown in tho "clear acreen" fold 
listed along side the program above. 

5.4.3.3 Main program on SDB - "Run Imap Proeessinl" 

The main loop of the SDB software either responds to an input from the channel from 
the terminal software. running in parallel on the SDB, or initiates aDd coordinates the 
running of the image processing software performing tho inspection on tho IPB. 
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vars, tolerances 
SEQ 

get.results := FALSE 
scroll :- FALSE 
pause := FALSE 
WHILE TRUE 

ALT 
keyboard ? key 

do terminal 
TRUE , SKIP 

do processing 
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The fold "vars, tolerances" contain the definition of the variables and static values 
used in the program and define the maximum and minimum measurement dimensions 
for inspection. The calibration factors are also defmed here which give the horizontal 
and vertical size of each pixel in millimetres. 

{{{ vars, tolerances 
BOOL scroll, pause, get.results: 
INT junk, key, error, specimen.no, results.count: 
INT inner.circle.left.x, inner.circle.right.x, 
INT outer.circle.right.x, inner.circle.upper.y, 
INT outer.circle.upper.y, outer.circle.lower.y, 
INT inner.flange.right.x, outer.flange.left.x, 
INT left.flange.x.radius, inner.x.radius, centre.x, 

outer.circle.left.x: 
inner.circle.lower.y: 
inner.flange.left.x: 
outer.flange.right.x: 
outer.x.radius: 
outer.y.radius: INT right.flange.x.radius, inner.y.radius, centre.y, 

REAL32 real.inner.x.diameter, real.left.flange.x.diameter: 
REAL32 real.inner.y.diameter, real.right.flange.x.diameter: 
REAL32 real.outer.x.diameter, real.outer.y.diameter, real.core.length: 
[10)REAL32 real.measurements: 

VAL REAL32 real.expected.core.length.max IS 
VAL REAL32 real.expected.core.length.min IS 
VAL REAL32 real.expected.flange.diameter.max IS 
VAL REAL32 real.expected.flange.diameter.min IS 
VAL REAL32 real.expected.inner.diameter.max IS 
VAL REAL32 real.expected.inner.diameter.min IS 
VAL REAL32 real.expected.outer.diameter.max IS 
VAL REAL32 real.expected.outer.diameter.min IS 
VAL REAL32 cal.factor.x IS 
VAL REAL32 cal.factor.y IS 
} } } 

(1) The tenninal program 

17.9(REAL32): 
17.3(REAL32): 
12 • 9 (REAL32) : 
12.4(REAL32): 

6.4(REAL32): 
6.2 (REAL32) : 
3.1(REAL32): 
3.0 (REAL32) : 

24.615(REAL32): 
22.749(REAL32): 

The terminal program offers the opportunity of entering four input characters during 
the normal running of the program to perform three tasks. These are .. ", "t", "s" and 
"p" and can be seen from the program below. 

SEQ 
IF 

key - , , - pause 
key - 't' - transmit mode 
key - 's' - scroll results to terminal 
key - 'p' - set specimen number 
TRUE - ( SKIP ) 

If the key which has been pressed is not one of the four special characters "SPACE", 
"t", "s" or "p", it is ignored. 

(a) Pause 

When the space bar is pressed on the terminal the program continues to run without 
issuing any further capture and process sequences until it is pressed again, thus 
continuing to service the terminal input and output The outline Occam code to 
perform this follows. 
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key = (INT (. .» 
{{I pause 
SEQ 

IF 

}}} 

pause = FALSE 
SEQ 

pause := TRUE 
.. , tell screen - PAUSED 

TRUE 
SEQ 

pause := FALSE 
.. , tell screen - RUNNING 

The variable pause is used as a software switch and is set to TRUE or FALSE and 
used in the program's main loop. 

(b) Transmit mode 

The transmit mode operation is designed to save data about a specimen and I or its 
associated raw and processed images. The user requests the transmit mode by typing 
the letter "t" on the terminal followed by the type of transfer which is requiml. This 
may be just the currently displayed image, the results from the last inspection or both. 
These operations are initiated by typing "i", "r" or "b" and, as before, if any other key 
is pressed it is assumed to indicate that no transmission (or action) is required and the 
program continues normal operation. 

H one of the keys "i", "r" or "b" is pressed, the software tells th~ image processing 
board that the transmission of data and I or images is required, by using the "CASE" 

with the respective protocol, and then it waits for the data to be sent in the fold 
labelled "qet. calc and send data". H pixel locations are returned, the program 
calculates the dimensions from them and adds them to the data transmitted to the 
"Root processor board". 

key - (INT ( 't • ) ) 
{{I transmit mode 
••• vals 
SEQ 

••. do terminal display 
{{I wait for key and action 
••. vars 
SEQ 

no.action :- FALSE 
keyboard ? key 
IF 

key - (INT ( , i ' ) ) 
request image transfer 

key - ( INT ( , r • ) ) 
request results transfer 

key - (INT ( 'b' ) ) 

TRUE 
SEQ 

request i , r transfer 

no.action :- TRUE 
••• do terminal display 

IF 
no.action 

SKIP 
TRUE 

) } } 
} } } 

SEQ 
get, calc and •• nd data 

do terminal display 

1 
({I reque.t i , r tran.fer 
SEQ 

wrlte.char(.creen.{BYTE(key»)! 
to.ipb t b.reque.t, 0 

} ) } 

«( get, calc and •• nd data 
from.ipb ? CASE 

1.tran.mlt;lmagel 
••• ..nd 

r.tran.m1t:re.ult. 
••• calc real •• a. , .end 

b.tran.m1t;imaqellimaqe2,r •• ult. 
• • • calc real ..... , send 

H) 

The calculation of the dimensions from the pixel locations is discussed later in this 
chapter under the main processing loop. 
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( c) Scroll data mode 

The scroll data mode has the effect of toggling a software switch "scroll II to tell 
another part of the program to display all the results of every inspection on the screen 
of the tenninal. 

key = (INT ( , s ' ) ) 
{{I scroll mode 
IF 

scroll 
scroll := FALSE 

TRUE 
scroll :- TRUE 

I)} 

(d) Specimen nwnber 

If inspection of specific inductor cores is being performed, for example when taking 
the results at the end of this chapter, the specimen number function allows the user to 
enter a number corresponding to the specimen, which is then given to the program 
running on the IPB for display on the processed image. 

key = (INT('p'» 
{{I specimen no 
••• vals 
SEQ 

••• do screen 
{{I wait for key and action 
SEQ 

keyboard ? key 
IF 

{

III do scr.en 
SEQ 

- ••• clear .creen 
••• title 

put up dbplay 
})} 

( (key>- (INT('O'») AND (key <- (INT('9'» ) ) 

} } } 

••• set specimen.no and echo to terminal 
TRUE 

SKIP 

••• Screen display 
} } ) 

(2) TM mllin processing loop 

The main program loop performs three operations: to set the new frame number to be 
used on the IPB, capture an image and process it provided that the system has not 
been put into paused mode by the user as described in section S.4.3.3(1)(a). 

IF 
pause = FALSE 

SEQ 

TRUE 
SKIP 

set next buffer
capture 
process { 

I{{ .. t next buffer 
IP 

fr __ .no - 0 
- fr __ .no 1- 2 

TRUE 
frame.no 1- 0 

I}} 

The method of swapping the frame buffers is shown along side the fold above and 
shows that only buffers 0 and 2 are used. 

(a) The capture sequence 

The capture sequence controls a hardware interface and involves switching register 
values on the FCB and SOB and telling the IPB to load its reJister values at the 
correct time. Firstly, the program checks that the event channel has DOt been set by a 
previous frame and then it waits for a new event to signal the start of the next frame. 
The FCB register is set to capture this frame and the banks set by the "o.po!t" register 
on the SOB. The IPB is then told to prepare to capture this frame by selectina the 
correct frame buffer. The software then waits for the end of the fnme, sipifled by 
the event given at the stan of the follOwing frame, and stops capturing_ 
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SEQ 

SEQ 
IF 

flush event 
wait for event 
wait a field 

(frame. no /\ *02) <> a -- ie frames 2 and 3 
SEQ 

to.fcb ! 24(BYTE); BYTE«fcb.disp.reg \1 '02) 1\ '7F) -- led on 
••• wait for event 
o.port :- (o.port 1\ IF3) 1\ ,EF -- led on, f.grab on 

TRUE -- ie frames 0 and 1 
SEQ 
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to.fcb ! 24(BYTE); BYTE«fcb.disp.req 1\ 'FD) \1 '80) -- led off 
••• wait for event 
o.port := (o.port \1 laC) 1\ 'EF -- led off, f.grab on 

to.ipb ! capture; frame.no 
••• wait for event at end of capture 

(i) Flush event, Wait/or event, Wait afzeld 

{{I flush event 
INT junk: 
PRI ALT 

event ? junk 
SKIP 

{{I wait for event 
INT junk: 
SEQ 

event ? junk 
}}} 

({I wait a field 
TIMER clock: 
INT time: 
VAL delay IS 15625/30: 
SEQ 

clock ? time TRUE , SKIP 
SKIP 

}}} 
clock ? AFTER time PLUS delay 

}}) 

(b) Process 

The IPB is told to process the frame it has just captured by a channel communication 
from the SDB. The SDB then waits for the result to be returned from the IPB before 
calculating the measurements and, if in scroll mode sending them to the terminal, and 
to the mM-AT if they have been requested. 

VAL proe.frame.no IS [ 2, 3, 0, 1 ]: 
SEQ 

to.ipb ! process; proc.frame.no[frame.no] 
results from ipb 

... results to terminal if scroll mode on 
••• request results transfer 

5.4.4 Image Processing Board software 

The IPB software includes code for compiler use as well as run-time set up of the 
hardware before image processing can start, in the same way as the SDB software. 
The protocols are again defined before the function call. 

({{F ipb software 
••• protocols 
PROC ipb{CHAN OF commands to.ipb, CHAN OF transmit from.ipb, 

. 

CHAN OF ANY to.ipb.1, from.ipb.1) 
••• setup 
•.• vars 
SEQ 

set up ipb 
••• main program loop 

} } } 

5.4.4.1 Compiler set-up information 

The "setup" fold, below, states the use of the IDS library II ioconv" [65] and defines the 
values to initialise the hardware register "o.port". The frame buffers for the imaJes 
are arranged as four 512 x 512 byte images with starting address '30 000000. 
Colours are defined to be the values between 248 and 255. Values used in the imaae 
processing software are defined before the fold "char stuff" which holds the cbaracter 
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set for writing text on the images (as used for "Sample number") and the software 
associated with this. 

III libs 
IIUSE ioconv 
}} } 
({I ipb vals, vars and placements 
VAL INT o.port.val IS 107: -- 7, 6, 5 not use~ K 0; 
-- 4 bank.select = O(frames 0 / 1); 3 - 0; 2 user.led - 1 (inactive); 
-- 1 ss.analyse = 1 (inactive); 0 ss.reset - 1 (inactive) 
[4] [512] [512]BYTE image: {{ { set colours 
PLACE image AT 1130000000: VAL BYTE WHITE IS 
INT o.port, Lport, frame.no, frame.count: VAL BYTE RED IS 
PLACE o.port AT 1120000000: VAL BYTE BROWN IS 
PLACE i.port AT 1128000000: VAL BYTE GREEN IS 

set colours VAL BYTE CYAN IS 
} } } 

char stuff 
{ I I vals 
VAL INT resolution 
VAL INT centre 
VAL m.scaler 
VAL min.chip.size 
VAL min.chip.lines 
I}} 

IS 512: 
IS 256: 
IS 1000: 
IS 4: 
IS 3: 

least squares fit 
} } } 

(l) The least squares.fit algorithm 

VAL BYTE BLUE IS 
VAL BYTE PURPLE IS 
VAL BYTE BLACK IS 
) II 

255(BYTE): 
254 (BYTE) : 
253 (BYTE) : 
252(BYTE): 
251 (BYTE): 
250(BYTEI: 
249 (BYTE) : 
248 (BYTE): 

A function to least squares fit points to a straight line and give its slope and offset is 
shown below. The method of least squares fit is detailed in Thomas and Finney [36] 
and is coded into Occam below. The function requires: an array of points, a start 
point and an end point, between which the tit is made. It returns the slope, In, and 
offset, c, of the equation of the straight line which best tits the points in the form of 
y=mx + c. 

PROC least.square.fit([)INT line,VAL INT left.x, 
INT n: 
INT64 x.sum,y.sum,x.squared.sum.xy.sum: 
SEQ 

right.x. INT m. c) 

init vars x •• um z- 0(INT64) i 
({I init var. 
SEQ 

n :- riqht.x - left.x 
SEQ x - left.x FOR n 

SEQ 
x.sum :- x.sum + (INT64(x» 
y.sum :- y.sum + (INT64(line[x)) 
x.squared.sum :- x.squared.sum + (INT64(x * x» 
xy.sum :- xy.sum + (INT64(line[x] * x) ) 

({{ calc c and m 
SEQ 

}) 

y •• um :- 0(INT64) 
x.squared.sum :- 0(INT64) 
xy •• um :- O(INT64) 

c := INT( ( (x. sum * xy.sum) - (x.squared.sum * y.sum) ) / 
( (x.sum * x.sum) - (x. squared. sum * (INT64(n») ) ) 

m :- «(INT(y.sum» - (n * c» * m •• caler) / (INT(x •• um}) 
}}} 

5.4.4.2 Run-time set-up of the IPB 

Variables are initialised and the register "o.port" is set before writing to each pixel to 
clear the images. 

SEQ 
frame.count :- 0 
specimen.no :- 0 
error :- 0 
o.port :- o.port.val 
o.port :- (0«8)\/( o.port/\'FF 

clear all images 
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5.4.4.3 Main program 

A continuous loop waits for communication on the channel "to.ipb" for instruction of 
what action to perform. During normal operation the IPB will be instructed to capture 
a frame and then process it. The " •. request" actions allow the cUlTent data and images 
to be saved to the host IBM-AT for logging and post analysis. 

{{I main program loop 
WHILE TRUE 

SEQ 

} } } 

error := 0 
to.ipb ? CASE 

capture; frame.no 
... capture 

display; frame.no 
.•• display 

process; frame.no 
..• image processing 

1. request; junk 
••• send image in current frame 

r. request; junk 
••• send results 

b.request; junk 
••• send results and images 

specimen; specimen.no 
••• get specimen.no 

(1) Capture 

The capture sequence is mainly controlled by the SDB. but the IPB must select the 
correct buffer into which the image is to be captured. This is achieved by 
programming the "o.port" register. 

{{I capture 
SEQ 

{{I swap banks 
IF 

(frame.no /\ 101) - 0 -- ie frame a or 1 
o.port :- (o.port /\ IFFEF) \/ 10004 -- 4led on 

TRUE -- ie frame 2 or 3 

} } } 
}}} 

o.port :- (o.port \/ 10010) /\ IFFFB -- Bled off 

(2) Image Processing 

The image processing software can be considered as two parts: firstly finding the 
location points and feature points of the core to perform the inspection. and secondly 
drawing the lines and text back on to the image for display. For an on-line system in a 
factory. the display would not normally be required and not performed except when 
requested during setting up or checking the system. 

III image processing 
••• Vals and vars 
SEQ 

} } } 

set up 
find centre points 
find edge features 
calc inductor core radii 
search edges 
find equations of the flange outer edges 
compare with edges to find chips 
write specimen number 
draw on results 
write on error 
send results to sdb 
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(a) Finding the centre point 

The algorithm to find the centre point of the inductor core uses the knowledge that 
the core's central pillar will lie over the centre of the image. The intensity histograms. 
see image5.2. of x = 256 and y = 256 are viewed and the points of steepest gradient 
with the expected sign of slope are taken to be the edges of the circle. Finding an 
edge is shown in the opened fold " ... look for horizontal circle edges". where 
finding the edge "inner. circle .left. x" is demonstrated. This algorithm is applied 
similarly for each edge point. Provided the edges have a slope which is greater than 
that expected. the centre is found by applying the knowledge that the bisecting point 
of the cord between the two points on the edges gives the centre location in that given 
direction. This is shown in the opened fold" ... calc centre points". 

{{I find centre points 
SEQ 

{{{ look for horizontal circle edges 
SEQ 

{{{ find inner.circle.left.x 
INT x,intensity.diff.max.intensity.diff: 
SEQ 

max.intensity.diff :- 0 
x :a centre - 6 
WHILE x > (centre - 80) 

SEQ 
intensity.diff:-(INT(image[frame.no] [centre] [(x-2)]»

(INT (image [frame.no] [centre] [(x + 2)]) 
IF 

intensity.diff > max.intensity.diff 
SEQ 

) ) ) 

TRUE 

max.intensity.diff :- intensity.diff 
inner.circle.left.x :- x 

SKIP 
x :- x - 1 
is this a good edge -

find outer.cirele.left.x 
••• find inner.circle.right.x 
••• find outer.circle.right.x 

) ) ) 

{ 

«( i. this • good edge 
IF 

max.intenaity.diff < 20 
error :- 1 

TRUE 
SKIP 

) ) ) 

•.. look for vertical circle edge. 
{{I calc centre points 
SEQ 

inner.centre.x :- i.c.l.x + ((i.e.r.x - i.c.l.x) I 2) 
inner.centre.y :- i.c.u.y + «i.e.l.y - i.c.u.y) I 2) 
outer.centre.x :- o.c.l.x + ((o.c.r.x - o.c.l.x) I 2) 
outer.eentre.y :- o.c.u.y + (o.c.l.y - o.c.u.y) I 2) 
centre.x :- inner.centre.x - «(inner.centre.x - outer.centre.x) I 2) 
centre.y :- inner.centre.y - «(inner.eentre.y - outer.centre.y) I 2) 

)}} 

} } } 

(b) Find edge features 

The algorithm to fmd the centre of the cirele is Ie-applied to the image, this time 
looking at the intensity histograms for the lines passing through the centre of the cote. 
These histograms give the points on the edges for each core feature edge. 
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{{{ find edge features 
SEQ 

{{{ look for horizontal circle edges 
SEQ 

{{{ find inner.circle.left.x 
INT x,intensity.diff,max.intensity.diff: 
SEQ 

max.intensity.diff := 0 
x := centre - 6 
WHILE (x > (centre.x - 50» AND ( x > 10) 

SEQ 
intensity.diff :- (INT (image [frame.no] [centre.y] [(x - 2)]»

(INT (image [frame.no] [centre.y] [(x + 2)]» 

I}} 

} } } 

} } } 

IF 
intensity.diff > max.intensity.diff 

SEQ 

TRUE 

max.intensity.diff :- intensity.diff 
inner.circle.left.x :- x 

SKIP 
x := x - 1 
is this a good edge 

find outer.circle.left.x 
find inner.flange.left.x 
find outer.flange.1eft.x 
find inner.circle.right.x 
find outer.circle.right.x 
find inner.flange.right.x 
find outer.flange.right.x 

look for vertical circle edges 

(c) Calculate inductor core radii 

1 

«( is this a good edge 
IF 

max.intensity.diff<20 
error :- 1 

TRUE 
SKIP 

I)} 

The radii for both inner and outer edges (circles) of the central pillar are found in the 
x and y directions independently from the diameters. This allows the roundness of the 
central pillar to be checked and shows whether the shrinkage of the core is unifonn. 
The radii of the flanges are calculated from the centre of the core. 

SEQ 
inner.x.radius :- «inner.circle.right.x - inner.circle.left.x) I 2) 
inner.y.radius :- «inner.circle.lower.y - inner.circle.upper.y) I 2) 
outer.x.radius :- «outer.circle.right.x - outer.circle.left.x) I 2) 
outer.y.radius :- «outer.circle.1ower.y - outer.circle.upper.y) I 2) 
left.flange.x.radius :- centre.x - inner.flange.left.x 
right.flange.x.radius :- inner.f1ange.right.x - centre.x 

(d) Search edges 

The edge feature points, found in (b) find edge features, are used as the starting 
locations to search for the complete edges of the features. A limited search centred on 
the current edge location is performed on the next line to find the position of highest 
gradient which is taken to be the edge location of the feature at this line. For the 
circles the edges are searched in x or y directions for the upper and lower, or left and 
right features respectively. 

SEQ 
search flange edges { { { 

SEQ 
{{{ search left flange lower outer edge 

vars -
SEQ 

no.edge :- FALSE 
last.x :- outer.flange.left.x 
y :- centre.y 
WHILE «y < (centre.y + 110» 

SEQ 

continued over page ... 

R.M.White 

AND (no • edge - FALSE» 

INT max.intensity.dill: 

{ 

{« van 

IN! max.x,last.x. y: 
BOOL no. edge: 
)}} 
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})} 

{{{ find steepest gradient at this point 
INT x,intensity.diff: 
SEQ 

max.intensity.diff := 0 
SEQ x = (last.x - 4) FOR 12 

SEQ 
intensity.diff :- (INT(image[frame.no] [y] [(x - 2)]» -

(INT(image[frame.no][y] [(x + 2)]» 
IF 

}} } 

intensity.diff > max.intensity.diff 
SEQ 

TRUE 

max.intensity.diff :- intensity.diff 
max.x :- x 

SKIP 

check max. x -
left.flange.outer.edge[y] :- max.x 

is this a good edge 
y := y + 1 

search left flange upper outer edge 
search right flange lower outer edge 
search right flange upper outer edge 
search left flange lower inner edge 
search left flange upper inner edge 
search right flange lower inner edge 
search right flange upper inner edge 

{{I check max.x 
IF 

max.x < 10 
SEQ 

last.x :- 10 
max.x :- 10 

max.x > 500 
SEQ 

last.x :- 500 
II\&X.X :- 500 

TRUE 
1ast.x :- max.x 

} } } 

}}} 
search circle edges 

(e) Find the equations of the flange outer edges 

An algorithm which applies the least squares fit principle, Thomas and Finney [36], 
detailed in section5.4.4.1(1), is used over the outer edges of the flanges to give the 
equations of their edges. 

SEQ 
least.square.fit(left.flanqe.outer.edqe, (centre.y+50), (centre.y+100), 

left.flanqe.lower.m, left. flanqe. lover. c) 

least.square.fit(right.flange.outer.edqe, (centre.y+50), (centre.y+100), 
right.flange.lower.m, riqht.flanqe.lover.c) 

least.square.fit(left.flanqe.outer.edge, (centre.y-100). (centre.y-50), 
left.flange.upper.m, left.flanqe.upper.c) 

least. square. fit (right .flange.outer.edge, (centre.y-100), (centre.y-50), 
right.flange.upper.m, right.flanqe.upper.c) 

least.square.fit(left.flanqe.outer.edqe. (centre.y-10), (centre.y+10,. 
left.flanqe.middle •• , left.flanqe.middle.c) 

least.square.fit(riqht.flanqe.outer.edqe. (centre.y-10,. (centre.y+10,. 
right.flange.middle.m. rlqht.flanqe.middle.c) 

(f) Find edge chips 

The edge chips are found by comparing the searched edges, found in section (d), with 
those expected from the radii calculations and the equations of the circles. Only if the 
searched edge falls inside the expected feature's edge does it constitute a possible 
problem. Chips are only deemed to be significant if they arc greater than a prescribed 
length and width. 

SEQ 
{{{ 

SEQ 

inner circle 
vars 

x.centre :- centre.x 
y.centre :- centre.y 

{ 

({( van 
IM! x.radiua.coa.45.y.radiua.coa.45 
IM! radiu ••• qrd: 
IM! radiu •• x.centre.y.centre: ,)) 

radius :- ( (inner.x.radiua * cal.x, + (inner.y.radiua * aal.y) 
x.radius.coa.45 :- (((lnner.x.radiua*cal.x) * 70711) I 100000) 
y.radius.co •• 45 :- «(inner.y.radiua*cal.y, * 70711) I 100000, 
radius •• qrd :- radius * radiua 

, I 2 
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{{I draw top and bottom qu.rter 
..• vars-
SEQ 

y := radius 
last.y :- radius 
left.upper.chip.count :- 0 
left.lower.chip.count := 0 
right.upper.chip.count :- 0 
right.lower.chip.count := 0 
SEQ x = 0 FOR x.radius.cos.45 

SEQ 
y.sqrd := (radius.sqrd - (x • x ) 

check sign 
calc square root of y 
calc points on circle 
check points 
draw circle points on image 
draw upper chips on image 
draw lower chips on image 

} } } 

}} } 
draw left and right quarter 

outer circle 
left flange arc 
right flange arc 
flange outer edges 
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{{ ( van 
INT ,y.circle.1,y.circle.2: 
INT last.y,y,y.sqrd: 
INT x.circle.1,x.circ1e.2: 
INT l.up.chip.cnt: 
INT l.low.chip.cnt: 
INT r.up.chip.cnt: 
INT r.low.chip.cnt: 
) } } 

If the chip is deeper than this value a counter records how long this significant chip is 
in the fold "... does the chip fail". If this counter is longer than the permitted 
maximum, the core fails. The length counter is reset to zero if the edge falls below the 
maximum width. 

{{I draw on chips on right 
SEQ 

y1 :- inner.circle.upper.rlght.edge[(x.circle.1 
IF 

y1 < (y.circle.2 - min.chip.size) 
SEQ 

TRUE 

SEQ Y - y1 FOR «y.circle.2 - y1) + 1) 
image[frame.no)[y) [x.circle.1) :- BLUE 

r.up.chip.cnt :- r.up.chip.cnt + 1 

r.up.chip.cnt :- 0 
••• does chip fail 

} } } 

(g) Draw results onto the image 

- x.centre)) 

! 
«( doe. chip fail 
IF 

r.up.chip.cnt>min.chip.line. 
chipped :- TRUE 

TRUB 
SKIP 

)}) 

A point or line may be drawn onto the image by senin, the pixel to a determined 
value. This is achieved in the software by senin, the location in the array 
"image [frame.no) [y) [x)" to the ptescribed value. This would not be necessary for fully 
automated running, but in order to demonstrate what the software is doinl at any 
time, drawing the results on to the image clearly shows where the edges have been 
found and where any chips exist. Two examples of the software which draw results 
on to the image are shown below. These examples are: the intensity profile (or 
histogram) which fills up the bottom of the image to the value of the intensity, as 
shown in imagcS.2, and the drawing of the left and right edges of the central pillar in 
which the circular edges are drawn. 

SEQ 
draw horz intenaity profile at middle of the image 
draw on circle location 1in.a 
draw on centre. 
draw on border. 
draw on edqes 
draw on inner circle edq •• 
draw on outer circle edqe. 
draw on outer.flanqe template line. 
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(i) "draw horz intensity profile at middle of the image" 
INT this.y,y: 
SEQ x = 0 FOR 512 

SEQ 
this.y :- 511 - (INT (image [frame.no] [centre] [x]» 
y :- 511 
WHILE Y > this.y 

SEQ 
IF 

(y \ 32) = 0 
image [frame.no] [(y)] [x] :- 100(BYTE) 

TRUE 
image [frame.no] [(yl] [x] := O(BYTE) 

y := y - 1 

(ii) "draw left and right edges" 
SEQ count = 0 FOR y.radius.cos.45 

SEQ 
x :- inner.circle.left.lower.edge[count] 
image [frame.no] [centre.y + count] [x] :- GREEN 
x :- inner.circle.left.upper.edge[count] 
image [frame.no] [centre.y - count] [x] :- GREEN 
x :- inner.circle.right.lower.edge[count] 
image [frame.no] [centre.y + count] [x] :- GREEN 
x :- inner.circle.right.upper.edge[count) 
image [frame.no] [centre.y - count] [x) :- GREEN 

(h) Prepare results 
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Transmission of the results from each core inspection to the SDB is performed via the 
channel "from.ipb". Since a limit of 20 values is imposed on the channel protocol, by 
the Occam compiler, the variables are packed into a single may as follows. 

SEQ 
results[O] :- inner.circle.left.x 
results[l] :- inner.circle.riqht.x 

results(20) :- error 
results[21] :- specimen.no 
from.ipb ! r.transmit: results 

5.5 Calibration of the system 

Both the x and y directions of the image were calibrated separately on the 
development system (using the PIP framestore), as well as on TIPS. The development 
system had a 4: 3 aspect ratio for each pixel and demanded separate calibration 
scaling factors for each direction, but it was decided to keep the two dimensional 
calibration in order to check that the square pixels on TIPS are actually square. 

The calibration method chosen, involves a similar process to that used for 
measurement discussed above. It adopts the same optical arranpment, measurin. a 
core of known size which then calculates the calibration factors as below. 

Calibration factor • Number of pixels between edgea 

MeMuleclIenIfh 

Since discrete integer mathematics is employed and numbers are ttuocated, I scaling 
factor of 1000 is incorporated so that a loss in resolution is not incurred. 

Calibration factor -

R.M.White 

(Number of pixels betweaa edaes x 1000 ) 

MoasurM IeaIIh 
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Although this method proves adequate, it requires careful positioning to locate the 
standard core over the centre of the image and in line with the pixel orientation. An 
omni-directional calibration sample would be better, as it permits any orientation to 
be used. A section of circular bar is used which is placed in the image such that it lies 
approximately over the centre of the image. The algorithm to find the centre of the 
inductor core is used to find the centre of the bar from which the diameters are then 
measured and the system calibrated. 

i Find edges of the bar 
ii Find centre of the circle 
iii Find edges vertically and horizontally from centre 
iv Calculate calibration factors 

The equation for the calibration factors is the same as that used for the standard core, 
with a scaling factor of 1000. 

5.6 Results from trials 

Nine ferroxcube inductor core samples were supplied by Philips, selected from a 
typical production batch, and used to test the software and hardware of the system. 
These included specimen cores which were broken and chipped to varying degrees as 
well as a passable core. All of the dimensions on all unbroken samples supplied were 
within the set tolerances for measurement 

5.6.1 The tests performed 

A number of tests were devised to evaluate the hardware and software to ensure 
several operational factors. 

a Reliability 
a Accuracy 
a Consistency 
a Durability 
a Absence of core 
a lllumination failure 

These factors were chosen to ensure that the combination of hardware and software 
ran without failure, measured and inspected the inductor cores with sufficie.nt 
accuracy over long periods and would not produce inoorrcct results if partS of the 
system failed or unexpected images were captured. 

The reliability of the system against failure through hardware or software desip fault 
was perfOtmed by "soak testing" the system to see if it stopped. Inspection wu at full 
rate, daily, over a number of weeks. Since each inspection cycle takes about 
0.5 seconds, in any eight hour day the system wu tested over S6 000 times and after,a 
fortnight, over 1/2 million times. During these trial periods the system wu DOt 
touched or operated and the specimen core under inspection WU not mewed. 
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Accuracy and consistency were tested together by sampling each specimen core over 
100 times at various locations in the field of view, within the specified area defined 
for accurate measurement to take place. The results of these trials were logged and 
shown in section 5.9. 

The durability of the software was assured by continuously inspecting a core while 
moving the core around, and in and out of, the field of view. This test was performed 
by hand ensuring that the positions where the core lay on the limits of the inspection 
area, or where it was partially out of the field of view, were thoroughly examined. 
This was a qualitive test and provided the system did not fail, or produce a pass for a 
substandard core the system would pass this test. 

The system had to withstand a blank field of view and not register this as a passable 
core. In addition to the blank field, illumination failure causes incomet lighting, 
either from one side, or no lighting at all. The system had to ensure that cores were 
not passed if any of these happened. 

5.6.2 Manual measurement to validate the results from the system 

An accurate method of measuring the cores was required to validate the results of the 
inspection by the system. Initially, each core was measured using a micrometer screw 
gauge and vernier callipers. However, some dimensions were unmeasurable by this 
means or could not measured to the desired accuracy. Consequendy, a vernier 
travelling microscope was used to measure all of the dimensions to an accuracy of 
0.1 mm. Normal precautions were observed when recording the measurements in 
order to account for any slack in the travel of the microscope and care was taken to 
measure to as near to the same position on each edge as possible. The edges were 
uneven and varied by about O.OS mm alon, their length. Consequendy the 
measurements were not made to a higher precision and the dimensions were 
measured to the average position as judged by the eye. An example of the 
fluctuations along a typical edge is 'shown· in plate S.2 which depicts the 
"outer.circle.right.edge" of specimen "S". This plate shows a field of view of 
8mmby6mm. 

5.6.3 The automatic measurement and inspeetion by the system 

Results were taken for each specimen showing the discrete pixel locations of each 
feature point as well as the measurements, in nriJUmetres, of the desired dimensions. 
Each was then repeated one hundred times for each specimen while it was held 
station~ and in the same position in the camera's field of view. 

The results of pixel location were recorded to show the variation in pixels where the 
software found each edge, with the dimension measurements pven to indicate the 
accuracy to which the dimensions are made, 'and the affect on them by the pixel 
location fluctuations. The measurements are given one order of magnitude parer 
than the system can measure to show the degree of precision and the fluctuations of 
the values. The results were sampled one hundred times with the core in tt.e same 
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position to highlight any system inconsistencies. In addition to these tests, two of the 
specimens, 1 and 9, were sampled at the limits of the position space in the image to 
show whether the location significantly affected the results. 

5.6.4 Accuracy of the measurements (cr. travelling microscope) 

The measurements are calculated as described in section 5.1.3 and shown in the 
description of the software in section 5.4.3.3(2)(b) . The fluctuation in measurements 
shown in section 5.9 is caused by the variations in fmding the pixel location. 

5.6.4.1 Core specimens whose measurement results are disreprdecl 

The results for specimens "4" and "8" show an error code of "2", indicating that these 
cores are broken. It is clear from the images that the values given for some of the 
pixel locations and the measurements are invalid. Since it is likely for some of the 
samples the centre locations and edge locations are not correct, the measurements 
have not been included in the graphs of the data at the end of this chapter. 

The measurements for specimen "6" has also been disregarded since the chipped 
flange is so large as to affect the lighting of the central pillar in many of the samples. 
Image 5.19 shows a sample which has found the location of the point 
"outer.circle.upper.y" above the actual location and on the edge of the core base. This 
occurs because this has the sharpest intensity gradient when the flange is not present 
to shadow this feature. 

5.6.4.2 Analysis of valid measurements 

Most pixel location points show a variation of two or three locations centRd around a 
point which is preferred. If the steepest edge falls between two pixels, both these 
values have similar frequencies of OCCUI1'eDCC and the slight variations between 
captured frames can cause the system to find the feature location in a range of pixel 
points. 

(1) V llI'iIItion in pixel point loctllion 

The results, given in section 5.9 at the end of this chapter, show the tiequency of 
occurrence of each pixel location recorded for each edge feature. These data results 
correspond to the digital picture of the core, in location on the image, with the feature 
and edge lines drawn on them. The raw, or unprocessed, image corresponding to this 
is also shown for comparison. 

Analysis of the results reveals that the measurements in the "y" direction show a 
greater pixel point variation with a consequential variation in measurements. This 
larger variation can be attributed to the shape of the core requirin, a much IDOI'e 

precise positioning in the frame to allow the HJhtin, to illuminate the core u 
required. If the core is not correcdy aligned the Hghting does DOt dift'ereotiate the 
central pillar from the core base as wen u it does the core base edge with the 
background. The result is that the softwue finds the "outer. c1rcle. upper ... " or 
"outer.circle.lo_r.edqe" on the edge of the core base and not em the central piDar. 
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This causes the centre location of the core in the y direction to be displaced and 
affects the results accordingly. This has no effect on the x direction measurements. 

Viewing the graphs of x direction results shows a resolution of ± 0.18 DUD if the 
worst case results are included. However, analysis of the results for specimen "9", the 
un-chipped core, shows that the measurements generally vary by up to one pixel in 
the x direction giving an error of less than 0.1 mm. 

5.6.5 The inspection for chipped edges 

The definition for a chipped edge is given in sections 5.3.5 and 5.4.4.3(2)(0. The 
results were taken with the chip length along the edge set to 3 pixels (0.13 mm) and 
the width set to 4 pixels (0.16 mm), which can be varied by the operator to meet the 
specification required. 

Variation of the image had a lesser effect with this part of the inspection and cores 
which were chipped were failed most of the time. Sample 9, which had no significant 
chips, passed the inspection on nearly 100% of the samples, except on one of the tests 
where it was near to the limit of the position in the frame, the pass rate dropped 
to 97%. 

All of the specimens and every test had the same values for chip size rejection. 

S.7 Conclusions and future developments 

The system (hardware and software) performs the tasks of measurement and 
inspection to accuracy of better than 0.1 mm on un-chipped samples in the 
x direction. The system offers a more consistent success rate for passing cores which 
should be passed and failing those which should be failed than that which a human 
inspection can achieve and avoids the quality assurance problems of "five o'clock" or 
"Friday afternoon" component inspection. In Lilley et al [73] when discussing the 
inspection of solder joints by human inspection, declare a less than 2K agreement 
between inspectors viewing the same joint. In addition to improved inspection and 
consistency, the system offers inspection at a rate of 7200 samples per hour, which is 
a major improvement on the human inspection performance. 

The system could be extended to measure cores lying at any angle in the image. 
Removal of the need to guarantee the orientation of the cores as they pass beneath the 
camera would allow the manufacturing system more flexibility and reduce the cost of 
the overall ,inspection process. Better resolution of the camera and of the image 
processing system would enable much of the variation in results to fall well below the 
resolution required by the inspection. The results presented in this chapter show that 
the measurements are performed to an accuracy of 0.1 nun. over 99.9 ., of the time 
with only a single pixel difference each side of the correct result being the most 
common error. Consequently a resolution increase of the system, by doublinl it to 

1024 by 1024, would eliminate nearly all erroneous results. Processing an ima&c of 
this size would, of course, take either four times as long or require four times as much 
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processing to complete the same task in the same time as has been achieved for the 
512 by 512 image. 

Since a "single shot" approach is required, where the position is found from a single 
image, the method of multiple sampling to find an average of the variations over any 
number of samples and calculating the best location (which may be between two 
pixels) is not discussed further in this thesis. 

The pixel location points were taken from a single image. However, if all the points 
along an edge were averaged to give a value, this variation could be reduced. 
Combination of the measurement algorithms with those searching for chipped edges 
could allow the "bad" values in chips to be removed from the calculation. But, since a 
chipped sample fails the test, it need not be measured further and time can be saved 
by rejecting the core if it fails the chip inspection before it is measured. 

Image processing is set for great advance in the future and will certainly become 
widespread throughout industry as an automatic measurement and inspection tool. 
The combination of TIPS with this software demonstrates that the potential of 
performing visual inspection and measurement using image processing in on-line 
applications is now entirely possible. 

Complete Occam source listing of the software is available on request to The 
University of Uverpool. 
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Figure 5.1 Upper and lower dimensions of an 
RM6-S Ferroxcube inductor core 
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Figure 5.2 "Go I no-go" test of the hole in the central pillIr 
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Central pillar _________ ~ 

Flange arc diameters --------."L.~ 

Flange end ___ _ 

Inner diameter _______ ~"-"\""-I 

Outer diameter __ --------
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Figure 5.3 Inspection features of an inductor core 
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Figure 5.4 Location point and feature names as used in the software 
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CCO Camera 
wilh close 
focus lens 

CCD Camera 
with close 
focus lens 

-----------t: Malrox 'PIP' Frameslore 

Video monilor 

12V D.C. Supply 
IBM - AT computer 

Figure 5.5 Development system used to model 
The Transputer Image Processing System (TIPS) 

Ferroxcube Induclor Core 
ilIuminaled by two D.C . lamps 

L]-- -- -

Video monitor 

Figure 5.6 Implementation on TIPS 
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Pulnix TM - 560 
CCD video camera 

Extension tube 

16 mm lens 

--
/' 

-- / 

/---..... 
) 

./ 
--

Camera fi eld of view 

Figure 5.7 The illumination and optical arrangement for inspection with 
two lamps and the camera mounted vertically above the core 
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Figure 5.8 Intensity histograms across the centre of a core 
with even and controlled illumination 
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Figure 5.9 Coordinates used to calculate the position of the core 
in the image 
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~o 
I 

60 , 
Plate 5.1 Ferroxcube inductor core with steel rule giving scale in mm 

R.M.White 

Plate 5.2 Close up ofindllctor core showing chipped edges 
and variation along the edges 

March 1991 
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Plate 5.3 Ferroxcube inductor core measurement and inspection funning on TIPS 

Plate 5.4 Optical arrangement with camera and lights above inductor core 

R.M.White March 1991 
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5.8 Results from chapter five 

The results which follow are divided into three sections, 5.8.1 showing images of the 
ferroxcube inductor core specimens, 5.8.2 shows their corresponding data and section 
5.8.3 graphs from the data. 

5.8.1 Images from the ferroxcube specimens 

Images 5.1 to 5.7 show examples with the various information individually, which is 
drawn onto the fully processed images. Images 5.8 onwards then show unprocessed 
core specimen images follows by processed images for all specimens 1 to 9. 

R.M.White March 1991 
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Core base 
Background 

Left flange RighL flange 

Cen lral pillar 

Image 5.1 Typical unprocessed image of a ferroxcube inductor core 
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Line Y= 256 for which lhe histogram is given ______ ----, 

R.M.White 
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to while (255) 
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Image 5.2 Intensity histogram along horzontal line y = 256 
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Image 5.3 Location lines with corresponding software names 
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Image 5.4 Edges of the core found by inspection software 
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Expected or template 
lines in white 

Image 5.5 Template lines drawn on core 
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Chipped edge highlighled 

Image 5.6 Highlighted chipped areas of the core 
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Image 5.7 Core with location lines, edges, template lines and chipped edges shown 
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Chipped edge 

Image 5.8 Test sample 1, unprocessed image 
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Processed image showing all features and lines 
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Black 
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Image 5.9 Test sample 1, after processing (See Se tion 5.9.3) 
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Image 5.10 Test sample 2, unprocessed im. ge 
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Image 5.11 Test sample 2, after processing (See Section 5.9.3) 
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Image 5.12 Test sample 3, unprocessed im ge 
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Image 5.13 Test sample 3, after processing (See Section 5.9.3) 
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Image 5.14 Test sample 4, unprocessed image 
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Image 5.15 Test sample 4, after processing (See Se tion 5.9.3) 
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Image 5.16 Test sample 5, unprocessed image 
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Processed image showing all features and lines 

Feature location lines Black. at edge of image 
Template edge lines Black 
Searched edge lines White 

Chipped edges Black 
Core centre White 

Image cenlre (256.256) Grey 

Image 5.17 Test sample 5, after processing (See Section 5.9.3) 
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Image 5.18 Test sample 6, unprocessed image 
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Image 5.19 Test sample 6, after processing (See Section 5.9.3) 
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Image 5.20 Test sample 7, unprocessed image 
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Processed image showing all features and Jines 

Feature location lines Black, at edge of image 
Template edge lines Black 
Searched edge lines White 

Chipped edges Black 
Core cenlre While 

Image cenlre (256,256) Grey 

Image 5.21 Test sample 7, after processing (See Section 5.9.3) 
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Image 5.22 Test sample 7, unprocessed image 
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Processed image showing all features and lines 

Fealure location lines Black, al edge of image 
Templale edge lines Black 
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Chipped edges Black 
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Image cen lre (256,256) Grey 

Image 5.23 Test sample 8, after processing (See Section 5.9.3) 
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Image 5.24 Test sample 9, unprocessed image 
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Processed image showing all feaLures and lines 

Feature localion lines Black, at edge of image 
Template edge lines Black 
Searched edge lines While 

Chipped edges Black 
Core centre White 

Image centre (256,256) Grey 

Image 5.25 Test sample 9, after processing (See Section 5.9.3) 
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5.8.2 Data 

The following pages of data shows the pixel locations and calculated measurements 
for all the core specimens and corresponds to the images in the previous sections. 
These results are each for 100 samples with the core held in the same position in the 
image and show the variation and hence the accuracy of the system. The presented 
data titles are described below: 

Measurements given in pixels 
iclx inner.circle.left.x 
icrx inner.circle.riqht.x 
oclx outer.circle.left.x 
ocrx outer.circle.riqht.x 
icpy inner.circle.upper.y 
icwy inner.circle.lower.y 
ocpy outer.circle.upper.y 
ocwy outer.circle.lower.y 
iflx inner.flanqe.left.x 
ifrx inner.flanqe.right.x 
oflx outer.flanqe.left.x 
ofrx outer.flange.riqht.x 
ixa inner.x.radiu5 
iya inner.y.radiu5 
oxa outer.x.radius 
oya outer.y.radius 
Ifxa left.flanqe.x.radius 
rfx riqht.flanqe.x.radius 
cx centre.x 
cy centre.y 
e error 
n specimen.number 

Dimension 

Inside diametez of pillar 

Outside diamettl' of pillar 

Overall length 

Radii of inner flange walls 

lleasurea.nte given in millu.trea 
cl core. length 
Ifxd left.flanqe.x.diameter 
rfxd riqht.flanqe.x.diameter 
ixd inner.x.diameter 
iyd inner.y.diameter 
oxd outer.x.diameter 
oyd outer.y.diameter 

Error number. 
o Passed inspection 
1 Core is chipped 
2 Core is broken 

Measmement upper and lower limill 

3.0mm 3.1mm 

6.2mm 6.4mm 

17.3mm 17.9mm 

12.4mm 12.9mm 

Table 5.1 Ferroxcube inductor core maximum and minimum dimension 
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Sample cl i.x.d i.y.d o.x.d o.y.d 11.d r.f.d 

I 17.8 3.1 3.0 6.3 6.2 12.8 12.8 

2 17.8 3.1 3.1 6.4 6.4 12.8 12.8 

3 17.6 3.1 3.0 6.3 6.3 13.0 12.6 

4 N/A 3.1 3.0 6.3 6.3 13.0 N/A 

5 17.7 3.1 3.1 6.4 6.4 13.0 12.8 

6 17.7 3.1 3.1 6.4 6.4 12.8 12.8 

7 17.5 3.2 3.0 6.3 6.3 12.6 12.8 

8 N/A 3.1 3.1 6.3 6.3 12.8 N/A 

9 17.6 3.1 3.1 6.4 6.3 12.7 12.6 

Table 5.2 Ferroxcube inductor core maximum and minimum dimension 

ap.cimen aUlpl. - 'mADl.TX'.r, l_~. J'DaOXlR.PIC I ~P.PIC 100 .... 1 •• 
Frequency o~ occurrence - pizel locatiOll. 

Ielx ierxoelxoerx icpy icwyoepyocwy iUx 1frxoUxofrx 1xa iya oxa oya lfxa rfaa ex cy • n 
Num 211 286 169 329 234 301 194 339 90 407 30 467 37 33 80 72 159 158 249 267 2 0 
Freq29 100 41 99 35 86 78 13 81 100 100 82 100 32 100 80 81 100 100 71 98 100 
Num 212 168 328 232 303 196 338 91 468 34 73 158 268 0 
Freq71 59 1 41 14 4 77 19 18 59 4 19 26 2 
Num 233 195 341 35 71 269 
Freq 20 16 3 8 15 2 
Num 235 197 340 32 70 270 
Freq 3 2 7 1 1 1 
Num 236 
Freq 1 
Mode 

212 286 168 329 232 301 194 338 90 407 30 467 37 34 80 72 1511 158 249 267 98 0 

Mean 
212 286 168 329 233 301 194 338 90 407 30 467 37 34 80 72 159 158 249 267 

Frequency o~ occurrence - ... au~t. 
el lfxd rfxd iad iyd 

Num 
Freq 
Num 
Freq 
Num 
Freq 
Num 
Freq 
Mode 

17.71 12.89 12.81 3.00 2.90 
82 81 100 100 32 
17.75 12.81 2.99 
18 19 59 

17.71 12.89 12.81 3.00 

17.72 12.87 12.81 3.00 

3.08 
8 
2.81 
1 

2.99 

2.97 

(-
oad 
6.48 
100 

6.48 

6.48 

oyd 
6.33 
80 
6.42 
4 
6.24 
15 
6.15 
1 

6.33 

6.32 

Specimen .ampl. - 'mA'&2. TX'.r, I_~. I'&D""D.PIC I I'UaaX2P .PIC 100 aupl •• 
Frequency o~ occurrence - pixel locatiOAa 

Ielx ierxoelxoerx icpy icwyocpyocwy iUx 1fraoflaofraiu iya ou 
Num 209 283 165 327 224 293 186 331 88 404 27 465 37 34 81 
Freq100 100 82 100 78 13 35 46 82 97 100 99 100 90 82 
Num 166 225 292 187 330 87 405 464 33 80 
Freq 18 8 84 49 39 18 3 1 6 18 
Num 226 294 188 332 35 
Freq 1 1 11 11 4 
Num 223 295 189 333 
Freq 13 2 5 4 
Mode 

209 283 165 327 224 292 187 331 88 404 27 465 37 34 11 
Mean 

209 283 165 327 224 292 187 331 88 404 27 
r~cy O~ occurrence - _~. 

el ltad rfad iad iyd 
Num 
Freq 
Num 
Freq 
Num 
Freq 
Mum 
Freq 
Mode 

17.75 12.81 12.81 3.00 2." 
99 83 96 100 90 
17.71 12.89 12.89 2.90 
1 17 4 6 

17.75 12.81 12.81 3.00 

17.75 12.82 12.81 3.00 

3.01 
4 

2.99 

2.99 

R.M.White 

465 37 

(-
oxel 
6.57 
12 
6.41 
18 

6.57 

6.55 

34 81 

oyd 
6.33 
60 
6.24 
35 
6.42 
4 
6.15 
1 

6.33 

6.30 

oya lfaartaaex cy • n 
72 158 158 246 258 2 2 
60 83 96 9!1 16 100 100 
71 159 159 245 259 
35 17 4 1 6 
73 260 
4 7 
70 257 
1 1 

72 lSi 158 246 251 2 2 

72 151 158 246 258 
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SpecilDen .ampl. - TDA'l'Al.'1'XT, Image. n:JtROX3R.PIC 
rrequency of occurrence - pix.l location. 

6 rKRROX3P.PIC 100 aampl •• 

Ielx ierx oelx oerx iepy iewy oepyoewy itlx itrxotlxotrx 1xa iya 
Num 211 285 167 327 238 306 200 344 88 405 29 465 37 34 
FreQ 97' 100 100 100 37 31 75 45 28 100 100 87 99 71 
Num 210 237 305 199 343 87 464 36 33 
FreQ3 52 63 18 39 72 13 1 29 
Num 239 307 201 342 
FreQ 9 6 7 14 
Num 236 345 
FreQ 2 2 
Mo~ 

211 285 167 327 237 305 200 344 87 405 29 465 37 34 
Mean 

211 285 
rrequency 

167 327 238 305 200 343 87 405 29 
of occurrence - ... au~t. 

Num 
FreQ 
Num 
FreQ 
Num 
FreQ 
~ 

Mean 

el 
17.67 
87 
17.63 
13 

17 .67 

17.67 

Hxd rlxd ixd lyd 
12.97 12.73 3.00 2.99 
29 100 100 71 
13.05 2.90 
71 29 

13.05 12.93 3.00 2.99 

13.03 12.73 3.00 2.96 

465 37 

(-) 
oxd 
6.411 
100 

6.48 

6.48 

34 

oyd 
6.33 
53 
6.24 
47 

6.33 

6.29 

oxa oya Itxartxaex cy e n 
80 72 160 157 248 272 2 3 
99 52 29 100 100 9 100 100 
79 71 161 271 
1 47 71 90 

70 273 
1 1 

80 72 161 157 248 271 2 3 

80 72 161 157 248 271 

SpecilDen .ampl. - TDAD~.'lX'l', I_ge. I'&RRCIXG.PIC 6 r&lit*40.PIC 100 .... 1 •• 
rrequency of occurrence - pizel. location. 

Ie1xlerxoelxoerxlcpyicwyocpyocwy1tlxifrxotlxotrx1xa 1ya ou oya Itxartxacx cy e n 
Num 222 296 201 339 230 301 175 351 181 415 139 477 37 33 82 65 120 149 263 265 1 4 
FreQ 57 55 9 100 IS 93 18 32 64 98 61 59 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 61 100 100 
Num 221 295 207 234 303 226 350 139 416 90 476 262 266 
FreQ43 45 22 79 7 75 65 36 2 11 41 1 37 
Num 202 233 177 352 III 267 
FreQ 7 1 1 2 2 2 
Num 165 236 225 353 83 
FreQ 35 2 4 1 23 
Num 174 229 228 142 
FreQ 1 3 1 2 
Num 200 227 138 
FreQ 9 1 1 
Num 208 
FreQ 5 
Num 216 
FreQ 8 
Num 193 
FreQ 1 
Num 210 
FreQ 2 
Num 192 
FreQ 1 
~ 

222 296 165 339 334 301 226 350 181 415 139 477 37 33 82 65 120 149 263 265 1 
Mean 

222 296 191 339 233 301 216 350 166 415 120 477 37 
rrequency of ocourrenoe - ... au~t. (.., 

el Hxd rtxd ixd 1yd oad 
Num 
FreQ 
Num 
FreQ 
Num 
FreQ 
Num 
FreQ 
Num 
FreQ 
Num 
Num 
Freq 
Num 
Freq 
Num 
Freq 
Num 
~ 

13.709.73 12.083.00 2.90 6.65 
29 100 100 100 100 100 
13.66 
33 
15.64 
2 
14.79 
1 
15.93 
4 
15.97 
19 
15.68 
9 
13.58 
2 
14.83 
1 

13.66 9.73 13.08 3.00 2.90 6.65 

14.44 9.73 12.08 3.00 2.90 6.65 

33 

oyd 
5.71 
100 

5.71 

5.71 

82 65 120 149 263 265 

4 
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Specu-n .amp1. - TDATAS.TXT, Image. n:RROXSR.PIC 
rrequency of occurrence - pix.1 locat.lcn. 

, I'DI1OX!5P.PIC 100 • ...,1 •• 

Ielx ierxoelxoerx iepy lewyoepyoewy lnx l!rxonxo!rx lxa iya 
Num 216 291 172 334 241 310 202 346 95 413 35 473 37 34 
Freq10U 49 100 100 29 99 29 9 96 100 33 33 100 96 
Num 290 242 309 201 347 96 34 472 33 
Freq 51 68 1 70 65 3 67 67 4 
Num 243 203 348 94 
Freq 3 1 23 1 
Num 349 
Freq 3 

110"-
216 290 172 334 242 310 201 347 95 413 34 472 37 34 

Mean 
216 290 

rrequency 
el 

172 334 242 310 201 347 95 413 34 
of occurrence - "'8U~t.. 

Num 
Freq 
Num 
Freq 
Num 
Freq 

110"-

17.75 
100 

17.75 

17.75 

Ifxd r!xd ixd iyd 
12.89 12.89 3.00 2.99 
33 33 100 96 
12.8112.97 2.90 
65 67 4 
12.73 
2 

12.81 12.97 3 2.99 

12.83 12.94 3.00 2.99 

472 37 
(-) 
oxd 
6.57 
100 

6.57 

6.57 

34 

oyd 
6.33 
29 
6.42 
71 

6.42 

6.39 

oxa oya l!xar!xaex cy e n 
81 72 159 159 254 275 2 5 
100 29 33 33 33 91 100 100 

73 158 160 253 276 
71 65 67 67 9 

157 
2 

81 73 158 160 253 275 2 5 

81 73 158 160 253 275 

Specu-n .&DIp1. - ':rOAns. TXT, Image. nltROXG. PIC , rERRQXSP.PIC 100 • .-p1 •• 
rrecr:ency of occurrence - pixel 1ccat.lcn. 

elx ierxoelxoerx icpy icwyoepyocwy inx ifrxoflxo!rx ixa iya ou oya lbar!xaex cy • n 
Num 226 300 182 344 232 300 174 338 104 422 44 482 37 34 81 82 159 159 263 261 2 6 
Freq 99 100 92 100 69 92 24 61 99 23 100 100 99 84 92 16 t9 23 100 82 100 100 
Num 227 183 231 299 176 337 105 421 36 3S 80 81 158 158 260 
Freq1 8 21 8 17 37 1 77 1 7 8 74 1 77 4 
Num 230 175 339 33 80 263 
Freq 7 56 2 9 10 1 
Num 233 177 262 
Freq 3 3 13 
Mo"-

226 300 182 344 232 300 175 338 104 421 44 482 37 34 81 81 159 158 263 261 2 6 
Mean 

226 300 182 344 232 300 175 338 104 421 44 482 37 34 81 81 159 158 263 261 
rrequency of occurrence - "'8U~. (-> 

el Hxd r!xd ixd iyd oxd oyd 
Num 17.75 12.89 12.89 3.00 2.99 6.57 7.21 
Freq 100 99 23 99 84 92 16 
Num 12.81 12.81 2.92 3.08 6.48 7.12 
Freq 1 71 1 7 8 74 
NWII 2.90 7.03 
Freq 9 10 
110"-

17.75 12.89 12.81 3.00 2.99 6.57 7.12 
IIeaD 

17.75 12.89 12.83 3.00 2.99 6.56 7.13 

Spec1lDeD • ...,1. - ~n '7. 'IXT, I_ge. raaax'7R. PIC I I'DIIQX'7P. PIC 100 .... 1 •• 
rrequency of OCCUrr.lce - pixel 1ccat.101l. 

Ielxierxoelxoerxicpyicwyocpyocwyiflxifrxoflxo!rxixa iye ou oya l!xer!xacx cy • n 
NWII 214 288 170 331 235 304 197 342 94 406 33 466 37 34 80 72 157 155 251 270 a 7 
Freq 97 97 10 100 31 77 98 30 100 100 100 99 95 84 100 78 100 100 100 75 19 100 
NWII 213 287 171 236 306 199 341 467 36 35 71 269 2 
Freq 1 3 90 60 1 2 45 1 5 9 21 25 80 
NWII 215 237 305 340 33 73 1 
Freq 2 9 21 22 7 1 1 
NWII 307 343 
Freq 1 3 
Mo"-

214 288 171 331 236 304 197 341 94 406 33 466 37 34 80 72 157 155 251 270 2 7 
Mean 

214 288 171 331 236 304 197 341 94 406 33 466 37 34 80 72 157 155 251 270 

rrequency of OCCUrr.lce - "'8U~. (-.) 
c1 1fxd rfxd ixcUydozeloyd 

NWII 17.55 12.73 12.5' 3.00 2.99 
Freq 99 100 100 95 84 
Num 17.59 2.92 3.08 
Freq 1 5 9 
Num 2.90 
n~ 7 
Mo"-

17.55 12.73 
Mean 

17.55 12.73 
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12.56 3.00 

12.56 3.00 

2.99 

2.99 

6.48 
100 

6.48 

6.48 

6.33 
78 
6.24 
21 
6.42 
1 

6.33 

6.31 
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Speoimc .ampl. - TDATA8.TXT, Image. I'ZJtIlOXIR.PIC 
I'requenoy o~ occurrence - pix.l location. 

, I'DItOXO. PIC 100 aaIIIpl •• 

Ielx ierxoelxoerx iepy iewyoepyoewy itlx i!rxotlxofrx ixa iya 
Num 228 327 179 353 245 311 197 362 100 333 79 376 33 30 
Freq 83 98 100 96 98 98 22 24 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Num 227 326 333 247 313 188 363 
Freq15 2 1 2 2 77 56 
Num 229 341 187 364 
Freq 1 1 1 19 
Num 230 361 366 
Freq 1 1 1 
Num 350 
Freq 1 
Moct. 

228 327 179 353 245 311 188 363 100 333 79 376 33 30 
... an 

228 327 
I'reqgenoy 

el 

179 353 245 311 
o~ occurrence 

Num 
Freq 
Moct. 

... an 

12.04 
100 

12.04 

12.04 

Hxd rtxd 
14.02 4.86 
100 100 

14.02 4.86 

14.02 4.86 

190 363 100 333 79 
- ... au~t. 

lxd lyd 
2.67 2.64 
100 100 

2.67 2.64 

2.67 2.64 

376 33 

<-) 
oad 
5.43 
100 

5.43 

5.43 

30 

oyd 
6.24 
100 

6.24 

6.24 

oxa oya ltxar!xaex cy • n 
67 71 173 60 272 278 1 8 
100 100 100 100 96 7 100 100 

267 277 
1 7Ii 
269 279 
1 17 
274 
1 
271 
1 

67 71 173 60 272 277 1 8 

67 71 173 60 272 277 

Speoimc .ampl. - TDATAt.'.rX'l, Image. nJtROXtIl.PIC , ....axIP.PIC 100 ....,1 •• 
I'requenoy o~ oocurrence - pizel location. 

Ielxlerxoelxoerxlcpylcwyocpyocwyltlxlfrxoflxofrxlxa lya oxa oya l!xarfxaex cy • n 
Num 205 279 162 322 224 294 189 330 84 399 24 459 37 35 80 70 158 157 242 260 a 9 
Freq100 100 100 100 21 68 9 50 99 93 100 92 100 35 100 5 62 60 61 44 97 100 
Num 226 295 188 331 83 398 458 34 71 157 158 241 259 2 
Freq 39 30 90 43 1 7 8 65 87 38 36 39 56 3 
Num 225 297 187 333 72 156 
FreQ 39 1 1 2 8 4 
Num 227 293 332 
Freq 1 1 5 
Moct. 

205 279 162 322 225 294 188 330 884 339 24 459 37 34 80 71 158 157 242 259 a 9 
... an 

205 279 
I'reqgenoy 

162 322 225 294 188 331 84 399 24 
o~ occuxrenoe - ... au~. 

Num 
Freq 
Num 
Freq 
Num 
FreQ 
Moct. 

el 
17.63 
92 
17.59 
8 

17.63 

17.63 

ltxd rfxd lxd 1yd 
12.81 12.73 3.00 3.08 
62 64 100 35 
12.73 12.64 2.99 
38 36 65 

12.81 12.73 3.00 2.99 

12.78 12.70 3.00 3.02 

459 37 <-oad 
6.41 
100 

6.41 

6.41 

34 

oyd 
6.15 
5 
6.24 
87 
6.33 
8 

6.24 

6.24 

80 71 158 157 242 

Speoimc .ampl. - TDADlII.'fX'f, Image ..-oxuI.PIC 100 eaIIpl .. 
I'requenoy o~ occurzenoe - pizel location. 

Ielx 1erxoelxoerx 1cpy lcwyocpyocwy 1flalfraotlaofra 1 .. lye 0 .. oye ltaa rtaacx 
Num 217 291 173 334 225 293 186 329 96 412 35 472 37 34 10 71 151 151 254 
Freq54 100 80 100 64 89 95 45 73 92 100 13 100 11 100 44 73 92 100 
Num 216 174 227 295 118 330 95 411 473 33 72 159 157 259 
Freq46 20 6 11 3 49 27 I 17 16 53 27 I 33 
Num 224 187 331 35 70 260 
FreQ 12 2 6 3 3 3 
Num 226 
Freq 18 
Moct. 

217 291 173 334 225 293 116 330 96 412 35 472 37 34 10 72 151 lSI 254 
... an 

217 291 173 334 225 293 186 330 96 412 35 
rz:equenoy of oocurzenoe - ... au~t. 

el Had rtad iad lyd 
Mum 
Freq 
Mum 
Freq 
Mum 
Freq 
Moct. 

17.71 12.81 12.11 3.00 2.99 
83 73 92 100 81 
17.75 12.89 12.73 2.90 
17 27 8 16 

17.71 12.89 12.81 

17.72 12.83 12.80 

3.00 

3.00 

3.08 
3 

2.99 

2.98 

472 37 

(-
oad 
6.41 
100 

6.48 

6.41 

34 

oyd 
6.24 
44 
6.33 
53 
6.15 
3 

6.33 

6.21 

10 72 lSI 151 254 

259 

cy • 
251 2 
64 97 
o 
3 

258 2 

251 

n 
1 
100 

1 
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Spec~ .ample - T~TA1I.TXT, Image rzaaOXII.PIC 100 .uapl •• 
I'r~ency of oocurrence - pixel loc.~1.oll. 

clx icrxoclxocrx icpy icwyocpyocwy itlx ifrxotlxo!rx ixa iya oxa oya Itxar!xacx cy • n 
Num 227 301 183 344 196 264 157 302 106 422 44 482 37 34 80 72 157 159 263 228 2 1 
FreQ 77 100 100 100 100 95 93 45 33 73 100 100 100 95 100 92 33 73 100 31 100 100 
Num 226 263 158 301 105 421 33 73 158 158 229 
FreQ 23 5 1 52 67 27 5 4 67 27 45 
Num 159 303 71 230 
FreQ 4 2 4 22 
Num 156 305 232 
FreQ 2 1 1 
Mode 

227 301 183 344 196 264 157 302 105 422 44 482 37 34 80 92 67 159 263 229 2 1 

Mean 
227 301 183 344 196 264 157 302 105 422 44 482 37 34 80 72 158 159 263 229 

I'requenoy of occurrence - ... auremen~. (-) 
c1 Hxd rtxd ixd iyd oxd oyd 

Num 17.75 12.73 12.89 3.00 2.99 6.48 6.33 
Freq 100 33 73 100 95 100 92 
Num 12.81 12.81 2.90 6.42 
Freq 67 27 5 4 
Num 6.24 
Freq 4 
Mode 

17.75 12.73 12.89 3.00 2.99 6.48 6.33 

Mean 
17.75 12.78 12.87 3.00 2.99 6.48 6.33 

Speo~ aample - ~'1'AI0.TXT, Image I'DROXl0.PIC 100 aa.pl •• 
I'r~enoy of occurrence - pix.l loc.~iOAa 

c1x ierxoe1xocrx iepy lcwyoepyocwy ltlxlfrxotlxofrxlaa lya oxa oya lfxar!xaex cy • n 
Num 200 274 157 317 244 311 204 348 79 395 18 455 37 33 80 72 158 158 237 277 2 1 
Freq 98 100 100 83 73 97 95 99 100 100 100 43 100 74 100 96 100 100 100 74 93 100 
Num 199 318 243 313 206 350 456 34 71 279 0 
Freq2 17 23 3 1 1 57 26 4 1 7 
Num 246 205 2711 
FreQ 1 4 25 
Num 242 
Freq 1 
Num 245 
Freq 2 
Mode 

200 274 157 317 244 311 204 348 79 395 18 456 37 33 80 72 158 158 237 277 2 1 

llaan 
200 274 157 317 244 311 204 348 79 395 18 456 37 33 80 72 158 158 237 277 

I'requency of occurrenGe - ... au~~a (.a) 
el Had r!xd lxd iyd oad oyd 

Num 17.71 12.81 12.81 3.00 2.90 6.41 6.33 
Freq 43 100 100 100 74 100 96 
Num 17.75 2.99 6.24 
Freq 57 26 4 
Mode 

17.75 12.81 12.81 3.00 2.90 6.48 6.33 
IIaan 

17.73 12.81 12.81 3.00 2.92 6.48 6.33 

Specimen .&llpl. - T~'1'AJII.!'X'1', Iaage I'&ltROXIII.PIC 100 aa.pl .. 
Frequency of occurrence - pixel loc.~i0A8 

!clxicrxoclxocrxicpyicwyocpyocwyiflxifrxotlxofrxixa iya oxa oya 1fxarfaacx cy • n 
Num 219 292 176 336 222 291 1115 328 911 412 38 472 37 34 80 71 157 157 255 256 0 , 
Freq89 100 98 99 59 19 38 18 71 39 100 III 100 78 100 75 29 48 59 77 87 100 
Num 218 175 337 221 290 184 327 97 413 473 35 70 158 158 256 255 2 
Freq11 2 1 38 68 55 61 29 61 19 21 13 71 41 41 16 13 
Num 223 292 186 326 33 72 156 257 
Freq 3 11 4 16 1 12 11 7 
Num 293 187 329 
Freq 2 3 5 
Mode 

219 292 176 336 222 290 184 327 97 413 38 472 37 34 110 71 158 157 255 256 0 , 

llaan 
219 292 176 336 222 290 185 327 97 413 38 472 37 34 80 71 158 157 255 256 

Frequency of occurrence - ... au~ta (.a) 
e1 Hxd r!xd lxd lyd oad Oyd 

Num 17.59 12.73 12.73 3.00 2.99 6.41 6.24 
Freq 81 29 59 100 78 100 75 
Num 17.63 12.81 12.64 3.08 &.15 
Freq 19 71 41 22 13 
Num 6.33 
Freq 12 
Mode 

17.57 12.01 12.73 

17.60 12.80 12.75 
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2.92 

2.96 

2.99 

3.01 

6.48 

6.48 
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Specimen .ampl. - ~~~~I.TXT, Imag. F.ERROX~I.PIC 
Frequenoy o~ occurrence - pix.l location. 

1c1x 1crx oclx ocrx 1 cpy 1cwy ocpy ocwy 1 ilx 1trx otlx otrx 1xa 1ya 
Num 236 310 193 353 198 268 161 303 115 429 55 490 37 35 
Freq 100 100 100 97 48 38 54 68 98 100 88 99 100 38 
Num 354 197 267 162 304 114 56 489 34 
Freq 3 25 54 39 29 2 12 1 62 
Num 199 266 160 305 
Freq 26 8 5 3 
Num 201 163 
Freq 1 2 
Mode 

236 310 193 351 198 267 161 303 115 430 55 490 37 34 
Mean 

236 310 193 353 198 267 161 303 115 430 55 
Frequency o~ occurrence - ... auremMlt. 

c1 lfxd rfxd 1xd iyd 
Num 
Freq 
Num 
Freq 
Num 
Freq 
Mode 

17.63 12.73 12.64 3.00 3.08 
87 75 23 100 38 
17.59 12.81 12.73 2.99 
13 25 77 62 

17.63 12.73 12.81 3.00 2.99 

17.62 12.75 12.79 3.00 

490 37 
(aa) 
oxd 
6.48 
100 

6.48 

6.48 

34 

oyd 
6.24 
67 
6.15 
30 
6.33 
3 

6.24 

6.22 

100 .Ulpl •• 

oxa oya ltxartxacx 
80 71 157 157 272 
100 67 75 77 77 

70 158 156 273 
30 25 23 23 
72 
3 

80 71 157 158 272 

80 71 157 158 272 

Specimen .ample - TDA~5K).TXT, Image nRRQX5K).PIC 100 .AIIpl •• 
Frequency o~ occurrence - pixel location. 

Ic1xicrxoc1xocrxlcpylcwyocpyocwylflxifrxoflxofrxlxa iya oxa oya ltxarfxacx 
Num 198 272 155 315 240 310 203 345 76 391 17 451 36 35 80 71 159 156 235 
Freq100 100 100 100 78 25 72 55 70 67 98 33 58 24 100 80 15 17 19 
Num 242 309 204 346 77 392 16 452 37 34 72 158 157 234 
Freq 1 70 15 41 30 33 2 67 42 76 9 59 83 81 

Page 249 

cy • 
232 0 
82 89 
233 2 
18 11 

232 0 

232 

n 
9 
100 

9 

n , 
100 

Num 241 308 202 347 70 157 276 

cy • 
274 a 
46 96 
275 1 
50 1 
2 

Freq 15 3 9 4 11 26 4 
Num 243 311 205 
Freq 2 2 4 
Num 239 
Freq 4 
Mode 

198 271 155 315 240 309 203 345 76 391 17 452 36 34 80 71 158 157 234 
Mean 

198 271 
Frequency 

155 315 240 309 203 345 76 391 17 
o~ occurrence - .... UremMlt. 

Num 
Freq 
Num 
Freq 
Num 
Freq 
Mode 

c1 
17.59 
32 
17.63 
68 

13.63 

17.61 
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lfxd rtxd lxd lyd 
12.89 12.64 3.00 3.08 
15 17 100 24 
12.81 12.73 2.99 
59 83 76 
12.73 
26 

12.81 12.73 2.92 2.99 

12.80 12.74 2.95 3.01 

452 36 (-
oad 
6.48 
100 

6.48 

6.48 

34 

oyd 
6.24 
80 
6.33 
9 
6.15 
11 

6.24 

6.24 

80 71 158 157 234 

3 

275 0 

275 
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5.8.3 Graphs from the test specimens 

Graphs 5.1 and 5.2 show the distributions of feature pixel locations and 
measurements for all non-broken specimens. Graphs 5.3 and 5.4 show the variation of 
the f~ature pixellocations and measurements over the 100 samples which were taken 
for each specimen. 
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Distribution of measurements 
about the mode values for dimensions 

Frequency (Thouaand.) 
7 ................................................................................................... . 

6 .................................................................................................... . 

5 ................................................................................. _ .................. . 

4, ••........•••••. _ ...•••••.•.....•..•••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• -••••.•.•.••••••••••••••• 

3 .................................................................................................... . 

2 .....................................................................•............................... 

1 .................................................................................. -................. . 

o~ __ ._--._--~--.T~,.~-~,T~l--~--_.--_.--~ 
-0.5 -0.. -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Difference. about mode. ill mm 

Page2S1 

Graph 5.1 Frequency distributions of differences of all measurements and 
dimensions (excluding broken and badly damaged specimens 4, 6 &. 8) 

Distribution of me •• urementll for .ample 
9 about the mode value. for dimen.ion. 

3000~----------------------------------------------~ 

2500 -- -- .. ---- --. --. --. --. -- --.. ---- --. --.. --. --. --... -- ....... -- --. -- .. --. --..... ----. -- ------ .... --. 

2000 .. --.. ------.--.-- .. ---- ... --------.--.--.----.-- .-- .. --.--------... --........................... . 

1500 . --. -- .. -- -- ...... --.... -- ... -- .... --. -- .. --..... --. -- .. -- ... --. -- ...... -- .... -- .. --. --. -- .. --... . 

1000 ................. -- ... --.... --.----..................... --... --................... --............ .. 

500 ----.-- .... --................................................................................... .. 

O~--r--.---.--,~rll.~~.~~,r __ ~ __ ~~r-~ 
-0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

DlttereDC" about mH .. lD _ 

Graph 5.2 Frequency distributions of differences of measumnents and dimensions 
of all samples of specimen 9 
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Graph 5.3 Pixel variation over 100 samples with inductor core in the same location 

Mea.urementa in mm 
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"Specimen .ample - TDATA9.TXT" 
100 .ample. at fixed location 

• 
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Sampl .. 
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l.tl.n~.ll.cliUD.\er - 1mm 
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bm.r .• .dWDe\er - 1mm 
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Graph 5.4 Measurement variation over 100 samples with inductor core 
in the same location 
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5.9 Timings of software 

The main parts of the software have been timed to show where much of the time is 
spent. Some of these main parts have had their sub-parts timed. 

Fold name 

fmd centre points 
look for horizontal edges 

fmd inner .circle.left.x 
fmd inner.circle.righLx 

look for vertical edges 
fmd inner.circle.upper.y 

calc centre points 

fmd edge features 
look for horizontal circle edges 

fmd inner .circle.left.x 
fmd outer.circle.left.x 
fmd inner.flange.left.x 
fmd inner.flange.left.x 
fmd inner .circle.righLx 
fmd outer.circle.ri,htx 
fmd inner.flangenght.x 
fmd inner.t1ange.right,x 

look for vertical circle edges 
fmd inner.circle.upper.y 
fmd outer.circle.upper.y 
fmd inner.circle.lower.y 
fmd outer .circle.lower.y 

calc induct(X' core radii 

search edges 
search flange edges 

search left flange lower outer edge 
search left flange upper outer edge 
search right flange lower outer edge 
search right flange upper outer edge 

search circle edges 
search left circle lower outer edge 
search left circle lower inner edge 
search left circle right outer edge 
search left circle right inner edge 

fmd equations of the flange oulm' edges 
left.flange.lower.edge 
left.ftange.middle.edge 

compare with edges to find chips 
inner circle 
outer edge 
left flange arc 
right flange arc 
flange outer edges 

R.M.White 

T42S-20 (sees) 

0.0076 
0.0038 
0.0009 
0.0010 
0.0038 
0.0009 
0.00006 

0.01 
0.0071 
0.0005 
0.0008 
0.0013 
0.0008 
0.0007 
0.0008 
0.0013 
0.0008 
0.0029 
0.0006 
0.0008 
0.0006 
0.0009 

0.00006 

0.225 
0.134 
0.0167 
0.0171 
0.0166 
0.0167 
0.091 
0.0072 
0.0034 
0.(04 
0.0038 

0.00S2 
0.0011 
0.0005 

0.2S 
0.03S1 
0.0857 
0.0S68 
0.OS71 
0.0112 
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6. Chapter 6 - Conclusions and future work 

This thesis has shown that by using carefully designed algorithms on fast processors, 
image processing is now usable by industry for automatic measurement and 
inspection. The advantages of using visual techniques are many fold, not least that it 
is often the most natural method, since man uses his eyes as his primary sense when 
inspecting his surroundings. The use of computerised vision for inspection, improves 
on man's qualitative sight by allowing an immediate quantitative visual inspection. 
This thesis demonstrates that a weld's profile may be completely measured in about 
half a second where it would take a man to measure the same dimensions more than 
100 times longer. Furthermore, a complex component such as the ferroxcube inductor 
core, can be both reliably measured and inspected for chipped edges in a fraction of 
the time of the manual inspection. Some of the dimensions of this component and of 
the weld's profile are now measurable, but with the manual gauges they prove very 
difficult, if not impossible, to measure. The computerised vision system also permits 
inspection and measurement in hostile environments, where man is reluctant, or at 
risk, to venture. 

6.1 The portable weld measurement gauge 

Weld measurement has previously relied on the judgement of the inspector, this was 
due to four main reasons. Firstly, it was difficult to get the current tools into the weld 
joint to measure at the desired point. Secondly, they only produced a point 
measurement and not a complete proflle and therefore relied on their skilled use. 
Thirdly, they can only be used on fillet or butt welds, since these have defined 
reference datums from which the measurements can be made. The previous gauges 
are not accurate enough to measure small features such as undercut. An automatic 
gauge eliminates the inconsistency in inspector's judgement because all 
measurements taken are based on quantitative techniques. 

The Welding Institute was interested in investigating whether a gauge could be 
designed which would measure both a weld's profile automatically and to provide a 
paper print out of the results as a permanent record. The important measurements of a 
welded joint's proflle are reinforcement, width, undercut, toe angles of the weld, 
displacement and angle between the plates. Discussions with representatives of the 
welding industry refmed and added to these requirements, in particular the device 
should be able to store its data for later recovery and it should be able to monitor 
continuously. It should be light-weight and robust, non-contacting and non
destructive to the inspected work, as easy and safe to operate as possible. and reliable 
and consistent in its measurements. All of these features and requirements have been 
achieved in the portable gauge. 

This research has formally defmed the weld features in a quantitative way by 
establishing a datum for all weld types. This datum is universal, and ovezcomes the 
problems associated with the measurement of welds made between plates at any 
angle other than fillet or butt welds. Generic algorithms have lxen developed to find 
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and measure a weld's features. These algorithms while shown here in a portable 
gauge, could be implemented for on-line weld control systems. 

Continuous operation of the gauge required that it should both capture and process 
each inspection fast enough for on-line use. This has led to the choice of both the 
laser .stripe technique and transputer technology. Satisfactory operation of this 
arrangement led naturally to consideration of using the device to monitor and 
possibly control the weld as it was being made. The system has been demonstrated 
performing this function and an automatic continuous welding machine can be further 
developed using this approach. 

The gauge allows remote weld measurement and inspection in areas where people are 
unable to go. The monitoring head can be redesigned to make it smaller, cameras are 
now available at a reasonable cost which are less than 1/. of the size of that used 
presently. Furthermore, by use of coherent fibre optic bundles a tiny head could be 
produced which would be able to fit into very confined spaces, such as pipes or welds 
between plates at acute angles. The gauge could become the source for a range of 
weld measuring instruments and automatic welding tools. 

For this research to be of value to industry, the measurements must be proved to be 
accurate. The gauge has therefore been thoroughly tested with not only the Welding 
Institute's test samples, but with many different weld specimens. The Welding 
Institute has had opportunity to test and assess the gauge over a period of six months. 
Stephens and Bourton [66] conclude their report on their evaluation of portable gauge, 
for The Welding Institute, by saying "The gauge has performed to a high enough 
standard in field tests to suggest that ~t is capable of being manufactured and 
marketed commercially." In trials they found that one projcct's measurements, which 
would manually have taken over two weeks, were measured in less than an afternoon, 
and at greater accuracy. 

The natural progression arising from the research into measurement of weld profiles, 
is to use the techniques in this thesis to control the welding process as welding is 
performed. By using many processors to perform the image processing tasks the 
speed can be increased to real-time. and the algorithms used in this research provide a 
reliable and tested foundation on which to investigate controlling the welding 
process. 

6.2 On-line metrology and flaw inspection 

The application of image processing to the inspection of components on a production 
line has been considered using the Philips Ferroxcube inductor cores as a case study 
example. Previously samples were inspected manually, but automated inspection was 
required to provide 100% testing while increasing the production rate by 6O()CI,. 1bis 
research has resulted in a process which will not only measure all the parameters 
currently inspected manually. but is also capable of measuring many more parameters 
recording the results for post-analysis. This information could be used in the future to 
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correlate with the batch and material source information enabling Philips to introduce 
production control in the manufacturing process. 

The system which has been devised can locate positions, define edge positions, 
measure dimensions to the required degree of accuracy, calculate area and determine 
shape .. The system makes an overall pass/fail decision which can be output to a 
screen, passed to other devices such as a robot, or logged for funher analysis. 
Development of the system in the future to include an interface to the robotic 
machine is required to provide a complete on-line quality control system. The system 
could be further extended to measure cores lying at any angle in the image. At present 
the orientation of the cores as they pass beneath the camera must be constant and 
preset. Such flexibility would greatly aid the manufacturing process and eliminate the 
cost of arranging for the cores to be similarly orientated. 

6.3 Accuracy 

The measurement of dimensions in any stationary object, when viewed by a camera, 
will have an accuracy which is dependent upon the proportion of the screen which 
that dimension fills. For a 512 x 512 pixel screen, the object can be made to fill SOO 
pixels and therefore, the least error possible from this image for its largest dimension 
would be 1 part in 250, or 0.4% (1 pixel at each end). A typical dimension may 
however occupy only 200 pixels, and therefore have an error of 1 %. The error is 
independent of the actual size of the object since the image will have been magnified 
to fill the major part of the screen and then calibrated using a standard sample. 
Clearly the accuracy will diminish for features which are small compared with the 
size of the whole image. A vision system can offer better accuracy than is obtained 
with normal measuring instruments used in industrial inspection. 

There are cameras which have up to 1024 x 1024 pixels which are capable of 
resolving images with greater acuity and enabling measurement with higher accuracy 
than standard cameras. Cameras with a faster frame scan rate may also become 
available, which will provide images for the vision system more rapidly; in this case 
the actual real-time limit is reduced. The need for higher frame scan cameras has DOt 
previously been sufficient for them to have been developed, but the advent of 
industrial image processing may create that need. 

6.4 Cost considerations 

Cost is always a relevant consideration in engineering. In the prdiminary "First Year 
Repon" (1988) it was shown that the cost of components to produce the necessary 
hardware for the parallel processing transputer based weld gauge was considerably 
less at that time (£1570) than if the system had been devised to nm on either a 
portable mM-AT clone using a PIP frame store (£6400), or a bespoke system based 
on the 80286 processor (£3370). While the cost of some of these components have 
fallen during the past two or more years, not least the IBM-AT clone, there is no 
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reason to doubt that the cost of producing the hardware for the transputer based vision 
system is significantly cheaper than the other methods considered. 

The greater cost in any commercial system would be for developing the necessary 
software and in proving the system. There is the prospect that faster and more 
powerful processors will become available in the near future which will permit the 
reduction of the number which are needed to work in parallel to achieve the same 
task. These new devices will permit more complex analysis of the image to be 
achieved by fewer processors. Therefore even if the cost of this new generation of 
processors is higher, cost savings in hardware can be expected by the need for fewer 
processors. 

6.5 Future work 

The case studies have shown that image processing for industrial inspection and 
measurement is set for great advances in the future, and its use for on-line and real
time operation is likely. The work undertaken and described in this thesis shows that 
the combination of parallel processing with specific software has the realistic 
potential for development into a wide range of automatic measurement instruments 
and industrial processes. 

Research into the application of image processing to more complex tasks is to be 
pursued. The greatly increased processing power offered by TIPS in combination 
with specific image processing techniques will allow inspection from images of poor 
quality. In this direction the research into weld inspection is to be extended, through 
the use of x-rays, to check welds for sub-surface defects such as cracks. 

The sub-sea environment offers many opportunities for vision systems to aid or 
replace unpleasant and dangerous manual tasks through coupling with intelligent 
underwater robots. In this case the raw images are of poor quality, with features being 
temporarily obscured by cloudy water, bubbles and drifting debris. Processing is 
needed to improve each image with knowledge acquired from ~vious imaaes, as 
well as to extract the required features and information. Research is currently starting 
to tackle some of the problems associated with sub-sea robotic vision and will be 
looking into interpreting multiple images to build a three dimensional model of the 
scene in view. 
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Glossary 

2MBTB 
ADC 
AGC 
Algorithm 

Ambient light 

Analogue signal 

Back lighting 

Bandpass Optical Filters 

Bandwidth 

BBC 
Binary image 

Binary system 

BIOS 
Boundary 

C-mount 

CCD 

CCIR 

Chrominance 

Contrast 

Convolution 

Correlation 

DAC 
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Glossary 

- Two MegaByte Transputer Board 
- Analogue to Digital Converter 
- Automatic Gain Control 
A rule or method for solving a mathematical problem in 
a finite number of steps: a step by step method of 
solving a problem. 
Light which is present in the environment around a 
machine vision system and generated from outside 
sources. 
The representation of signal by a smooth, continuous 
function curve of voltage vs time. 
The use of a light source placed behind an object so that 
a clear silhouette of an object is formed. This is used 
when surface features on an object are not important. 
Devices which are transparent to light of only a narrow 
range of frequencies. 
The information carrying capacity of a circuit often 
expressed in frequency (MHz). As the bandwidth 
increases, the information capacity increases. 
- British Broadcasting Corporation 
A black and white digitised image represented as zeros 
and ones. 
A vision system which creates a digitised image of an 
object in which each pixel can have only two values 
such as black or white, one or zero. 
- Basic Input Output System 
The line formed by the joining of two image regions, 
each region having a different light intensity or pixel 
value. 
A type of lens mount conventionally found on many 
machine vision cameras. Some cameras have U-mount 
or bayonet mounts and use an adapter for C-mount 
lenses. 
Charge Coupled Device 
A type of semiconductor material. 
The European monochrome broadcasting system 
standard which requires 625 lines at SO Hz frame rate. 
The numerical definition of colour by its position in the 
chromacity diagram 
The difference in light intensities between two regions 
in an image. This term is generally used to measure the 
difference between the lightest and darkest portions of 
an image. . 
Superimposing an MxN operator aver an MxN pixel 
area (window) in the image, multiplying conesponding 
points together and summing the result. A 
normalization factor is frequendy included in the 
process. 
A correspondence between attributes in an image and a 
reference image. 
- Digital to Analogue Converter . 
An electronic hardware device which converts a diaital 
signal into a continuous voltage or CUD'CIlt proportional 
to the digital input. 
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Glossary 

Detector 

Digital image 

OIL 

DOS 
DSP 
Edge 

Edge detection 
EPROM 

Eurocard 

FeB 

Features 

Fibre optic 

Frame 
Frame buffer 
Frame grabbing 

Front lighting 

Grey level 

Grey scale image 

Handshaking 

Histogram 

Hz 

mM, mM-pc, mM-AT, 

IDmemory 
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The light sensing portion of an electro-optical system. 
The detector translates light energy into an electrical 
signal. 
A representation of a visual image by an array of 
brightness values. 
- Dual-In-Line 
A particular pattern of electronic components designed 
to fit printed circuits (switches, sockets etc) 
- Disk Operating System 
- Digital Signal Processing. 
A change in pixel values (exceeding some threshold) 
between two regions of relatively uniform values. 
Edges correspond to a discontinuity in surface 
orientation, surface reflectance or illumination. 
The ability to determine the true edge of an object. 
- Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory 
The devices include a transparent quartz widow 
allowing the user to erase the programmed bit pattern 
by exposing it to ultra-violet light. It can then be re
programmed. 
A standard size for circuit boards measuring 160 mm 
by l00mm 
- Frame Capture Board 
The TIPS circuit board which digitises an incoming 
video signal. 
Simple image data attributes such as pixel amplitudes, 
edge or point locations and textural descriptors or 
somewhat more elaborate image patterns such as 
boundaries and regions. 
A thin transparent fibre along which light can be passed 
but contained within its walls. 
Digital data representing a picture. 
An area of memory used to store digital images. 
Taking a set of data from a camera output representing 
a scanned frame and storing it in temporary memory for 
further analysis. 
The use of illumination in front of an object by 
observing the pattern made by an object intersecting the 
structured light. 
A quanti sed measurement of image brightness or other 
pixel property usually given in integer values. 
An image consisting of an may of pixels where each 
pixel has a value representing the average light 
intensity on an area. Typically, 16,64 or 2S6levels are 
possible for each pixel, depending on the number of 
bits available to process and store data. 
A method of ~g data between two devices to 
ensure it is recelved correctly. 
Frequency counts of the 0CCUIJ'CIlCe of each intensity 
($feY level) in an image usually plotted as a number of 
pIXels with a given grey value vs ...,y level 
- Hertz 
The standard unit of frequency (cycles per second); 
- International Business Machines Inc 
The company's machines have become an industry 
standard. 
An area of ~ on the 11PS SDB which determines 
which pixels are displayed from which TIPS IPB. 
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Glossary 

Image 

Image enhancement 

Image processing 

Inmos COlI 

Intensity 

10 map 
IPB 

Iteration time 
Laplacian operator 

Laser 

Latency 
LED 

Linear array 

Luminance 
Machine vision 

MFLOPS 
MIPS 
NTSC 

Occam 

PAL 

PC-Bus 

PIP frame store 
Pixel 

Pixel value 

Processing speed 
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A projection of a scene into a plane. Usually 
represented as an array of brightness values. 
The use of processing techniques to accentuate cenain 
properties to improve infonnation received from an 
image. 
Transformation of an initial image into a second image 
with more desirable properties, such as increased 
sharpness, less noise and reduced geometric distortion. 
An integrated circuit to interface an Inmos link with 8 
bit data. 
The relative brightness of an image or portion of an 
image. 
- Input Output map. 
- Image Processing Board 
The TIPS circuit board which stores and processes 
digitised images. 
The time taken for each repetition of a process. 
The sum of the second derivatives of the image 
intensity in the x and y directions is called the 
Laplacian. The Laplacian operator is used to enhance 
the value of pixel values adjacent to edge elements. 
- Ught Amplification by Stimulated Emission of 
Radiation 
A device which emits mono-chromatic coherent light. 
Delay 
- Light Emitting Diode 
A semi-conductor light source that emits visible light or 
infra-red radiation. 
A solid state video detector consisting of a single row 
of light sensitive semi-conductor devices. 
The description of brightness of an image 
The ability of an automated system to ~ certain 
tasks normally associated with human VIsion, including 
sensing, image formation, image analysis and image 
interpretation or decision making. 
- Million Floating Point Operations Per Second 
- Million Instructions Per Second. 
A standard for colour images in America which 
augments the RS 170 standard by utilizing a 3.S8 Mhz 
colour sub-canier on the video signal. 
A high level computer programming language 
developed for use With the Inmos Transputer and 
facilitating parallel programming of the transputer. 
- Phase Alternating line 
Standard for colour images in the European broadcast 
system which is equivalent to NTSC in America. 
Connections for interface to an IBM compatible 
personal computer. 
A frame store produced by Mattox Ltd. 
The smallest element of a scene, a picture element, over 
which an average brightness value is determined and 
used to represent that portion of the scene. Pixels are 
arranged in a rectangular array to form a complete 
image of the scene. 
Average brightness value over the pixel area, usually 
rounded off to an integer value. 
The time required for a vision system to analyse and 
interpret an image. 
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Glossary 

QWERTY 
Reflectance 

Registration 

Resolution 

RGB 

RS170 

RS232 

SDB 

Segmentation 

SNR 

Structured lighting 

Template 

Texture 

Thresholding 

TIG 

TIPS 
TSCA 
VLSI 
VME 
Windowing 
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A standard layout typewriter keyboard arrangement. 
The ratio of total reflected to total incident illumination 
at each point. 
Processing images to correct geometrical and intensity 
distortions, relative translational shifts and 
magnification differences between one image and 
another or between an image and a reference map. 
When registered. there is a one to one correspondence 
between a set of points in the image and in the 
reference. 
The smallest feature of an image which can be sensed 
by a vision system. Resolution is generally a function 
of the number of pixels in the image with a greater 
number of pixels giving better resolution. 
- Red, Green and Blue. 
The three primary colours of light. 
Standard TV monitor interface; 625 scans, interlaced, 
1/40 second. active time 64 microseconds. retrace time 
11.6 microseconds. 
Standard computer interface protocol for transmitting 
serial data between computers. 
- System Display Board 
The circuit board which controls the timings and 
operation of TIPS. 
The process of dividing a scene into a number of 
individually defmed regions or segments. 
- Signal to Noise Ratio 
The ratio between the usable signal and any extraneous 
noise signal present. this ratio is expressed in dB. If the 
SNR is exceeded, the transmitted SIgnal quality will be 
unacceptable. 
Sheets of light and other projective light patterns used 
to determine shape and/or dimensions of an object by 
observing the pattern made by an object intersecting the 
structured light. 
An object outline to be matched with an observed 
image field; usually performed at pixel level. 
A local variation in pixel values that repeats in a regular 
or random way across a portion of an image or object. 
Separating elements or regions of an image for 
processing based on pixel values above or below a 
chosen (threshold) value or grey level. 
- Tungsten Inert Gas welding 
Method of electrical welding using a non consumable 
conductor shielded by inert gas. 
- Transputer Image Processing System 
- Transputer Serial Communications Adapter 
- Very Large Scale Integration 
- Versa Memory Europa 
A technique for reducing data processing requirements 
by electronically defining only a small portion of the 
image to be analysed. All other parts of the image are 
ignored. 
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